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Abstract
Geometric errors in prostate cancer radiotherapy can affect patient outcome. Target
delineation error, patient positioning error and internal target motion are three major
sources contributing to the overall geometric uncertainty. In this thesis the quality of
prostate target delineation, the global geometric error (vector sum of systematic error,
organ motion, positioning error and collimator calibration error) and the intra-fraction
organ motion during radiation delivery are studied. The effect of internal target
motion and patient setup error on the tumour control probability and the normal tissue
complication probability are calculated.

Anatomical images from the Visible Human Project were examined by an expert
group who then segmented a gold standard volume for the subject prostate. On the
corresponding CT images, six radiation oncologists were asked to each delineate the
entire prostate organ twenty times, producing a total of 120 organ delineations. It was
found that the physician delineated prostate volume is in general 30% larger than the
“true” prostate volume, but this overestimate of volume only included 84% of the true
prostate volume. It was also observed that there was a systematic error in the
observer segmentations, such that none of the 120 segmentations ever included all of
the posterior portion of the prostate, but all o f the delineations extended past the
anterior surface of the prostate.

Global geometric error and intra-fraction prostate organ motion were measured using
data from 1028 portal images acquired over 257 fractions delivered to a total of 21
patients. In each patient, fudcial markers implanted into the prostate prior to treatment
surrogated the position of the prostate. The overall geometric uncertainty was found
to have a standard deviation of 5.3 mm for all 'observed directions. If both target
delineation and target deformation uncertainties are included, the overall geometric
uncertainty would be 6.3 mm. The intra-fraction organ motion was found to have a
standard deviation of 1 mm. The effect of these geometric uncertainties on tumour
control probability is simulated for the combinations of two treatment margins and
three treatment techniques.
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1

CHAPTER 1
General Introduction

1.0

Anatomy of Prostate Gland

The prostate gland, illustrated in Figure 1.1, lies deep in the pelvis. It surrounds the
urethra where the urine tube runs from the bladder, through the prostate. In healthy men it
is usually the size of a walnut, but may grow larger with age. The weight of the normal
prostate gland is about 15~20 grams and it is partly muscular and partly glandular, with
ducts opening into the prostatic portion of the urethra. The primary function of prostate
gland is to secrete a slightly alkaline fluid that forms the seminal fluid that carries sperm.
Prostate cancer occurs when cells of the prostate mutate and begin to multiply out of
control. Prostate cancer may cause pain, difficulty in urinating, erectile dysfunction and
other symptoms.

Urethra

Figure 1.1 The anatomy of prostate gland 111
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2

1.1

Uncertainties in Prostate Cancer Radiotherapy

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed male cancer in Canada and similarly in
United States. Cancer Statistics Canada121 reported that 26.8% of all male cancers were
prostate cancer in 2003. Prostate was the third most lethal cancer after lung and colorectal
cancer in Canadian males. Currently there are three major treatment methods for prostate
cancer: radiotherapy, surgery and chemotherapy. Radiotherapy is an effective approach to
treating cancer using high-energy ionizing radiation. In this method, ionizing radiation
such as high-energy photons produced by medical linear accelerators, deposit energy that
destroys cancerous cells within a tissue volume. The lethal damage to a cell is on the
genetic material, making it impossible to reproduce (biological cell death). However, this
damage occurs to both cancerous cells and healthy cells. In cancer research, Tumour
Control Probability (TCP) and Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP) are used
to quantify the damage to tumour and normal tissues, respectively.

It is commonly accepted that the individual sub-processes that constitute external beam
radiation therapy can affect patient outcome, and specifically geometric uncertainties
play a major role in tumor control and normal tissue complications. These uncertainties
span the entire treatment process include tumour definition, inter- and intra-fraction
patient motion, organ motion, patient positioning variation and linac geometric
uncertainties, etc. Many strategies have been developed to reduce these uncertainties and
to ensure full target coverage over the course of treatment. Some strategies emphasize
improved target definition by CT, MR and recently functional imaging. [3'5J Others
suggest the improvement in dosimetric accuracies and treatment planning algorithms |6’8J
and advances in dosimetric protocols such as TG51.[9] Linac based uncertainties are
addressed through improved linac design and control systems and through enhanced
clinical quality assurance programs.[10] Positioning uncertainties have been addressed
through a variety of treatment techniques including fiducial m a r k e r s , p a t i e n t
immobilization,1114,153 and electronic portal imaging [1618] and image guided techniques. In
spite of these advances geometric uncertainties are still mitigated by adding a treatment
margin [19,201 to ensure a full dose coverage to the tumour target.
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For low risk prostate cancer where tumour cells are confined to the prostate itself, target
delineation, patient positioning variation, and internal target motion are three major
sources contributing to the global geometric uncertainty. However, the knowledge of
these uncertainties and their effect on tumour control are not well known. Investigating
these issues is the aim of this work.

In this thesis, “error” and “uncertainty” are generally used to describe the geometric
factors in the radiotherapy process. The error is defined as the difference between a
measured value for one variable and its true value or its group mean, while the
uncertainty describes the standard deviation of the variable. Please note the uncertainty
sometimes may be interchanged with error to describe the source of the examined error or
uncertainty.

1.2

Goals of This Thesis

The goals of this thesis are:

•

To investigate intra- and inter- observer variability in prostate organ delineation,
and importantly to measure systematic difference between CT delineated prostate
volume and the true prostate volume using the data from the Visible Human
Project (V H P );[21]

•

To measure and quantify day-to-day prostate organ motion using portal imaging
of implanted fiducial markers;

•

To model the effect of individual geometric errors on localtumour control
probability and normal tissue complication probability;

•

To compare and recommend strategies to reduce the geometric uncertainty
prostate radiotherapy.
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1.3

Thesis outline

This thesis describes our research work, performed at The Ottawa Hospital Regional
Cancer Centre (TOHRCC), on geometric uncertainty in prostate cancer radiotherapy.

Chapter two is an overview of the entire radiation therapy treatment process for prostate
cancer and associated geometric uncertainties. Target delineation, patient positioning
error and internal target motion are emphasized. The cause, nature and magnitude of
these errors are reviewed separately. This chapter also summarizes current treatment
techniques for prostate cancer.

Much of this work uses medical images to measure and quantify the geometric error.
These images include electronic portal images acquired during radiation delivery and CT
images acquired during treatment simulation. However, the contrast of the CT and portal
images is very low and required significant image enhancement and correction before the
useful information could be extracted. Chapter three discusses electronic portal imaging
and the image processing techniques used in this work. Part of the Chapter three was sent
to the Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics and is currently under peer reviewed.

Chapter four addresses systematic and random errors in target delineation. The
uncertainty in target delineation is a significant source of geometric uncertainty in
prostate cancer radiotherapy, but is poorly determined or defined due to the lack of a
well-accepted “gold standard”. In this work, we take advantage of data from the Visible
Human Project (VHP) which provides a set of co-registered CT and axial anatomical
photographic images of the human male. An expert group consisting of an urologist, a
radiation oncologist and an anatomist defined the true or gold standard volume of the
prostate on the anatomical images of a male cadaver. The corresponding CT images were
provided to six radiation oncologists who each contoured the entire prostate 20 times.
Each of the 120 definitions was subsequently compared against the gold standard. The
intra- and inter-observer uncertainties were then measured and are described in chapter
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four. The material of the chapter is under preparation for a manuscript for British Journal
of Radiology.

Chapter five describes the measurement and calculation of treatment geometric errors of
the prostate from its expected position during 257 fractions of radiation delivery to 21
patients implanted with fiducial seeds. During dose delivery, portal images of each of the
4 oblique treatment fields were acquired with a Siemens Beamview TI (Concord, CA)
electronic portal imager. Assuming that the positions of the fiducial seeds are fixed
within the prostate, the coordinates of three seeds are back projected to the treatment
room coordinate system and then transformed to the CT coordinate system for
comparison. Following seed localization, determination of the beam isocentre as well as
the shift in reference bony landmarks, three-dimensional inter- and intra-fraction organ
motion can be determined. The material of Chapter five is under preparation for a
manuscript which will submit to International Journal in radiation oncology, biology and
physics.

The aim of radiotherapy is to maximize tumour cell kill while minimizing normal tissue
damage. Geometric error compromises our ability to achieve this. Chapter six describes
the effect of the target motion and patient positioning error on the tumour control
probability and normal tissue complication probability.

Chapter seven is a general summary of this thesis and the future work needed to be done
for the improvement of prostate cancer treatment.
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CHAPTER 2
Overview of Geometric Uncertainties in the Radiotherapy
Process

2.0

Overview

Geometric uncertainties are major factors in tumour control and normal tissue complication
for prostate cancer. Understanding these uncertainties is a prerequisite for the improvement
of patient outcome. This chapter discusses the various geometric uncertainties in the
radiotherapy process and several strategies used to reduce their impact on local tumour
control. Section 2.1 describes the overall radiation treatment process for prostate cancer.
Section 2.2 summarizes ICRU report 50 and its supplementary report 62. The concepts of
GTV, CTV and PTV and their relationships are presented. Target definition uncertainty,
day-to-day patient positioning uncertainty and internal organ (or target) motion are
independently reviewed in sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, respectively. The causes, nature and
magnitudes of these uncertainties are also summarized. Section 2.6 reviews current
treatment techniques including 3DCRT, IMRT, IGRT and 4DRT. Section 2.7 summarizes
the dose resulting from different image-guided strategies.
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2.1

The Overall Radiation Treatment Process

In general, there are multiple steps (simulation, planning, delivery and verification^221
involved in the treatment of prostate cancer. The flowchart of this process is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.

Cancer diagnosis

Tumour localization and planning CT
acquisition

Target delineation

Treatment planning and dose
calculation

Radiation delivery and treatment
verification

Outcome analysis

Figure 2.1 Flowchart of the overall radiotherapy process for prostate cancer

When a patient is diagnosed with prostate cancer, he may have an initial consultation
with a radiation oncologist. Based on diagnosis, staging and general health, the radiation
oncologist will determine whether radiation therapy is an effective treatment option. The
treatment process is initiated when the radiation oncologist and the patient agree to
proceed with radiation therapy. A radiotherapy process starts with the treatment planning
stage. The first step of treatment planning is to acquire a three-dimensional image of the
patient’s anatomy. Typically this is done using a CT (Computed Tomography) scan.
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During the image acquisition, the patient is immobilized in the treatment position and
skin markers are applied.

The CT images are then used to generate an outline of the patient's external body shape.
The radiation oncologist may also delineate the target volume to be treated and choose an
isocentre within the defined target. Often other modalities such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET) are used to help define the
extent of disease and to determine the target volume. Following treatment simulation, the
CT image set and associated target contours are imported into a treatment planning
system for the generation of a treatment plan. Uncertainty in the target delineation should
be considered when a treatment plan is created. The geometric uncertainty in the prostate
target delineation is reviewed in section 2.3.

Once the total dose and number of fractions have been prescribed by the radiation
oncologist, the treatment plan is optimized for beam type, energy, field size, gantry angle
and entry ports using sophisticated planning software. When the patient is ready to be
treated with external beam radiotherapy, patient data (e.g. couch position, skin marker
aligned to the beam) is transferred from the planning computer to the treatment machine
(e.g. linear accelerator). A typical treatment course for prostate cancer consists of 20-40
daily fractions over a period of 4 -8 weeks. During treatment the patient is repositioned
on the treatment couch many times. Day-to-day patient positioning errors will occur and
these errors modify the dose distribution to the target volume. Variation in the patient
positioning is reviewed in section 2.4. For targets such as the prostate, the target position
within the patient relative to the bony anatomy may change during the course of radiation
delivery, from one fraction to another or from field to field. These changes represent
inter- and intra-fraction target motion, respectively. The effect of inter & intra-fraction
target motion is discussed in section 2.5.

Immediately prior to or after radiation delivery, the treatment accuracy is frequently
verified through radiographic portal imaging. Patient outcome following radiation
treatment can be assessed by either Dose Volume Histograms (DVH) or Tumour Control
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Probability (TCP).

The effect of the treatment errors on local tumour control is

investigated in chapter 6.

2.2

Review of ICRU Reports 50 and 62[1920]

The goal of external beam radiotherapy is to maximize the radiation dose to the tumour,
while sparing the surrounding healthy tissues, particularly Organs At Risk (OAR). In
order to achieve this, the International Commission on Radiation Units (ICRU) had
released two reports (ICRU report 50 and supplementary report 62) offering
recommendations and strategies to incorporate treatment uncertainties, particularly for 3
Dimensional Conformal Radiotherapy (3DCRT). In the two reports, the ICRU
recommends a dosimetric tolerance within +7% and -5% to a well-defined prescription
point within the tumour target. However, the tolerance for geometric uncertainty was not
specified.

In ICRU report 50, several concepts for tumour volume are defined:

The Gross Tumour Volume (GTV) is the volume defined by the gross palpable or
demonstrable tumour extent. The shape, size and location of the GTV may be determined
by different diagnostic methods, e.g., CT, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), or
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) as well as physical examination. Since the tumor
cell density in the GTV is usually higher than elsewhere, it often requires a large
radiation dose to destroy all tumour cells within its volume.

The Clinical Target Volume (CTV) is a tissue volume containing a demonstrable GTV
and/or sub-clinical microscopic malignant disease. The determination of a CTV requires
considerations such as the local invasive capacity of the tumor and its potential to spread
during the period from the diagnosis to the treatment.

This volume must be treated

adequately in order to achieve the cure. In some cases a dose gradient over the volume
may be desired and this can be achieved by various 3DCRT and IMRT techniques.
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The definitions o f the CTV and GTV are not limited to external beam radiotherapy, and
are based on general oncology principles and the experience and knowledge of radiation
oncologists. Once the CTV is determined, the radiation oncologist will prescribe a dose
contour or dose distribution over the CTV volume to achieve a certain treatment goal
(e.g. cure, palliation, local tumor control).

When prescribing the dose to the CTV,

radiation sensitivities of surrounding healthy tissues and OARs are often considered.
Due to day-to-day patient positioning error and internal organ motion, it is almost
impossible to deliver the prescribed dose to CTV if only the CTV is defined as the
treating volume. This limitation leads to the concept of Planning Target Volume (PTV).

The Planning Target Volume (PTV) is the volume chosen to ensure that the prescribed
dose is actually delivered to the CTV.

In defining this volume, factors such as

appropriate beam size, beam arrangement, and some geometric uncertainties in the
radiotherapy process should be considered. However, only uncertainties in set up error,

iiBBl'

Fry,

;<>\U

Figure 2.2 Graphic representations of the GTV, CTV, PTV and OAR, and their
relationship.
internal organ motion, and machine performance related uncertainties are addressed in
the ICRU reports. The expansion of the CTV generally depends on direction (e.g.
Ant/Post, Sup/Inf), patient characteristics (age, weight and general health), organ or
disease site (e.g. close to lung) and technology used (e.g. immobilization technique). The
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radiation oncologist usually balances treating volume and normal tissue toxicities in a
comprehensive way. The relationship among GTV, CTV, PTV and adjacent OAR is
shown in Figure 2.2.

As a supplement to ICRU report 50, ICRU report 62 provides guidance to optimize the
planning target volume for external beam radiotherapy.

In this report, internal organ

motion and daily patient setup error are considered as two major uncertainties that may
compromise dose delivery to the CTV. Three scenarios (A, B, and C) for PTV are
suggested.

In scenario A, to ensure that all parts of the CTV receive the prescribed dose during the
treatment, additional safety margins for geometric variations and errors must be taken
into account. An Internal Margin (IM) is added for the possible target variations and the
deformation in shape and size of the CTV relative to the bony anatomy. In addition, a
Set-up Margin (SM) is further added to cover all potential variations/uncertainties in
patient position relative to the radiation beam. Based on scenario A, the PTV can be
represented as:

PTV = CTV + IM + SM

(2.1)

Note that the PTV, CTV, IM, and SM presented in Eq 2.1 are all volume concepts. The
simple linear addition of all geometric uncertainties could lead to an excessively large
PTV that would encompass large amounts of surrounding normal tissue volumes or
OARs, potentially causing significant normal tissue complication.

In scenario B, the treatment margin is calculated as the quadratic sum of two geometric
uncertainties.
independent

W ith an assumption that the two sources of geometric errors are
Gaussian

distributions,

the

margin

formalism

is

then

described

as ^<y2pe + <y2om h— , where a om and <7pe are the geometric uncertainties due to internal
organ motion and patient setup error, respectively. The formation of the PTV using the
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quadratic sum of geometric uncertainties to some extent is more reasonable than that
formed with Scenario A.

In scenario C, a “global” safety margin is calculated using the quadratic approach for all
sources of the geometric uncertainty, but the presence of Organs at Risk restricts the size
of the treatment margins.

ICRU report 50 and its supplementary report 62 were mainly proposed for application to
conformal radiotherapy. The limitations of the two reports are summarized as follows.

The ICRU reports carefully describe the GTV, CTV and PTV and their relationship.
ICRU 62 also addresses the formation of the planning target volume. Unfortunately,
tumour target delineation, uncertainty is not addressed in the margin formalisms. The
margin formalism can provide a theoretical basis for developing an optimized PTV.
However, in actual cancer clinics, radiation oncologists may make a PTV based on
his/her clinical experiences and from studying the literature. In addition, the radiation
oncologist also needs to balance between the prescribed dose to the tumour and the
tolerance of the OAR when choosing a margin.

In general, geometric treatment uncertainty can be classified into systematic and random
uncertainties. It is also well known that the impact of systematic uncertainty on the
margin is more significant than that of random uncertainty, but this difference is not
addressed in ICRU margin formalisms.

The introduction of new treatment techniques including IMRT, IGRT, Tomotherapy and
gated radiotherapy are another challenge for the concept of PTV. A large portion of
treatment errors, including positioning error and low-frequency target motion, can now
be corrected with image-guided techniques, and thus the IM and SM as suggested in
ICRU 50 and 62 are less meaningful. Margin requirements for these techniques must
compensate for the residual error (e.g. target deformation and intra-fraction target
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motion). Thus, the concept of the PTV should be re-examined when applied to specific
new technologies.

Dose uniformity to the target volumes was emphasized for conformal radiotherapy in
ICRU report 50, but this may not be applicable for treatments with new techniques such
as IMRT in which any 3D dose distributions can theoretically be achieved within a target
volume. Dose uniformity may not be important in these techniques.

2.3

Review of Geometric Errors in Prostate Target Definition

Accurate target delineation is a prerequisite for local tumour control and is essential in
advanced treatment techniques such as IMRT because of their ability to conform dose to
a defined volume. Ideally, the target volume should include all cancerous cells but no
healthy cells. A target definition that misses cancerous cells in the target definition could
lead to treatment failure. In contrast, encompassing of the healthy tissues in the target
definition can cause unnecessary normal tissue complication that should be avoided as
much as possible.

Generally speaking, the quality of target delineation for most tumour sites is not well
known. It has been shown that the shape and size of the delineated target volume varies
significantly depending on many factors [23]. These include the types of diagnostic
modality, inter- and intra- observer variations, and the tumour site.

The quality of target delineation is limited by the inability to image submillimeter disease
with common imaging techniques.[7] Image quality (contrast, distortion, resolution) are
known to affect target delineation. A target defined in MRI and PET must be transformed
to an appropriate CT scan set in order to be useful for modem treatment planning. This
image fusion process can introduce errors. 14,51 A clinical decision regarding the target
volume is made after analyzing the comprehensive information from general medical
examinations, cancer staging, health status and medical history of the patient. More or
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less, human uncertainties such as knowledge, experience and education may also affect
the accuracy and reproducibility of target definition.[24]

The delineation of the tumour and the subsequent formation of a target volume that
encompasses the entire tumour is one of the key steps in the treatment planning process.
However few studies have investigated this uncertainty. One such study of brain tumour
delineation reported by Leunens et al[25] demonstrated a substantial intra- and inter
observer volume variation (25%~73%).

In a similar study, Rasch et a f 26] measured

volume differences in prostate delineation between M RI and CT. These differences were
quantified by encompassing and common agreed delineation volumes for both modalities
and for multiple observers. The encompassing volume of CT and MRI was found to be
larger than the target volume delineated on CT alone for prostate cancer. This was also
confirmed by Sannazzari.151 Rasch also, showed that the variation in the target volume on
M RI is less than on CT. Based on his measurements, he concluded that the delineated
volume depends more on the imaging modality than on the radiation oncologist.

In

addition, he demonstrated that there is a large inter-observer variation near the apex of
the prostate and a large intra-observer variation at the base near the Seminal Vesicles
(SV).

Although CT is the principal modality used to define tumour for most disease sites as
well as the basis for the treatment planning process, the contrast on CT images for some
tumour sites (e.g. prostate, brain tumour) may not be good enough for accurate target
delineation. Instead, M RI can provide better image quality for target contouring of the
prostate and brain tumours. The complement of functional MRI and PET images to the
anatomically based CT images used in the planning process requires that these images be
accurately registered to the planning CT data set. The process of t image fusion brings
uncertainty into the target delineation.[5]

Table 2.1 summarizes the results of target delineation studies reported in the recent
literature for different cancer sites and various modalities. Among these studies, one [26]
addressed the significant difference among modalities such as CT, MRI and ultrasound
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imaging, while some emphasized the inter- and intra-observer variability I5’23’25’27-32], it is
important to note that in these studies the mean target volume over all delineations from
all observers was chosen as the gold standard for target delineation

and each delineated

target volume was then compared to that gold standard. The use of the group mean to
define the true target volume inherently assumes that there is no systematic error and that
the average group knowledge is correct. Thus, these data cannot identify the most
significant of all errors - systematic error. We have investigated both the reproducibility
of the target delineation amongst different oncologists and their accuracy against a true
target volume by taking advantage o f the Visible Human Project (VHP). The prostate
delineation study using the VHP data is described in chapter four.

Table 2.1 Summary of delineation uncertainty studies

Study

Organ Target

Technique

Inter-Modality
Uncertainty

Inter-Observer
Uncertainty

Rasch1261

Prostate(GTV)

CT/MRI

+40%

15% in range

CT

-

36% (SD)

CT

-

10-18%

CT/MRI

+34%

Cazzaniga[33]
Fiorino1271
Sannazzari[51

Prostate+SV
(PTV)
Prostate
(CTV)
Prostate+SV
(CTV)

Leunens1251

Brain (PTV)

CT

-

25-73%

Hurkmans1281

Breast

CT

-

17.5% (SD)

2.4

Patient Positioning Error

For external beam radiotherapy, the radiation dose is usually delivered in many fractions
to optimize the therapeutic ratio. This technique requires the patient to be positioned up
to 40 times on the treatment couch depending on treatment site and treatment protocol
and leads to differences in the treatment position between any two fractions. Hurkmans et
al [34] defined patient positioning error (or patient setup error) as the difference between
the actual and planned positions of the patient anatomy. The planned (sometimes referred
to as reference) position is selected on a reference image, either a simulated image or
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digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR). The selected feature is usually an anatomical
structure such as a bone that is close to the treated tumour volume.

In general, there are two types of positioning error. One is rotational positioning error,
which is the difference between the actual and planned patient orientation, and another is
the 3D translation positioning error.1341 The rotational positioning error can only be
accurately measured using 3D image analysis while the translational component can be
detected either by 3D or 2D image analysis. Because small rotational errors (<3°) cannot
lead to a significant anatomical variation in portal images, its impact on the overall
positioning error is usually ignored, particularly for prostate despite it being frequently
reported in literature. This leaves only 3-D translational positioning errors in the leftright (LR), Anterior-Posterior (AP) and superior-inferior (SI) directions.

Positioning errors can also be separated into random and systematic errors. Random or
so-called inter-fraction positioning errors are deviations among different fractions during
the treatment course while systematic errors are the difference between planned and mean
treated positions.1351 It has been proven that systematic and random errors are from same
distribution.1361

A number of sources for random and systematic positioning errors can be distinguished.
These mainly deal with inaccurate alignment of positioning devices (lasers), couch design
difference between CT simulators and treatment, patient related error (e.g. skin marker
movement, weight change during treatment course), and fixation related error (e.g. supine
or prone treatment position with immobilization devices).11371 Another major factor
influencing setup error is the accuracy with which the radiation therapists are able to
position the patient using the skin marks. This ability is influenced by their experience,
training and concentration. These sources of patient setup error were comprehensively
reviewed by Hurkmans et a l 1341 and Booth.1371
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Table 2.2 Summary of patient setup errors in pelvic sites

Film/EPID/CT

N o o f Patients

EPID
(Gayed)1381

EPID
(Bijhold)1391

EPID/CT
(Yan)[35]

EPID
(Yan)[361

EPID
(Bayley)f40]

10

9

30

25

28

N o o f Fractions

260

105

48

437

-

Directions

(7sys(mm)

LR

2.2

1.7

SI

1.0

1.2

AP

1.4

1.9

LR

1.2

1.8

SI

2.3

2.1

AP

2.3

1.9

LR

1.8

2.2

SI

1.9

1.8

AP

2.9

2.2

LR

3 .0

3.5

SI

3.8

3.0

AP

3.7

2.3

LR

-

-

SI

4.6

-

AP

2.5

-

LR
EPID
(Alasti)1411

33

-

-

SI

1.5

-

AP

2.0

-

Table 2.2 summarizes the results o f both systematic ( E pe) and random ( a pe)
uncertainties in daily patient positioning error reported in the recent literature. The
magnitude of the positioning errors was reported to be orientation dependent. Many
studies [36,41] observed the largest overall positioning uncertainty to be in the anteriorposterior direction, but Creutzberg[42] reported the largest uncertainty (<jpe =4.2 mm) in
the super-inferior direction. As seen in table 2.2, it is commonly agreed that the
positioning error was found to be the smallest in the left-right direction among all
observed directions. Both Bayleyf4()| and Alasti[41] have reported the positioning variation
in the AP and SI directions because only lateral images were used in their measurements.
Based on portal image measurements from 23 patients, Alasti reported that the
positioning error ranged from -6.8 to 10.5 mm and from -6.7 to 7.5 mm in the AP and SI
directions, respectively.

Positioning error is often measured using either films or electronic portal image devices
(EPIDs). However, the weakness of these methods is the variable magnification of the
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anatomical structure in the portal images. Due to the nature of x-ray projection, the
measured positioning error is actually scaled depending on the location o f the selected 3D bone structure with respect to the beam isocentre.[43]

2.5

Internal Organ (Tumour) Motion

Internal organ motion is a concern for external beam radiotherapy because it can
substantially affect the accuracy of the dose delivery to the treated target. Tumour motion
has been intensively investigated for different cancer sites/23,24,39,44'661 Strategies to
mitigate tumour motion require knowledge of its cause, orientation, duration, frequency
and m agnitude/661 According to B ooth/371 the motion of organs within the body can be
approximately classified into random and periodic motion. In general, organs in the upper
abdomen such as the lung and liver have been observed to move cyclically, but most
organs in the pelvic region have been shown to move randomly. The tumour motion
classification also depends on the sampling frequency. For instance, low frequency
sampling (e.g. < 0 . 1 Hz) can detect low-frequency target motion such as position
variation due to volume fluctuations in adjacent organs, but may not be able to detect the
periodic motion due to cyclic breathing (~0.25Hz) and cardiac activity ( ~ l H z ) .

According to frequency, prostate motion can be classified into intra-fraction motion and
inter-fraction motion. Intra-fraction prostate motion is defined as the motion of the
prostate during a single treatment fraction while inter-fraction prostate motion is defined
to be the motion of the prostate between two fractions/661 There are significant
differences in the causes and magnitudes o f intra- and inter-fraction motion that have
been the focus of many studies. [23,24’39,44~661 In these studies, both inter and intra organ
(target) motions were measured to be the temporal target displacement over a period of
10~20mins or one day. As with setup error, the inter-fraction prostate motion can also be
classified into systematic and random components. The position of the prostate relative to
the bony landmarks in the planning CT is chosen as a reference[35’67], and inter-fraction
deviation from this reference is then measured using CT or portal images during the
course of the treatment. The difference between the reference and the average target
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treatment position for patient i is the systematic error and the distribution of the
deviation is then defined as the random uncertainty a om(i) . The distribution o f the mean
difference in a group of the patients is defined as the systematic uncertainty of organ
motion, Y,om, and the root mean squared average o f <5om(i) over the observed patient
population is defined as the random component o f target motion.151,681

Intra-fraction prostate motion can be measured by the difference in the prostate position
between two frames of a movie clip obtained with an imaging device such as an EPID or
ultrasound.144,691

Because there is no reference in the planning CT for intra-fraction

motion, only the random component is usually reported in these studies.

Although many factors contribute to the inter-fraction prostate motion, the physiological
functions of the prostate and adjacent organs are identified as major causes of intra
fraction prostate motion.1701 The filling of the stomach, rectum and bladder, as well as the
action of swallowing can all affect the day-to-day prostate position relative to the
reference position.137,44,661 Haken1711 has demonstrated a correlation between the variation
in the prostate position and rectum filling by using lateral radiographs. In this study, the
prostate was found to be displaced by more than 5 mm in 31 of 50 patients when the
volume of the rectum varied by 30~50cm3. The dominant orientations of this
displacement were in the anterior/posterior or superior/inferior directions. In a similar
CT-based study,1721 the displacement of the prostate position was observed to be more
than 5 mm in the anterior /posterior direction in 3 of 18 patients in response to bladder
filling.
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Table 2.3 Summary of the inter-fraction prostate motion in literature

Study

Van Herk[68]

N o o f Patient Size

11

Techniques

Full bladder

Directions

Horn (mm>

0.9

SI

1.7

AP
LR
Zelefsky1651

50

CT

0.5

SI

2.7

2.0

AP

2.4

1.6

OO

Wu[11]

Dehnad1731

Bayley 1401

Alasti1411

Crook1451

30

13

10

28

33

55

CT+EPID

film s

EPID

EPID

EPID

EPID

2.7
0.6

2.2

SI

1.9

1.8

AP

2.9

2.2

LR

-

-

SI

-

2.1

AP

-

2.3

LR

-

2.2

LR
Yan[351

° o m (m m >

LR

SI

-

.3,2

AP

-

2.1

LR

-

-

SI

-

3.5

AP

-

3.6

LR

-

-

SI

-

3.3

AP

-

5.8

LR

0.5

1.5

SI

5.9

5

AP

6.0

4.1

Table 2.3 summarizes the literature on inter-fraction prostate motion. The inter-fraction
motion in these studies was measured either by CT scanning (prior to delivery),
electronic portal imaging or conventional films. The number of patients varies from 10 to
50 and the observed fractions range from 4 to 38. Most studies reported the inter-fraction
prostate motion as the standard deviation of the difference between daily prostate position
and planned position in three orthogonal directions (AP, LR and SI). The contrast of the
prostate is very low on CT and even worse on high-energy portal images. Thus it is
almost impossible to directly visualize the prostate with the latter. In order to localize the
prostate on portal images, fiducial markers are often implanted into the prostate as
surrogates.123’24’39’41’44-66’74-76-1 Zelesfsky1651 investigated the motion of the prostate in 50
patients with empty bladders by using four CT scans (initial planning CT and 3 CTs
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during the course of the treatment). The inter-fraction prostate motion was found to be 1.2 ± 2.9 mm, -0.5 ± 3.3 mm and -0 .6 ± 0 .8 mm in the AP, SI and LR directions,
respectively. Similarly Yan[36J investigated prostate motion by using 18 daily CT scans
for 30 patients during their treatments. His results showed that the inter-fraction prostate
motion was 2.9 mm, 1.9 mm, 1.8 mm for systemic uncertainties and 2.2 mm, 1.8 mm and
2.2 mm for the random uncertainties in the AP, SI and LR directions, respectively. Other
investigators have reported inter-fraction prostate motion using EPDDs and films.[51J The
range of the inter-fraction prostate motion was observed to be 0 .5-6 mm depending on
direction. From these studies (see table 2.3), it can be concluded that the predominant
direction of prostate motion is in the anterior/posterior and superior/inferior directions. It
is felt that this is because the bone structure in the pelvis is mainly distributed to the left
and right of the prostate, leaving little space for soft tissue to move in the lateral
direction. Conversely, the lack of bone structure in the anterior and superior/inferior
directions of the prostate leaves more space for the prostate and adjacent organs to move
along these directions.

In contrast to inter-fraction motion, intra-fraction prostate motion results from high
frequency forces including periodic breathing, cardiac function and possibly digestion in
the stomachf37l Involuntary patient motion from discomfort or prolonged treatment
sessions may also cause intra-fraction target motion. This type of motion might have both
random and periodic components depending on the location of the cancer. Vigneault[77]
investigated intra-fraction prostate motion using portal images of fiducial markers
implanted in the prostate, but no intra-fraction motion was observed in his study.
However, Malone et. al.[37,78] reported respiratory associated motions of the prostate for
patients immobilized with a thermoplastic shell in a prone position. In his study, the
fluoroscopic imaging of implanted fiducial markers was utilized, and the target motion
was subsequently measured during simulation. The standard deviation of the maximum
prostate displacement in a period of 20 seconds was found to be 2.9 ±1 .7 mm and
1.6 ± 1.1 mm in the SI and AP directions, respectively. The intra-fraction prostate motion
in the lateral direction was unknown. Measurement of intra-fraction prostate motion is
very hard to perform because the frequency and magnitude of the motion is usually
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unknown. This means that both sampling length and frequency are very critical in the
measurement. If the sampling time is long and the frequency is low, no motion can be
detected. This is because the mean tumour displacement is zero over a long period. On
the other hand, if the sampling time is short and frequency is high, the detected motion
may include some spontaneous motions.

Measurements of inter- and intra-fraction motions in three orthogonal directions (e.g
lateral, anterior/posterior and superior/inferior directions) are sufficient for traditional
conformal radiotherapy which often applies left/right, and post/ant opposed beams to
treat prostate cancer. However, it may not be accurate enough for more sophisticated
conformal radiotherapy techniques such as IMRT because more beam directions are
applied to achieve a better dose conformity to the target.179’811 Target motion information
in other orientations (e.g. lateral oblique directions) may be useful but has not been
reported in the literature. In this thesis, target motion in oblique directions will be
emphasized. Details of the oblique target motion are described in chapter five.

2.6

Reduction Strategies

Accurate dose delivery to the planned target is a prerequisite for local tumour control.
However, geometric uncertainties including target definition, daily setup and organ
motion frustrate these efforts. Many strategies have been developed to reduce the impact
of treatment uncertainties on the actual absorbed dose. Some investigators168,82’861
emphasize the use of treatment margins while others136,87"891 chose daily target
repositioning.

2.6.1

Conventional Target Motion Intervention

Prostate motion studies190,911 indicate that the change in daily prostate position is
correlated with the volume variation of surrounding organs such as the bladder and
rectum. This suggests that the prostate position in the pelvis would be more consistent if
the volume of the bladder and rectum were constant during the treatment course 190,911
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This is the main reason why some treatment protocols require patients to have a full
bladder while others require an empty bladder. Traditionally, weekly portal films are
taken and compared to simulated images or DRRs. If the displacement o f the prostate
target is more than a certain distance (e.g >5 mm), the patient is shifted to reflect the
target shift from the planned position. However, the efficiency and outcome of this
strategy is questionable because the correction for the random component of the
treatment error has little effect on the treatment accuracy.[11’42’921

2.6.2

Target Repositioning

Systematic error (the treatment error prior to radiation delivery) is one of the largest
sources of errors in prostate radiotherapy and is primarily due to a lack of knowledge of
the mean treatment target position during the planning process.[36,87 89]

Several methods have been utilized to measure and subsequently correct systematic
errors. The acquisition of CT images immediately prior to each treatment fraction makes
it possible to localize the actual target position at the time of treatment and then realign
the radiation beam to the CTV |35’36’87,93'95]. The use of linac onboard imaging devices
such as EPID s[39,96] and cone beam CT[97] have also been reported.

Balter et a l [75] investigated the use of fiducial markers implanted in the prostate prior to
treatment for two patients and in a phantom. The markers were then imaged using 6 and
15 MV photon beams with an EPID in two orthogonal field directions. The locations of
the markers in daily images of patients were determined by a template-matching
algorithm. The authors demonstrated that prostate movements can be automatically
detected in a phantom within 30 s of image acquisition. The imaging system was able to
detect a displacement in excess of 1 mm in translation and 1 degree in rotation from its
planned position, but the success rate of seed detection was not reported. Poor feature
contrast of images acquired through EPI devices is one of the barriers to automatic
marker detection and automatic target repositioning[75,96]. A variety of algorithms have
been proposed to enhance the contrast of fiducial markers in the EPI images and improve
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the success rate o f marker detection. Nederveen et alt981 proposed a marker extraction
kernel Using this kernel, the detection success rates for markers of 5 mm in length by 1.2
and 1.4 mm in diameter were 95% and 99%, respectively. He also reported that the
localization accuracy is within 0.6 mm for all markers. Buck et alt76] investigated the
possibility of applying a 2D Mexican hat function (MHF) for the marker enhancement.
The high selectivity of this kernel allows a reliable and precise detection of tungsten
markers down to a diameter of 1.5 mm and a detection success rate higher than 95% for
patients with markers fixed on their skin. The authors also found that the incorporation of
the initial marker orientation in the kernel does not significantly improve the detection
success rate.

2.6.3 Margin Optimization

The overall geometric uncertainties are ultimately mitigated by adding a treatment
margin to the tumour target as recommended by ICRU reports 50 and 62. As discussed
earlier, how to form this margin as a function of the distribution of setup and organ
motion is not well specified in the two reports. Historically, the lack of quantification of
the overall treatment errors limited the optimization of the treatment margin. In many
cancer centres, the treatment margin is based on the experience of radiation oncologist.
Margin optimization becomes more critical in prostate cancer treatments with IMRT and
image-guided techniques because they often deliver sharp dose gradients around the
planned target while sparing normal tissues.

An inappropriate margin could lead to

missing the target or to high dose exposure to the adjacent normal tissue. W ith data from
recent studies,123’36,62’83’85’" 1 the margin can now be reasonably determined by
incorporating overall geometric uncertainties using statistical techniques. These will be
reviewed in the next subsections.

•

Physical Target Coverage

As documented in ICRU report 62, separate margins were proposed for patient
positioning error and internal target motion. A treatment margin is made by the linear
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addition of the individual uncertainties. This approach is too conservative because the
uncertainties are unlikely correlated with each other, so the quadratic sum law should be
used. In addition, the organs at risk were not considered in this approach. Several other
methods for margin formation were proposed during the 1990s. These methods[50’100‘102]
did not separate the systematic and random errors and gave equal weight to all geometric
uncertainties. These methods should be re-examined because there is a significant
difference between types of errors.r84'103J

• Probability CTY Dose Coverage

The probability CTV dose coverage approach develops a treatment margin incorporating
the effect of the overall geometric uncertainty (random and systematic error) on the dose
distribution to both the tumour and adjacent normal tissues. The impact of random and
systematic errors on the dose distribution to the target is different. Random errors blur the
dose distribution, but systematic errors shift the cumulative dose distribution. Therefore,
the consequences of systematic errors are more critical than random errors.[68] Effort has
been made to develop optimized margin recipes using probability CTV dose coverage
approaches by incorporating geometric uncertainties (Van Herk et.al. at the Netherlands
Cancer Institute/1031. In this approach, systematic error (or treatment planning error) is
defined as the geometric error that enters the process prior to the dose delivery while
overall random error is the total geometric error during the dose delivery. By combining
overall systematic uncertainty Z r and random uncertainty o T , Van Herk used the
minimum cumulative CTV dose as the criteria for geometric misses. Based on dose
population histograms, he derived a margin recipe to guarantee that 90% of the patients
in the population receive a minimum cumulative CTV dose that is 95% of the prescribed
dose. The margin recipe is given as:

d tm= 2.5Zr + 1 .6 4 ^ g 2 + a 2p - l M o p ~ 2 . 5 X T + 0 .7 a r
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where <jp is the standard deviation of the beam penumbra, approximately 3.2 mm. Note
that this margin was developed based on single-field treatment techniques and is the
minimum safe margin to achieve 95% of the prescribed dose coverage. In another paper,
McKenzie[63] suggested that beam configuration (orientation and weight) should also be
considered in the margin recipe. A lookup table was created for replacing coefficients
(1.64) for the random component of geometric uncertainties as proposed by van Herk.
The Stroom group[84,85] also developed a margin recipe. In their approach, a 3-D binary
matrix was created with values of 1 inside the CTV and 0 outside. This matrix was then
convolved with the overall geometric (systematic and random) uncertainties described by
typical normal distributions and resulting in a blurring of the CTV. The coverage
probability was defined as the probability for each point to be covered by the CTV.
Different CTV coverages and iso-dose curves can be chosen as criteria to form treatment
margins. A margin recipe was suggested for prostate cancer by ensuring at least 95% of
the prescribed dose to the CTV volumes for 99% of patients. This recipe is given as:

d tm = 2 £ r + 0 .7 a r

(2.3)

The advantage of Stroom’s margin recipe is that the rotational uncertainty in patient
positioning and target motion can be easily incorporated. The margin developed by
incorporating dose target coverage is more reasonable than the one developed using
physical target coverage because the direct goal of the treatment margin is to achieve the
best dose coverage while sparing healthy tissues.

•

Biological Endpoint Based Treatment Margin Formation

In most margin recipes, the treatment margin is determined using criteria such as dose
and physical field coverage probability. More recently, both radiobiological effect and
the consequence of geometric errors have been emphasized[36’83’86]. Yan[36] investigated
the effect of geometric errors on prostate cancer treatment in terms of biological effect,
but did not discuss treatment margins. Van Herk et al[82] evaluated realistic plans in terms
of biological end points such as Tumour Control Probability (TCP) and Equivalent
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Uniform Dose (EUD) in the presence o f different geometric errors (systematic, random,
translational and rotational) by using Monte Carlo simulations. For a margin of 10mm
between CTV and PTV in a population of patients, TCP could be reduced by less than
1% in the presence of geometric uncertainties. When the margin was reduced to 6 mm to
achieve the same TCP, he suggested that the dose must be escalated from 80 Gy to 87
Gy. Based on his simulation, a margin of 2.5L+QJo-'Smm is required for at least 90% of
the patients to receive at least 98% of the EUD. In another paper t83], Van Herk also
showed that a margin of 0.4 mm is required accounting for the effect of fractionation for
a random geometric error of 3 mm for prostate cancer. Song[86] investigated EUD-based
margin selection in the presence of setup errors. In this study, a clinical target volume
was defined in a cubic phantom and a four-beam conformal plan was designed. For
different field sizes and prescribed doses, the margin was varied in two orthogonal
directions to examine its impact on the EUD. In addition, a systematic uncertainty of 0, 2,
4, and 6 mm for setup error and a margin of 10 mm from CTV to PTV were chosen.
Based on simulations and measurements, he concluded that reducing the treatment
margin (to 6 mm) without reducing the magnitude of the setup error would require dose
escalation of 3.5 Gy to avoid a loss in EUD. Van Herk also suggested that tumour cell
inhomogeneity and radiosensitivity should also be taken into account when developing a
margin in treatment planning.[68] In this case, homogeneous dose distributions to the
tumour may not be required and a smaller margin may also be appropriate.

2.6.4 Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)

The primary goal of 3DCRT is to ensure that the spatial distribution of the prescribed
dose conforms to the target volume while minimizing the dose to the surrounding normal
structures. The delivery of 3DCRT is accomplished with a set of radiation beams that are
shaped using a projection of the planning target volume.1431 In conformal radiotherapy,
radiation beams often have a uniform fluence across the field. Often critical organs
adjacent to the tumour target are not well spared because the dose profile is wide due to
the nature of uniform intensity in 3DCRT. This weakness is addressed by IMRT delivery
techniques.
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In the past ten years, a new type of treatment planning and dose delivery technique has
been developed and has evolved from the concept of conformal radiotherapy. This is the
so-called Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)[104106]. IMRT is an advanced
form of conformal radiotherapy that allows the spatial modulation of the intensity o f each
radiation beam such that each field may have areas of high or low fluence.[8,79]
Modulation of both the number of fields and the intensity of radiation within each field
increases significantly the number of possible dose distributions that can be delivered to
the target. This is the major difference between IMRT and conformal radiotherapy. In
IMRT, the spatial intensity modulation can be achieved either by creating a spatial
variation of X-rays via collimation or compensation, or by temporally modulating the
fluence and varying the temporal modulation in the space domain.[81]

In IMRT, intensity modulators such as MLCs or other beam modifiers divide the
treatment beam into a set of small beamlets (a small segment of the radiation field). The
intensity of each beamlet can vary from 0 to 100% of the reference dose. IMRT can
therefore achieve an abrupt decrease in the dose between the tumor volume and adjacent
normal tissues. IMRT has the potential to achieve a higher degree of target conformity
and normal tissue sparing than most existing treatment techniques. This is especially the
case for target volumes or OAR with complex shapes or concave regions, which
represent approximately 30% of clinical cases.[106]

In traditional forward planning, a physician defines the target volume and prescribes the
total dose and fraction number. Beam geometry (beam orientations, shape, modifier and
weight) is proposed by a planner (a dosimetrist or a physicist), and these are followed by
dose calculations. Iterative review of the dose distribution and adjustment of beam
properties continues until a plan is made that satisfies the physician’s prescription. In
forward planning, in order to create a plan which gives the best dose distribution to the
target, several plans are generated and compared on the basis of experience and by a
process of trial and error.[7] However, in inverse treatment planning, a physician not only
defines the target volume but also specifies the optimization criteria. Then, according to
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the specified criteria, an optimization algorithm generates optimal location, shape, and
relative beam weightings of the radiation ports as well as beamlet weighting within a
port. The optimization criteria in Inverse Treatment Planning play a critical role. Typical
optimization criteria include dose distributions to the target volume, the degree of dose
heterogeneity within the target volume, areas of exposure avoidance, critical normal
tissues, and the relative importance (penalty factor) of the various structures. The
optimization criteria are mathematically represented in the form of an objective
function.[106] Computer optimization techniques are then performed to determine beam
parameters that would best achieve this objective. Currently there are two types of
optimization objectives, dose-volume or biologically based criteria. The commonly used
dose-volume objective minimizes the variance of the dose relative to the prescribed dose
for the target volumes or dose limits for the OARs.[1053 Variance is defined as the sum of
the squares of the difference between the calculated and prescribed dose. The objective
function is the sum of the variance multiplied by a penalty factor associated with an
anatomical structure or OAR. For a dose-volume based criterion, the penalty imposed for
a failure to achieve the prescribed dose to the target is proportional to the dose difference
rather than TCP reduction. The TCP based optimization objective is of current interest in
the radiotherapy community, but is limited by large uncertainties in the TCP calculation.

Clinical use of IMRT is motivated by the desire to conform the high-dose region to the
target volume without causing normal tissue complication. This is only true if there is no
geometric error involved. The logical response to dose escalation in IMRT is that either
the geometric error or treatment margin be reduced to avoid high-dose exposure to
normal tissues. In IMRT, each segment only treats a portion of the target volume at a
time, so there may be significant dosimetric consequences if target motion occurs during
the treatment.11073 In addition treatment time with IMRT for prostate cancer is generally
longer than with 3DCRT. As a consequence, margin recipes developed for 3DCRT may
not be optimized for IMRT techniques.
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2.6.5

Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT)

The IMRT technique can achieve a better dose distribution to the target than 3DCRT, but
numerous small radiation fields and a longer treatment time1105,1061 also increase the
difficulty to maintain patient position and manage target motion and subsequently
decrease treatment accuracy. Therefore, IMRT generally requires a smaller geometric
uncertainty than 3DCRT does. It is commonly agreed that dose escalation with IMRT is
challenged by the lack of knowledge of the geometry (relative position and shape) of the
target volume and OAR at each treatment fraction. Image guided radiotherapy (IGRT)
can significantly improve the accuracy o f the target localization. Dose escalation to the
target may therefore be achievable with IGRT. In IGRT, an imaging modality is
integrated into the linear accelerator and allows for the acquisition of volumetric images
of the target and OAR before or during dose delivery. Thus, inter-fraction target motion
and patient positioning error can be minimized either by realigning the radiation beam to
the target or shifting the patient to the beam. Several approaches17,75’93’94’97’108’1091 have
been reported in the literature to accomplish the goal of image-guided therapy. Three
configurations are currently being investigated in several institutions. The first approach
is the combination of a conventional CT scanner and conventional linac shared with a
common treatment couch.1941 The second one is a cone beam kilo-voltage CT
orthogonally or laterally mounted to a linear accelerator.[97] The third is the Helical
Tomotherapy system.11091 The approach of Tomotherapy represents the most advanced
version of the IGRT and is described in next section.

2.6.6

Helical Tomotherapy System

The concept of helical tomotherapy was first proposed by Canadian scientist T. R.
Mackie11091 in 1993 at the University of Wisconsin and this concept has been developed
and commercialized by Tomotherapy Inc. In this concept, the device can best be
described as the marriage of a treatment linear accelerator with a helical CT scanner. The
beauty of such a device is that it can deliver dose in highly-modulated IMRT mode and at
the same time verify radiation delivery.1791 In this system, a 6 MV linear accelerator
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waveguide and a MVCT detector subsystem are mounted on a rotating gantry assembly.
They are provided with power via slip-ring technology that also allows data transmission.
With this system, the treatment fan beam may also be used to acquire a MVCT image of
the patient prior to the treatment. This allows physicians to view a full three-dimensional
image of a patient's anatomy and adjust the size, shape and intensity of the radiation
beam to the location of the tumor volume before the radiation delivery. During the
treatment, a dedicated binary MLC is used to modulate the same fan beam to provide
rotating IMRT. The beam rotation is synchronized with the continuous longitudinal
movement of the couch through the bore of the gantry, forming a helical beam pattern
similar to that seen in a spiral diagnostic CT scanner. The set of binary collimator leaves
rapidly transits between open and closed status during radiation delivery. Alternatively,
the MLC leaves are retracted to the open state when it is operated as a MVCT. The CT
detectors on the Tomotherapy system can also be used to collect exiting photons during
the treatment. The measured photon intensities can be back-projected through MVCT
scans acquired prior to delivery and a volumetric dose distribution to the virtual anatomy
can be computed. The helical Tomotherapy device provides a closed loop for cancer
treatment from treatment planning to radiation delivery, and dose verification. Helical
Tomotherapy can remove or correct a large portion of geometric uncertainties due to
patient positioning error and inter-fraction target motion, but intra-fraction target/patient
motion still exists during the treatment. This is one critical issue for Tomotherapy as a
small pitch size is applied during the treatment. Another weakness of Tomotherapy is that
the acquisition of a MVCT image before each treatment increases the dose (0.5-3 cGy)
per fraction to the patient.1791 For a typical prostate cancer treatment (40 fractions), the
total dose received from the MVCT image would be from 0.2 Gy to 1.2 Gy, which
represents 0.3-1.5% of the prescribed dose (76 Gy). Radiation leakage is another concern
in Tomotherapy because the beam-on time is significantly longer than that in 3DCRT.
The overall room leakage radiation level was investigated by Balog and coworkers,111101
along with the effect of forward-directed leakage through the beam-collimation system.
It was found that a typical treatment could produce up to 1% dose leakage to tissues
remote from the tumour sites.
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2.6.7 4D Conformal Radiotherapy and Radiation Gating

Respiratory and cardiac associated motions have been found to be the main contributors
to intra-fraction target motion and have a significant effect on highly-modulated IMRT,
particularly for tumour sites in the thorax and abdomen.[7fJ| The nature of respiratory
associated tumour motion is generally cyclic and the period is approximately 4 seconds.
Four-dimensional (or tumour tracking) radiotherapy (4DRT) and radiation gating (or
gated radiotherapy) have recently been investigated to mitigate respiratory related target
motion problems.

Paul Keall [108’111] defined 4DRT as “the explicit inclusion of the temporal change in
anatomy during the imaging and delivery of radiation”. The goal of 4DRT is to track the
tumour position in real time and realign the beam to the target dynamically. There are
several steps required in order to achieve 4DRT. The first is to acquire 4DCT for
treatment planning. In this step, a patient is scanned using a spiral technique. As the
patient is scanned via CT, the respiration signal is simultaneously acquired. Once the
images are acquired, they are post processed into individual 3DCT sets according to the
respiratory phase at the time each image was acquired. Because the amount of 4DCT
images is usually 10 times that of conventional diagnostic CT images, a deformable
image registration is applied in 4DRT planning. It allows the volumetric mapping of a
3DCT image set in one respiratory phase and therefore reduces the workload at the time
of planning. The CTV and PTV in 4DRT planning are a set of volumes as a function of
respiratory phase. Correspondingly, beam portals in 4DRT are also a function of
respiratory phase. During radiation delivery, a tracking signal from the tumour position
(surrogated by a respiratory signal or marker) of the patient is sent to the computer where
it subsequently integrates the tracking signal with the treatment plan. As a tracking signal
is already linked to the beam portal in the 4D plan, once a signal is received, the MLC
will be reshaped accordingly. The tumour tracking system in 4DRT can utilize an
external system such as an optical motion sensor or spirometer. Potential internal motion
tracking systems also include fluoroscopy,[12,112] EPI,11081 MRI and ultrasound devices1113]
for different cancer sites. Tumour tracking 4DRT is challenged by real time tumour
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position measurements and predictions.

Additionally, high correlation between target

and marker motions is required.

On the other hand, respiratory-gated irradiation is another strategy to mitigate respiratory
associated tumour motion during dose delivery. In gated radiotherapy, a patient breathes
freely while respiration is monitored. Meanwhile, a signal that is proportional in
magnitude to the phase of the respiration cycle can be used to gate the radiation beam. In
other words, rather than dynamically reshaping the MLC position to reflect actual tumour
position as performed in 4DRT, the beam is fired only during a well-defined inspiration
or expiration phase. One critical issue must be solved before the application of radiation
gating in cancer treatment. The correlation between the position of the tumour as seen in
fluoroscopic images and respiratory induced motion such as chest (or abdomen) motion
must be well established. If the correlation relationship is robust, the signal of chest
motion can be used to trigger the radiation beam during the treatment. Radiation gating
techniques have been investigated in several institutes.1114’1151 It is thought to be useful in
lung cancer treatment because the relationship between lung motion and inspiration is
highly correlated.146’66’1" 1Gated radiotherapy is also challenged by complex lung motion
and volumetric shape variation. The delay (or phase shift) between lung motion and
respiratory signal may be another factor to affect the accuracy of radiation gating. The
efficiency for treatment with gated radiotherapy is low because the beam-on time is
triggered by the respiratory phase.*4111

2.7

Dose Escalation in Prostate EBRT

In order to escalate the radiation dose to the target and ultimately improve treatment
outcome, the treatment geometric errors associated with prostate cancer radiotherapy
must be reduced to avoid an increase in normal tissue complication. Current strategies are
to detect the treatment error prior to the treatment and then to correct for it. For most
strategies, the cost of the correction for the geometric error is to either increase treatment
time or increase the radiation dose to the patient. Table 2.4 summarizes the minimum
dose required for target localization with different strategies.[79’97,1161
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Table 2.4 The radiation dose required for image guided radiotherapy
Techniques
Low energy x ray
Megavolt x ray
Diagnostic CT
M V CBCT

2.8

Radiation D ose
0.5cG y
0.5~2cG y
l~ 4cG y
0.5~10cG y

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described the treatment process for prostate cancer and
associated geometric errors. By reviewing literature, we have found that target
delineation, patient positioning error and internal organ motion are three major sources
contributing to the overall geometric error. Although many studies have been performed
to quantify these errors, the information is still not sufficient to optimize prostate cancer
treatment. First, due to the lack of a gold standard for the prostate target, the systematic
error is not available for target delineation. Second, although target motion and patient
positioning error have been intensively investigated, the orientation, nature and effective
strategies are still not well known. Third, the effect of these geometric errors on TCP for
different margins, treatment schemes, treatment techniques and their efficiency are still
not well determined. Investigating these issues is the aim of this work.
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CHAPTER 3
Electronic Portal Images Devices and Image Analysis
Techniques
3.0

Overview

The geometric uncertainties inherent in the process of radiation therapy for prostate
cancer presented in this thesis are mostly obtained from analysis of electronic portal
images. The data analysis was not straightforward because of poor image quality (e.g.
contrast, distortion) and mechanical instability (orientation and translation) of the
Electronic Portal Image Device (EPID). Both of these problems were addressed in order
to render the images useful for analysis. This chapter provides background information
on electronic portal images and describes the methods developed or adopted for image
enhancement, image extraction and correction for mechanical instability.

EPID operation and configuration are described in section 3.1. The techniques for
contrast enhancement including frame averaging, adaptive contrast enhancement and
wavelet technique are described in section 3.2. In section 3.3 the methods used to
determine the intercept of the beam isocentre with the EPID detector are described.
These include the method of moments, normalized cross correlation and the extraction of
interleaf leakage with the Radon transform.

Section 3.4 describes the geometric

distortion in a clinical portal image and correction method. Section 3.5 addresses
mechanical instability of the EPID. Section 3.6 summarizes the accuracy of these
methods.
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3.1

Introduction to the Linac-MLC-EPID Imaging System

This work was based on a Siemens Digital Mevatron linear accelerator with a 58 leaf
double focused MLC (Siemens Oncology Systems, Concord, CA) and a Beamview TI
electronic portal imager. The imager consists of a gadolinium oxysulfide screen viewed
through a mirror at 90 degrees by a video camera. The imager has a field of view of
26.5x24.8 cm projected through the plane of the isocentre and a square pixel dimension
of 0.508 mm per side.

3.1.1

Linac Design and Geometry

A medical linear accelerator is a key device used for delivering radiation dose to the
patient. The accelerator used in this work consists of five major components: an
electronics cabinet housing a microwave energy generating source; a rotating gantry
containing the accelerator wave guide; an adjustable treatment couch; portal imaging
device and operating electronics.

In operation, an electron gun with a tungsten filament produces electrons, which are
accelerated with RF power in an waveguide. A bending magnet is used to select the
appropriate electron energy and focus these electrons to hit a thin metal target to produce
photons. On the way to the patient, the radiation beam is made flat and symmetric by
using a flattening filter with quadrant monitor chambers. The dose is monitored using
ionization chambers, and the beam is constrained and shaped using the MLC and solid
jaw, to cover only the projected target area. During a treatment, the patient is positioned
on the couch and the gantry head can be rotated about the patient’s superior-inferior axis
to achieve optimized entry ports. The Siemens Digital Mevatron linear accelerator
produces photons with nominal energies of either 6 or 18 MeV, which can be used to
treat deep-seated tumours such as prostate cancer.
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3.1.2 MLC Design and Geometry

MLCs are commonly used on modem clinical linear accelerators to provide field shaping
rather than using Lead or Cerrobend blocks. The Siemens MLC consists of two opposed
banks (XI and X2) of 29 leaves each defining the collimated field in one direction. The
central 27 leaves of each bank project to exactly 1 cm width in the plane of the isocentre,
while the outer leaves of each bank project to a width of 6.5 cm. A signature of the
Siemens MLC is the inter-leaf leakage, of the order of 1.5% of the central axis open field
dose. The machining tolerances of the MLC leaves are very tight, resulting in a very
accurate and reproducible spacing of 10.0 ±0.1 mm in the inter-leaf leakage at isocentre.
The positional accuracy of the MLC in its direction of travel (X direction) has a
specification of ± 2mm at isocentre. The collimated field edge is defined in the

Collimator Axis
(or Central Axis)

Figure 3.1 MLC and its projection
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perpendicular direction by solid tungsten jaws. Figure 3.1 is an illustration of how an
MLC (moving along X direction) and solid jaw (moving along Y direction) can shape a
beam portal.

3.1.3

EPID Design and Operation

In this work we have used the Siemens Beamview TI, illustrated in Figure 3.2. The
imager is mounted on the linac gantry on the opposite side of the isocentre from the
radiation source. The distance between the radiation source and the detector of the imager
is nominally 133 cm.

The imager is designed to be folded back against the gantry

structure when not in use and deployed as required. It can acquire portal images during
treatment delivery at any beam angle and in general does not interfere with patient setup.

5

JI i \

Source
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Y direction
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C om puter

Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of a camera-based EPID
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The EPID functions by converting x-rays to light via an x-ray converter, the light is then
detected by a charge coupled device (CCD). The x-ray converter consists of a flat metal
panel coated with gadolinium oxysulfide phosphor. The metal plate (copper) serves to
convert the incident primary mega-volt photons into high-energy electrons, some of
which escape into the phosphor. Note that this plate also attenuates the low-energy scatter
radiation from the patient, helping to improve image contrast. The phosphor material
converts part of the electron energy into the light. This light diffuses through screen,
exiting on the mirror side. The mirror then directs this light towards the CCD camera.
The use of a mirror in this configuration prevents direct exposure of the camera to highenergy electrons and photons, which would reduce the imager life. The camera converts
the light into a video signal, which is sent to other hardware for processing and image
display. On average, only 2-4% of the incident x-rays interact with the imager,[117]
resulting in low quantum efficiency.
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Figure 3.3 Linear attenuation coefficients as a function of photon energy for different
compounds [118]
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According to Antonuk,[119J the advantage of a video camera based EPID imager is that it
can sense the signal from the entire radiation field simultaneously, providing almost real
time images during radiation delivery to a patient. Unfortunately the mirror-lens-camera
configuration makes the imaging system relatively bulky and the distance between the
imager face and machine isocentre is only 33 cm making it difficult to image large
patients.

A major disadvantage of all high energy (therapy) images is the low

contrast11171 due primarily to the fact that at therapy energies (>1 MeV) the in-patient
attenuation is dominated by Compton interactions as opposed to diagnostic images where
the photoelectric process contributes significantly to contrast. As a result, for biological
tissues, the main contrast arises from electron density differences, not atomic number
differences. There is relatively small variation in the electron density in the human body.
Fig 3.3 is a plot of the linear attenuation coefficient as a function of photon energy for
water, bone and gold. As can be seen, the linear attenuation coefficient of water and bone
is small for the photon energies between 0.1 and 10 MV.

Note however there is a

substantial difference between gold and water. For 6 MV photons, the linear attenuation
of gold is approximately 30 times that of water. This large difference makes gold a
perfect surrogate for the tumour by implanting it in the patients.

3.1.4

Information Regions in a EPID Image

It is necessary in the work described herein to dissect the clinical EPID image into
various regions, each containing different types of information. This is shown in Figure
3.4 below, which would be typical of an electronic portal image acquired during prostate
cancer treatment. The three distinct information regions are the region containing the
radiation portal, a region shielded by the solid jaw and a region shielded by the projection
of the MLC leaves. The treatment portal region, shaped by the MLC and the solid jaws is
usually located near the central part o f the EPID screen and contains anatomical
information arising from variations in beam attenuation by bone or air cavities within the
patient as well as the tumour (or tumour surrogates). The region shielded by the
projection of the MLC leaves contains interleaf radiation leakage which can be used to
determine the reference position of the MLC and beam isocentre. The background region
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is the projection area of two solid jaws. This region contains no information for image
analysis and is not of interest in this study.

R e g io n shield by so lid jaw ( Y i)

R e g io n containing
in te rle a f leakage
(X I bank)

treated field

R eg io n containing
in te rle a f leakage
(X2 bank)'"

R eg io n sh ie ld by so lid jar? (Y2)

Figure 3.4 diagram of Information segmentations in an EPID portal image

3.2 Image Enhancement and Processing Tools Used in this Work

In this work we measure geometric treatment errors using portal images. As such it is
necessary to extract the beam isocentre, field borders and orientation, bony landmarks
and fiducial markers from the portal image. None of these features can be directly
extracted from a portal image due to noise and low contrast of the image. It is therefore
necessary to enhance the acquired images before these features can be extracted. This
section describes the tools and techniques for the image enhancement that were used in
this work.

3.2.1 Frame Averaging

Frame averaging11201 is an effective method used to reduce the statistical noise in the
image and has been widely used in image processing. In this technique, a series of
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images, all of the same subject and differing only in the independent random noise
content are acquired using the Beamview TI imager. These images are then averaged in
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The averaging of a series of frame images is
given by:

N k=l

(3 J )

Where f is the frame averaged image, k is the frame index of an image. In our approach,
we average six consecutive frames o f the same treatment field taken daily during
radiation delivery, which improves the Signal to Noise ratio by a factor of 2.45 compared
to a single frame. However, non-additive image noise cannot be effectively reduced by
this technique and as well, frame averaging only works well for images of a static object
but introduces blurring of moving targets.

3.2.2

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)

Contrast stretching refers to a simple image enhancement technique that attempts to
improve image contrast by stretching a narrow intensity band to the widest allowable
intensity range for an image. For the clinical portal images acquired from the Beamview
TI imager, the grey levels are either in the range 0 to30 or 150 to 255. So the grey scale
range changes significantly as a result of intensity stretching. That in turn improves the
contrast of the gold seed whose grey scale is in the band of [150 255].

Intensity stretching can improve contrast but not Signal-to-Noise Ratio due to its linear
mapping nature.

A related process called Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram

Equalization, or CLAHE,[120] modified from intensity stretch, can improve both local
contrast and signal-noise ratio. CLAHE was originally developed for medical image
processing and has proven to be successful for enhancement of low-contrast images. This
algorithm divides an image into contextual regions and applies histogram equalization to
each region. As a result, the distribution of image intensity evens out and hidden features
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o f the image become visible. Selective feature enhancement is accomplished by first
detecting the field edge in a portal image and then processing only regions that lie inside
the field edge. Image noise can be reduced while maintaining high spatial frequency
content by applying a combination of CLAHE, median filtration and edge sharpening.

3.2.3

Wavelet Based Contrast Enhancement

Wavelets are scalable, oscillatory functions that deviate from zero only within a limited
spatial regime with an average o f zero value.[119] Wavelets may be used to characterize
the location of the desired features in an image such as fiducial markers and inter-leaf
radiation leakage.[76] In wavelet based image processing techniques, a specified twodimensional wavelet function is convolved with the image, and a correlation map is
obtained. The position of the. desired feature is determined by locating the peak of the
signal strength in the correlation map. Among all wavelet functions, the two-dimensional
Mexican Hat Function (MHF) is the most widely applied in the image processing.

Figure 3.5 Surface and Contour plots of the Mexican Hat Function in position space
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160
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0 0

Figure 3.6 Surface and Contour plots of the Mexican Hat Function in frequency space

The form of a general two-dimensional Mexican hat function is defined by:

(3.2)
0

otherwise

w hereOx and o y are the dilation or scaling parameters. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 show the
surface and contour plots of the 2D MH function in position and frequency space,
respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the MH function has a positive kernel
with a shape similar to a conical point spread function, surrounded by a negative annulus.
The MH function offers several unique advantages in the gold seed detection in lowcontrast portal images. Firstly, the correlation of a MH function with constant or linear
functions is zero, and thus it effectively suppresses the contribution of the spatially
constant or slowly varying signal to the correlation strength. Secondly, the M H’s limited
extent in both the position and Fourier domain can help to minimize the effects of
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aliasing. This is extremely important if a seed is very close to a high-contrast area such as
the portal edge (where background is neither constant nor linear). The ability to scale the
kernel to a small size is important since convolution of portal images with a large kernel
can allow background noise to contribute to the correlation strength. Scalability is also
important since a small size reduces computation time and therefore real time tumour
target repositioning becomes possible.

The Fourier transform of the MH function is given by:

. U
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2
2

V

+

2

.

2

>

'¥ (u ,v ) = uve 2a“ 2a* + c

(3.3)

It can be seen from Figure 3.6 that the M HF is a band limited filter in which high and low
frequency noise are suppressed and only signal frequencies close to cru and <rv pass
allowing SNR to be significantly improved. The selection of the scaling factor
represented by <
j x and cry is very critical. If o x and cry are larger than the actual feature
size to be extracted, the feature would be filtered out of an image. On the other hand, if
the <7X and o y are too small, high-frequency noise would be enhanced which makes it
difficult to distinguish real features from high frequency noise. The shape of the
implanted fiducial markers is cylindrical with a diameter of 1.1 mm and a length of 2
mm. However, the shape and size of the marker projection in the portal images are
difficult to predict. Furthermore, prostate motion during image acquisitions causes the
projection of markers in a portal image to change significantly, making the issue more
complicated.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7 Enhancement of fiducial markers:
(a) Original image (b) intensity stretching (c) CLAHE (d) MHF

As reported by other investigators [76] using the MH function for seed detection, the SNR
is not sensitive to the orientation o f the seeds in the image. In order to make the selection
process simple and also to account for other factors (e.g. motion and seed orientation), a
value of 2 mm was selected for both <7X and <7 in the seed detection. Similarly, a value
of 4 mm was chosen for bony landmarks. Figure 3.7 illustrates a typical original portal
image of implanted markers in pelvis acquired with the Siemens beamview T I imager (a)
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and its contrast enhanced version using intensity stretching (b), CLAHE (c) and the
specified MH function (d).

3.3

Algorithms for Determining Beam Isocentre and Field Orientation

Determining target position in the linac frame of reference from electronic portal images
requires knowledge of the relationship between the room (or linac) co-ordinate frame and
the EPID coordinate system so that the geometric data in a two-dimensional image can be
mapped into the 3D treatment room coordinate system. The isocentre is the origin of the
treatment room (linac) coordinate system. The intersection of the collimator axis of
rotation with the image detector defines the projection of the machine isocentre onto the
image plane and acts as the ideal reference point to link the two coordinate systems.

In order to determine the beam isocentre in a portal image, the relationship between the
isocentre and beam defining system (solid jaws and MLC leaves) must be defined. An
MLC is a computer-controlled beam-shaping device consisting of many pairs of metal
leaves or fingers which are usually considered part of the treatment head of a linear
accelerator. There are 29 pairs of leaves in the Siemens MLC. All of them except leaves 1
and 29 project to 10mm in the plane of the isocentre. The beam isocentre lies at the
midpoint of the 15th leaf as specified by the vender. The MLC leaves shape the beam to
conform to the PTV shape as projected into the BeanTs Eye View (BEV).

The planned portal acts as the template for assessing the delivered portal image. If the
edges of a radiation portal can be accurately extracted from the image, the beam isocentre
can be determined by matching the extracted edge with the planned edge. However, the
edge extraction is limited by many factors including uneven thickness of patient
(variation in photon fluence), target motion and MLC positioning performance. Three
different methods are used in the determination of beam isocentre. These methods are
described in the next few sections.
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3.3.1

Method of Moments

In general, the nlh (n=0,l,2,3 ...) order moment of a random variable x following the
distribution f ( x ) can be defined by[121]

m Xn

| x nf { x ) d x ,

(3.4)

where m" is the nlh order moment for x . Similarly, the nth order moment of two variables
x and y following a distribution f ( x , y) can be defined by

(3.5)

where n - n x + n y . If a portal image is assumed to be a continuous function of intensity,
the associated moments can be used to determine the beam isocentre[l22]. The low order
(0th, 1st) moment values represent well-known fundamental geometric properties of a
distribution or an object. The 0th order moment m x’°y o f the binary image represents the
feature (e.g. radiation portal) area in the given image The two first order moments
( m“'| and rn f y) are used to locate the geometric centre or centroid ( x cf , y cf ) of a feature
as defined by

x f (x, y)dxdy

m ';(y

f(x,y)dxdy

m“’J

y f (x, y)dxdy

m°-‘

j j f(x,y)dxdy

m°x’°y

(3.6)

(3.7)
},Cj
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The centroid of a feature in a portal image defines a unique location within the object,
which can be used as a reference to describe the beam isocentre within the field of view.
The 0th and first order moment are both rotational and translationally invariant. If two
objects have the same shape and area, they will have same 0th and first order moment.
The portal defined in the TPS can act as the template of the treated area in a portal image.
Therefore, the beam isocentre with respect to the centroid in the planning software should
be identical to that in the corresponding images. The beam isocentre ( x if , y if) in a portal
image can then be described as

Acf

+

x.C t

(3.8)

\ y ctj

y<f.

The coordinate (xit, y it) of the isocentre in the planning template is defined during the
treatment planning process. The centroid (xct, y ct) of the planned portal in the template
image is calculated either using the MLC configuration data or the resulting template
from the binary image. Since both the isocentre and the centroid are known in the
planned portal, the beam isocentre can then be determined if the centroid of the treated
portal can be found. Segmentation of a portal image to its binary type is necessary for the
matching between planned and treated portals.

Image segmentation is sensitive to the thresholding level that is selected. An
inappropriate threshold can add a large systematic error to the estimate of the beam
isocentre. In a radiation therapy department, 50% of the mid field gray value is often
chosen as the threshold value for segmentation of a field portal. Directly applying the
50% principle in order to segment the field edges can result in errors because the
heterogeneity of the patient anatomy can result in a non symmetric beam fluence incident
upon the imager. One approach11231 assumes that the treated portal is exactly the same as
the one defined in the planning software.

The intensity of a pixel within a portal is

always higher than background, so the area of the treated portal is forced to be the same
as that defined in the TPS by adjusting threshold. For a specified portal image, the
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planned portal area Amlc is given in the corresponding MLC configuration file. Following
magnification correction, the area o f treated portal is then defined

Af=M }A„k .

(3.9)

where Ay is the area o f the treated portal in pixels and M y is the magnification factor.
In our case M y =19.85 pixel I cm , determined through phantom experiments. Since the
area of a portal image is known, the ratio of areas between the treated portal and an image
is given

Af
f p = -A
r-

<3 - 1 0 >

An image histogram as shown in figure 3.8(a) is the greyscale distribution for an image.
This histogram can be converted to a cumulative probability function H(i) as shown in
Figure 3.8(b) which describes the fraction of pixels in the entire image whose gray value
is less than the gray level i . The portion of the image which consists of background
(outside of the portal) is (1 - / ) which can be specified in terms of H(i) as

=

y

A

(3.11)

The threshold i can be remapped using an inverse transformation of (1 —/ ) defined as

i = H - \ \ - f p ).

(3.12)

Figure 3.9(a) shows an original portal image with field edges extracted and its binary
format after thresholding approach as discussed above.
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Figure 3.8 Histogram of a portal image (a) and its cumulative distribution (b)
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Figure 3.9 (a) original portal imag (b) binary image after thresholding
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3.3.2 Normalized Cross Correlation

Another method by which the planned portal can be “registered” to an image of the
delivered portal is by normalized cross correlation. The normalized cross correlation
K (d) , of two signals sl (i) and s2(z) (z = 1 to

n ) , can be defined as

n

Y j [^1 O' - d) - sy] [^2(z) - s2]
z=i

(3.13)

where sx and s2 are the mean values of the two signals. The cross correlation between
two signals gives an indication of how similar they are. For a certain d , K (d) has a peak
value where s2 (i-d) is most ‘similar’ to 5] (z). The idea of pattern recognition is to cross
correlate a template of a known signal with the signal being tested and to search for
peaks. In the extreme case, the normalized cross correlation becomes an auto-correlation
if two signals are exactly the same. In this work we have determined that a one
dimensional normalized cross correlation method can be used to detect the inter-leaf
radiation leakage pattern in portal images and subsequently to determine the Y
component of the beam isocentre. The performance of the normalized cross correlation
technique is limited by the frequency of sampling of a continuous signal because the peak
position can only be situated at one location of K (d). The uncertainty in the peak
location is therefore the sampling interval. In order to achieve sub-interval (or sub-pixel)
accuracy, peak fitting (or peak centreing) can be applied. In this approach, the peak can
be fitted using several points (usually greater than 4) around the peak. Assuming that the
cross correlation coefficients around the peak z were found in the interval between K (ik) to K (i+k), the controid of the selected peak can be calculated as
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k
Z ( i + l)K(i + d)
( 3 . 14)

k
X K (i + d)
i=k

where i is the adjusted new peak location. By using this peak fitting technique, sub-pixel
accuracy can be achieved using normalized cross-correlation. Zucker[124] quantified the
uncertainty in normalized cross correlation assuming free random noise in the template
signal with Gaussian white noise in the test signal as

1 K j d ^ ) l - K 2^ )
Nr K

' ( d K 2(dma)

(3.15)

As seen in Eq. 3.15, the standard deviation of peak location can be separated into three
factors. The first, N r , is the signal sample size which has an inverse relationship to the
error as would be expected. Secondly, is K ( d rrwi) / K " ( d rmx) , a normalized measure of
the sharpness of the cross-correlation peak which depends weakly on the Signal-Noise
Ratio, such that a smaller absolute value of K(rfmax) / K 'id ^ ) implies a sharper peak and
therefore a smaller error. The third factor.

l - K 2( J max)

, is a measure of the SNR ratio of

K \ d max)
the cross correlation spectrum, i. e. the ratio between the variance of the signal and that of
the noise.
Similarly, assuming that a mask (template) t{x,y) of size m x m slides over the image
f ( x , y ) of sizen x n , the two-dimensional normalized cross correlation coefficient
between the template t(x,y) and f ( x , y ) can be defined as

I ( t ( x - u, , y - v t ) - f ]
(3.16)
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where t is the mean grey scale of the template image and / is the mean grey scale of the
test image / .

A planning portal with respect to isocentre is often defined in the MLC configuration file
of planning software. This planning portal can be utilized to create a template image for
normalized cross correlation. An image matrix is created for the minimum encompassing
area of the planning portal region with a 1 cm additional margin. Note that the spatial
resolution of the matrix is set the same as that of a clinical image. The pixel values within
the planning portal are set to 1 while the pixel values outside the planning portal are set to
0. The resulting binary matrix is then defined as our template image t . The location of the
isocentre in the template image can be theoretically calculated from the planning
software. As an example, Figure 3.10 shows the map of the normalized cross correlation
between a generated template image t and a clinical portal image / . The location of the
global peak indicates where the pattern (e.g. radiation portal) is most similar to the
template. Applying the peak finding algorithm to determine the location of the peak in
the cross correlation map, the displacement between the template image and test clinical
image can be determined as:

^Ax^
VAy,

1
V J max /

x

(3.17)

\ N yyJJ
V

where Ax and Ay are the translations between template and the portal image in the X and
Y directions respectively. The point (x'mx, _y^lx) is the location of the global peak in the
normalized cross correlation map and N ‘x and N ‘ are the size of the template image in X
and Y directions, respectively. The beam isocentre in the portal image can then be
determined by:
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rx \
+

Ax

( 3 . 18)

\y*j

Figure 3.10 Normalized cross-correlation between a template and a portal image
peak location represents the best match between two images

The cross-correlation tool is robust to image noise and very precise in offset (or shift)
estimation, but it is not invariant with respect to rotation and is sensitive to perspective
distortion. Clinically it is possible that the orientation of the portal image is rotated from
what it was planned making the use of cross correlation suspect. It should also be noted
that cross correlation is computationally intensive) which may yield it impractical for use
in real time target positioning in a clinical setting.
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3.3.3

Line Pattern Detection Using the Radon Transform (Extraction of Interleaf
Leakage)

Multi-Leaf Collimators (MLCs) are commonly used on modem clinical linear
accelerators to provide field shaping rather than using Lead or Cerrobend blocks. It is
common that the adjacent leaves of an MLC have a small gap between them allowing a
small amount of photon transmission (up to 2%).[118] When patients are imaged during
radiation therapy, this interleaf leakage is integrated as a part of the portal image. Using
image processing tools such as the Radon transform and cross correlation techniques, the
inter-leaf leakage can be extracted and then utilized to accurately determine the spatial
co-ordinates of imaged objects with respect to the beam isocentre.

3.3.3.1 Radon Transform

The Radon transform has been widely used in medical image reconstruction for
modalities such as CT and MRI. Recently it has been applied to the field of image
processing, particularly pattern recognition. The Radon transform is able to transform
line patterns in the image domain into dot patterns in the Radon domain making it
possible to easily recognize line parameters.11251

In general, a Radon transform, or the ray-integral of a portal image f { x , y ) along
direction#, is defined by the following expression:

g e (s) = JJ/(x ,y )8 (5 -x c o s0 -y sin 0 )d x (i_ y

(3.19)

where 8 is the Dirac delta function, f (x, y ) is the image intensity at location (x,y), and
r = x cos 0 + y sin 0 is the perpendicular distance from the image origin (image centre) to
the straight line along which the ray-integral is evaluated. Eq. 3.19 can also be regarded
as the linear intensity integration of image /

along a particular angle 6 + n / 2 . Note
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that Eq. 3.19 treats the image as continuous function.

In practice a discrete Radon

transform is used as well as nearest neighbour image interpolation.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the Radon transform of an oblique and a horizontal line. On the
left (Figure 3.11 (a)) is the original simulated images and on the right (Figure 3.11 (b) the
corresponding Radon transform. Note that in the Radon domain, a line in the image
domain yields a peak (hotspot) located at a corresponding line parameter position
(orientation and radius in the Radon domain). The size of the hotspot depends on the line
width while the brightness (or sharpness) of the dot depends on the length and contrast of
a line pattern in the original image.

X direction (cm)
0

50
100
1 50
O rientation (degrees)

Figure 3.11 Radon transform (b) of the line patterns in (a)
Two straight lines with different orientation in (a) can be easily defined in its Radon
Domain representing two dots. The location of the dot describes the orientation and
position of the specified line in its image domain, the brightness of the dot is determined
by the contrast and length of the line
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A very powerful property of the Radon transform is its ability to detect line signals
embedded in very noisy images. It is this property that has been utilized to detect and
extract interleaf radiation leakage from noisy portal images as long as the length of the
leakage interleaf leakage line is sufficiently long despite its low contrast. Figure 3.12(b)
is a Sinographic plot of the radon transform of a portion of a portal image containing
inter-leaf leakage as shown in Figure 3.12(a). As can be seen, the interleaf leakage lines
in the original image are very faint and difficult to detect by eye, while the bright spots
representing the orientation and location of the interleaf can be clearly seen in Radon
space.

0m m

50mm
Projection angle

Figure 3.12 (a) Portal image containing inter-leaf leakage and (b) the
corresponding sinographic plot from the Radon transform
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3.3.3.2 Determination of Orientation

As an example, Figure 3.13 shows the Radon transform ge (r) of the image /

at 0°

(parallel to the inter-leaf leakage) and 90° (perpendicular to inter-leaf leakage) to the
direction of motion of the MLC leaves. The Radon transform can be thought of as the
sum of all intensity values along the integration path, thus when the path of integration is
parallel and coincident with the leakage radiation the signal (sum) will be significant.
When the integration path is parallel but not coincident with the leakage radiation the
signal will be weak and similarly when the integration path is perpendicular to the
leakage radiation there will be very little spatial variation in the signal. Thus, g e (r) can
be described as a stationary signal, which is modulated by inter-leaf radiation leakage and
the period of the signal is then the width of a single leaf along the line of integration at
angle 6 . The signal contrast of inter-leaf radiation leakage can be defined as:

---- 0'
C
OO)
a)
.1 0.8
‘55

|

0.6

0 .4

o

0.2

0

50

100
150
200
Projection axis (line of integration)

250

Figure 3.13 Showing the Radon transform of interleaf radiation in the horizontal
and vertical directions
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where s “ ax and ,s’™n are maximum and minimum values of signal for a particular angle.
Thus the contrast of the inter-leaf leakage as a function of integration angle 9 can be
used as a means of determining leaf (and hence collimator) orientation in a portal image
such thatC (0) is a maximum when 6 is parallel to the leaf orientation QIeaf.
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Figure 3.14 Contrast of inter-leaf leakage as a function of projection angle

Figure 3.14 is a plot of contrast C( 8 ) o f inter-leaf leakage as a function of projection
angle 6 from -5° to 5° for a test image with an intentionally set and independently
measured collimator angle of 2°. As can be seen in the figure, C(6) reaches a maximum
at a projection angle of 2°. Thus as can be seen, the Radon transform can be used to
determine leaf orientation in a portal image, which in turn dictates the collimator rotation
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relative to the imaging chain. Assuming the collimator angle is well known then image to
image variations in the imaging chain orientation ( dim) are given by

® im

^ le a f

® col

(3.21)

This method was tested by acquiring images for five known collimator angles (0, 1, 2, 3,
and 4°) with a Siemens Beamview TI (Concord, CA) portal imager. The leaf orientation
in the images was determined by the Radon transform method for three conditions: single
image leakage through the X I bank only, single leakage through both the X I and X2
banks and finally average leakage through both the X I and X2 banks from six
consecutive image frames.

3.3.3.3 Determination of Beam Isocentre

The Radon transform analysis of the inter-leaf leakage can also be used to accurately
determine the Y component of the intersection of the beam axis with the portal imager.
The algorithm is described as follows.

The Radon transform g 0(r) parallel to the MLC leaves will produce a signal with high
contrast with a peak at locations ( y f eak) where the inter-leaf leakage is maximum. This
signal will have a period of distance w which is the projection width of an individual
leaf. The Y component of beam isocentre y lf should be exactly (assuming very high
manufacturing tolerance) in the middle of the 15th leaf for a 58 leaf Siemens MLC. That
is also to say, y if is a half leaf away from yf i ak and y [*',k. Locations of leakage for y [ eak
can then be determined by:

(3.22)
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where i is the leaf index. The least square fit of the measured y f eak to Eq. 3.22 allows
an accurate determination of y if. Having determined the collimator axis of rotation in this
direction, the position in the orthogonal direction can be determined by several methods.
The most accurate and simplest is to rotate the collimator by 90° and repeat the method
above. This is not always possible, particularly in the clinical environment.

An

alternative method is as follows. As y if is predetermined with interleaf radiation leakage,
a strip containing exact half width of the leaf i can then be cropped from the image that
interleaf leakage was obtained. For each extracted strip i , the actual measured left and
right leaf edges ( x " j , x ™
2) can be independently determined through local thresholding.
Additionally, the expected edges of leaf i can also be calculated as

x t,i = x if + d[}\ and x ei2 =

+ d f2

(3.23)

where the leaf position d f j and d f 2 in two banks are assigned by the planning software,
respectively. If the nature of the MLC positioning error is random, x jf can then be
determined by using variance minimization for the selected leaves, given by:

«=£((*,
i

~ d '>

-*S>2+<*, + 4S -*&)*]

(3-24)

The advantage of the local thresholding is that it avoids the impact of the global non
uniformity in intensity in portal images.

These methods of finding the beam isocentre in the EPID image were tested using a
calibrated isocentre jig consisting of a 0.5 mm sphere placed on the collimator axis of
rotation. By independent projection / rotation analysis the 0.5 mm steel sphere is known
to be within 0.1 mm of the collimator axis of rotation. Using the projection of this sphere
onto the EPID image as a reference we tested the methods described above using 22
different MLC shaped fields and the results are described in section 3.6
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3.4

Geometric Distortion and Correction

Geometric distortion of the EPID image arises in the imaging chain from distortions in
the lens, mechanical distortions in the mirror and from misalignment of the mirror.
Correcting the image for this geometric distortion requires a mapping of the EPID image
into a flat Cartesian space. In this study, the geometric distortion of the EPID was
measured by taking advantage of unique properties of the MLC. From these
measurements an image-to-physical space transform is developed to correct for the
geometric distortion.

The spatial reference point is the radiation beam isocentre, which is defined by the axis of
rotation of the collimator system. In order to find the intercept of the collimator axis of
rotation with the image plane multiple images were taken with all MLC leaves fully open
except the middle leaf (#15) of one bank, which was positioned 5 cm across nominal
beam centre. 18 successive images were then acquired, one every 20 degrees of
collimator rotation, and superimposed. A surface plot of the superposition of 18 images is
shown in the Figure 3.15. Note that this is in fact the complement of the original image
superposition. The hotspot was formed by the superposition of multiple images because
by definition the position of the collimator central axis is rotationally invariant and is
consistently projected into a fixed pixel in the composite image while exposures to other
pixels are generally averaged. The location of hot spot ( x if, y if) in the composite image
can be accurately determined by peak thresholding and accurately defines the beam
isocentre.
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Fig 3.15 The superposition of 18 images of leaf 15 at 18 collimator angles
The geometric distortion of the entire imaging chain was measured using a well-defined
geometric pattern created in the image plane by the superposition of two images. Each is
an image of the MLC with all of the even numbered leaf pairs fully closed and the
adjacent odd number leaf pairs fully open. The two images of the superposition are
identical but taken at collimator angles exactly 90 degrees apart (collimator 0° and 90°).
The resulting composite image is shown in Figure 3.16. In the Beam’s eye view this grid
should be square by definition. The composite image was made binary by local
thresholding to produce a white (2 cm x 2 cm) grid. The centroid {xf (i),yf ( j ) \ of each
bright square is then determined by using the normalized cross-correlation between
binary composite image and a generated 2 cm x 2 cm white block. The normalized cross
correlation was described in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.16 Composite image of an MLC configuration taken at collimator
angle 0° and 90°
Note that all images were taken without any gantry motion or movement of the imager
system, ensuring a common beam isocentre for both images in the composite of Figure
3.15 and all images of figure 3.16.

It is worthwhile to note that the MLC is machined with extremely high precision and
accuracy. The grid of centroids {xf (/),

O')} obtained through local thresholding are

then projections of the intersection points of the middle of the even numbered MLC
leaves from the two collimator rotations 0° and 90°. Within the tolerance of the MLC
manufacturing (better than 0.01 mm), these intersecting points {x,-,y •} in physical space
can be modeled knowing the leaf width w , the leaf index i or j and the location of the
beam isocentre ( x if, y if), such that
x. + w (i-1 5 .5 )

i = 16,18,20,22
i = 8,10,12,14 •

.

'f

and
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(3.25)

For a field of view of 16 cm x 16 cm, the geometric distortion is defined as the mean
positional difference between the imaginary and physical spaces. We choose this size of
field of view because it can cover most radiation portals in prostate cancer radiotherapy.
We define the mean geometric distortion 0 for each image as the quadratic average of
the radius difference for all grid points, which can be calculated as follows:

where N is the total number of grids.

The deviation of the actual image { x f (i),yf ( j ) } from the theoretical/physical grid
{x(i), y ( j ) } defines the geometric distortion in terms of the geometric transformation
Tjp required to map {x f (i),yf ( j ) } back to {x(i),y(j)}. An affine transformation was
applied and mapping matrix

tJ
p

was extracted using the least square fit to the following

equation:

^ iv
x

y)

Tfp

f

(3.28)

\ yf /

where TJp represents a linear mapping requiring scaling, rotation and skewing. In this
case translation was removed since both { x f (z), }’f (./')} and { x(i), y ( j ) } are relative to
the same isocentre.
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3.5

EPID Mechanical Instability

Ideally, the orientation of the MLC leaves at collimator 0 is always parallel to the
horizontal axis of a portal image while the collimator central axis always intersects a
fixed pixel in the image. However, because o f the poor mechanical mounting o f the
imager as well as gantry sag there is a significant rotation and translation of the imager at
different gantry angles. In this study, we selected the apparent variation of MLC leaf
orientation and beam isocentre as quantifiers of the mechanical stability of the electronic
imager.

A clinical image acquired with the Beamview T1 can be divided into the open radiation
portal, the area shielded by the MLC leaves and the area shield by the solid jaws. Two
segments (the X I and X2 banks), about 5 cm x 10 cm, in each of the regions containing
interleaf leakage are selected from the image. Each region is at least 0.5 cm from the
open field and image boundary. Analysis of this part of an image allows us to accurately
measure differences between MLC leaf orientation in an image and the known orientation
of the collimator (collimator rotation). The Y component of the position of the beam
isocentre can be accurately determined by using Radon transform analysis of the inter
leaf radiation leakage, as described in detail in section 3.3.3.

3.6

Results

3.6.1

Imager Rotation Test

The ability of the Radon transform method to determine projection (collimator) angle
with respect to the EPID grid was tested for five collimator angles (0, 1, 2, 3, and 4°).
The angle between the collimator rotation and the EPID grid was determined
independently using the projection of a machined grid and was known to better than 0.1
degree for each of the test angles. For each test case the inter-leaf radiation contrast
signal was calculated as a function of projection angle 6 in the same fashion as the
example shown above in Figure 3.12. The accuracy of the method was tested using 3
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different sets of information: the inter-leaf leakage through a single leaf bank from a
single image frame; the inter-leaf leakage through both leaf banks from a single image
frame; and finally using the inter-leaf leakage behind both leaf banks from a composite
image made from the sum of six successive frames. The results are shown in table 3.1. It
can be seen that in all cases the radon transform method was able to determine the
collimator angle with respect to image grid to within 0.4°. (Note that the manufacturers
specification for all accuracy of all rotations, including collimator is ±0.5°).

Overall we

are able to determine the collimator rotation to within 0.12±0.18, 0.12±0.11 and
0.08±0.11 degrees by analyzing the inter-leaf radiation leakage under a single bank for 1
frame, both banks for 1 frame and both banks for six frames.

The more inter-leaf

radiation leakage information available, the more accurate the determination.
Table 3.1 Comparison of different measures for inter-leaf leakage analysis

Oieaf (D e g r e e s)
O co i

3.6.2

(D e g re es)

X I bank

D o u b le bank

F ram e A v er a g in g

0 .0

0 .2

0 .0

0 .2

1.0

1.0

1.2

1.0

2 .0

2 .0

2 .2

2 .2

3 .0

3 .0

3 .2

3 .0

4 .0

4 .4

4 .0

4 .0

Isocentre determination test

The ability of our method to determine the exact position of the intersection of the
collimator rotation axis with the image plane was tested for 22 different MLC shaped
fields.

The location of y if were determined directly from the Radon transform as

described above. Similarly the xif was determined by local thresholding and minimizing
residuals from the planned positions of each leaf end. The “true” isocentre position was
determined from the projection of a 0.5 mm steel sphere in a plastic plate placed in the
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collimator tray.

The collimator was rotated and the isocentre was determined as the

centre o f the locus of projection images of the 0.5 mm sphere.

For purposes of

comparison the isocentre position was also calculated by the method o f moments
152,551and the normalized cross correlation.11261.

The results for the determination of isocentre tests are given in table 3.2, showing mean
and standard deviation of the difference from the true isocentre for each of the three
methods. Our results indicate that the Radon transform method presented herein provides
a better estimate of the Y component of the isocentre (the direction perpendicular to leaf
travel), while in the X direction (the direction of leaf travel) the method of moments
provides the best estimate.
Table 3.2 Deviations from true isocentre for three methods

Deviations in mm
Methods
X

3.6.3

Y

Leakage

0.77±0.31

0.63±0.25

Correlation

0.97±0.36

0.85±0.37

Moment

0.72±0.36

1.07±0.65

Geometric Distortion Measurements

For a 16 cm x 16 cm checker board, the geometric distortion was measured in images
acquired at four gantry angles, 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°. Table 3.3 summarizes the
means and range of the geometric distortions of the Beamview TI image chain. No
significant difference in the geometric distortion was observed at the different gantry
angles. The mean distortion was within 1mm. The geometric distortion is acceptable for
patient setup and treatment field verifications because both MLC positioning
uncertainty11271 and setup uncertainty1681 are twice the distortion magnitude. It was also
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found that the distortion spatially varies over the examined area. The distortion was
largest near the image comers, and was skewed along oblique directions in the image
domain. Applying the measured transform matrix Tip to the original images, the mean
geometric distortion can be reduced to less than 0.25 mm.

Table 3.3 Geometric distortion means and ranges (mm) for different gantry
angles
Distortion
Raw Image
Corrected

Gantry 45°
0 .7 5 (0 -1 .6 6 )
0 .2 5 (0 -0 .7 5 )

Gantry 135°
0 .7 4 (0 -1 .7 0 )
0 .2 5 (0 -0 .7 5 )

Gantry 225°
0 .7 2 (0 -1 .6 6 )
0.2 5 (0 -0 .7 5 )

Gantry 315°
0 .7 2 (0 -1 .7 2 )
0 .2 5 (0 -0 .7 5 )

The correction method for geometric distortion was tested using images of a pelvic
phantom with fiducial markers (1.1 mm in diameter and 2 mm in length) Two 18 MV
images were taken 180 degrees apart.. The phantom was setup with the Centre of the
Mass (COM) of the three fiducial markers placed at the machine isocentre and images
were taken for gantry angles o f 45° and 225°. The two portal images should be identical
when flipped horizontally.

One of the opposed images was flipped and then the two

images were fused. Figure 3.17 (a) is the super position of the two images prior to the
distortion correction and Figure3.17 (b) is the fusion of the same two images after the
distortion correction transform has been applied to each image. It can be seen in Fig 3.17
(a) that the fiducial markers are mismatched. In this case the composite image has them
displaced by up to 2.5 mm. After applying the mapping matrix, the mismatch of the
fiducial markers is effectively eliminated as seen in Figure 3.17(b). The difference in
magnification between the two opposed images was ignored because the distance
between the markers and machine isocentre is less than 2.5 cm, and thus the
magnification difference does not result in significant apparent seed separation.

Although the magnitude of the geometric distortion in the portal image is small (< 1mm),
the correction is still required in order to measure intra-fraction organ motion. In this
work we have defined the intra-fraction organ motion to be the positional difference in
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fiducial markers between two opposed field images taken in the same fraction. The
magnitude of the intra-fraction organ motion is anticipated to be comparable to the
distortion1443. Failure to remove distortion would make it very difficult to identify the
source of the seed mismatched seen in Figure 3.17(a).

(a) Without correction

(b) After correction

Figure 3.17 Superposition of two opposed portal images without (a) and
with (b) correction for spatial distortion

3.6.4

EPID Mechanical Stability Measurements

The mechanical stability of the Siemen’s imager at different gantry angles, was measured
using a calibrated isocentre jig consisting of a 0.5 mm sphere placed on the collimator
axis of rotation. W ith the jig in place an 18MV portal image was taken at 8 different
gantry angles. This was repeated three times over a period of one month. Figure 3.18 is a
plot of the X and Y components of the isocentre as a function of gantry angle for one
measurement. The variation of the isocentre in the MLC direction of travel (X
component) was found to be 11.5 mm over a full range of gantry rotation while isocentre
in the solid jaw moving direction (Y component) was measured to be less than 2 mm.
The data suggest a significant variation exists in the isocentre in the X direction. Several
factors could cause this variation. The imager might be poorly installed onto the
treatment machine, so the location of the imager with respect to the gantry head may vary
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with gantry rotation. Additionally, gantry sag during gantry rotation may also contribute
to this variation.
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Figure 3.18 the isocentre displacement as a function of gantry angle
(gantry 0 was chosen as a reference)

We have also determined the beam isocentre in 257 clinical images using the interleaf
radiation leakage information at four gantry angles 45°, 135°, 225° and 315° over a period
of 9 months. The standard deviations of the measured isocentre position are shown in
Table 3.4. The isocentre variation in the MLC traveling direction (0.19-0.25 mm) was
found to be smaller than in the solid jaw moving direction (1 .8 9 -1.93mm). This can be
explained as follows. The solid jaw moving direction is also the direction of the
longitudinal extension of the imager when a portal image is taken. There is considerable
variation in the imager position in this direction. There is no indicator to show whether
or not the imager is fully extended and the locking system is not solid.

Furthermore,

frequent operation (pull out and fold back) of the imager may cause a systematic drift in
the imager extension direction.
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In Figure 3.19, the Y component of the beam isocentre is plotted as a function of time
during our observation period from Sept. of 2002 to June of 2003. The result shows that
the Y component isocentre did shift 6mm towards the extension direction of the EPID
during the observation period.
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Figure 3.20 Histogram of imager orientation shift
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The orientation of the imager was determined with the algorithm of inter-leaf radiation
leakage for 729 clinical images over a period of 9 months. The algorithm for the
orientation of MLC leaves is described in section 3.3.3 Figure 3.20 plots the frequency
distribution of the orientation over 729 measurements. W e found that the standard
deviation of the orientation distribution of the imager is 0.35°. This uncertainty could
result from either the uncertainty in the collimator rotation or the mechanic instability of
the imager itself.

Table 3.4 Distribution of beam isocentre for different gantry angles
Direction
X component
Y component

Gantry 45
0.25 mm
1.90 1mm

3.7

Discussion & Conclusions

3.7.1

General Discussion

Gantry 135
0.18 mm
1.89 mm

Gantry 225
0.23 mm
1.93 mm

Gantry 315
0.21 mm
1.92 mm

In our experience, the mechanical instability of the Siemens TI portal imager has acted as
a barrier to fully exploiting portal images for linear accelerator quality assurance and for
accurately distinguishing between patient setup errors and MLC leaf/jaw calibration
errors.

In this work we have investigated the feasibility o f using inter-leaf radiation

leakage to accurately determine collimator rotation and the position of the beam isocentre
in the EPID image. We have shown that the Radon transform can successfully extract the
position and the orientation of inter-leaf leakage from the electronic portal image and that
this information can be used to accurately determine the collimator rotation and the
location at which the collimator axis of rotation (beam isocentre) intersects the EPID
image plane.

Electronic portal imagers could be ideal devices for filmless Quality

Assurance of treatment machines, particularly MLC and collimator calibration, but are
not being employed for this purpose in most radiotherapy practices.

A recent report[117]
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indicated that at the end of 2002, only 5% o f U.S. cancer centres employed electronic
portal imagers for filmless Quality Assurance. Among the barriers to implementation are
poor image quality and mechanical instability. We believe that the methods presented
herein can in part address many of these concerns.

The efficacy of portal imagers as a tool for image-guided radiotherapy is also limited by
their performance, including their lack o f mechanical stability/reproducibility (orientation
and translation) from field to field and fraction to fraction as well as their low image
contrast and inherent geometric distortion. W e have demonstrated that our method can
overcome the issue o f mechanical instability and that we can accurately determine an
exact reference position (e.g. the intersection of the collimator axis of rotation with the
image plane). Armed with this information it is possible to assess clinical portal images
to distinguish between geometric erro rs. arising from patient setup as opposed to
geometric misses arising from errors in MLC leaf position or collimator rotation. As
discussed later in this thesis we use this approach to analyze EPID images from a large
series of prostate patients to accurately quantify inter-fraction setup errors, intra-fraction
patient motion, prostate motion and treatment specific daily errors in MLC calibration.

3.7.2

The Effect of Distortion and Mechanical Stability on Beam Isocentre

If the Beamview TI imager was rigidly mounted onto Siemens linear accelerator, the
collimator central axis would always be projected onto a fixed pixel in a portal image
over a full range o f gantry rotation. Our measurements indicated that it is valid only for
the Y component o f the beam isocentre. The variability in the X component of the
isocentre was found to be 11.5 mm among observed gantry positions. This implies that
the position of imager detector relative to the treatment head is gantry position dependent.
On the other hand, the Y component of beam isocentre drifted up to 5.5 mm during a
period of 9 months. This suggests that the Y component of the isocentre in the portal
image is temporally dependent. Overall, both components of isocentre are either spatial
(treatment field) or temporally (fraction) dependant. The approach of using a look-up
able for determining the isocentre in a portal image is therefore not useful. Because beam
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isocentre is the only reference to measure inter- and intra-fraction target motion, the
measurement would be inaccurate without correcting for the mechanical instability of
both the linear accelerator and the electronic imager. The uncertainty in field orientation
was found to be 0.27°±0.35°, less than the collimator tolerance of 0.5°. Its impact on the
beam isocentre can be ignored. The geometric distortion unlikely affects the accuracy of
isocentre determination because it is radius dependent and there is less distortion
presented in image centre where the isocentre is located.

3.7.3

The Effect of Distortion on Marker Positioning

Our measurements demonstrated that the distortion in the image plane is location
dependant. It can affect the accuracy of the feature locations (seed or bony marker) if the
feature is located in the most distorted image area (e.g. comers). The spatial distortion
problem confused us for a long time in the determination of the intra-fraction prostate
motion by using two opposed field images. This is discussed as follows.

Our prostate phantom experiments demonstrated a clear seed mismatch following
accurate image fusion. However, there was no phantom motion involved between two
image acquisitions. This must be due to something wrong with the imaging
system. Firstly, we suspected that seed mismatch could have happened if the gantry angle
difference between two fields is not exactly 180 degree. We verified the gantry rotation
with the digital smart level for three weeks without finding any gantry rotation related
problem. Secondly, we suspected that there might be a systematic MLC positioning error.
A systematic error of 1.5 mm in X I bank would produce similar errors, but this was
excluded following the MLC positioning calibration. Subsequently we verified that the
accuracy of the image registration between two opposed field images. For each of two
gantry angles, a calibrated jig was placed at the path of beam isocentre, two phantom
images were then obtained, and it was found that the difference in actual isocentre and
algorithm-based isocentre is less than 1 mm for all test cases. The uncertainty in image
fusion cannot lead to a mismatch of 2.5 mm either. Eventually it wa determined that
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geometric distortion was the source o f the seed mismatch. The obtained correction matrix
as described in section 3.4 removes the spatial distortion.

3.7.4

Clinical Applications

Methods used to correct existing geometric distortion in an image have been studied by
several investigators.[119,1281 The methods themselves are straightforward. The acquiring
of data for the determination of the appropriate correction methods is not always trivial.
It often involves a large amount of work to measure grids of a specific phantom in
physical space and their projection in the portal image. The creation of a well-defined
geometric grid in this work avoids the complicated phantom measurement and makes it
relatively easy to perform. This is the main difference between our method and others.
The advantage of this approach is that the width of a MLC leaf is chosen as reference, the
position of each leaf relative to the collimator axis is fixed and well defined. In contrast,
any phantom measurements for determining geometric distortion require a beam
isocentre as reference, but it is not easy to obtain in conventional phantom experiments
because edge information and feature information are unavailable. If a jig is utilized, it
must be calibrated before the phantom experiment. In addition phantom measurements
need a magnification correction. MLC leaves do not have magnification issue, because
the width of each leaf is always projected to be 10 mm at isoplane. The accuracy of this
correction for geometric distortion only depends on the manufacturer performance of the
MLC.
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CHAPTER 4
A Study of Prostate Delineation Referenced Against a Gold
Standard Created from the Visible Human
4.0

Overview

This chapter summarizes our study of inter- and intra-observer error in the delineation of
the prostate organ, performed at The Ottawa Hospital Regional Cancer Centre
(TOHRCC). Section 4.1 discusses the role of target delineation in the context of the
entire treatment process and section 4.2 describes the methods by which the reference
gold standard or “true” prostate volume was established based on the Visible Human
Project (VHP) data.

It also describes the methods of determining inter- and intra

observer difference relative to the gold standard. Sections 4.3 presents the results of the
work and Section 4.4 discusses the clinical implications of the results.

4.1

Introduction

It is generally accepted that the individual sub-processes that constitute external beam
radiation therapy can affect patient outcome, and specifically that geometric uncertainties
play a major role in tumour control and normal tissue complications.125,1291 Historically,
the lack of three-dimensional imaging, both for treatment preparation and planning, and
during delivery has resulted in the spatial accuracy of radiation therapy delivery
equipment being significantly better than the accuracy/resolution with which the threedimensional target volume could be determined within the patient. For many years the
radiation therapy physics community has devoted a significant proportion of its overall
research effort to a reduction in dosimetric uncertainties rather than patient related
geometric uncertainties.171 There has also been significant effort directed to improving
the geometric accuracy of radiation therapy simulation and delivery equipment through
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enhanced quality control procedures.175,94,109,1301 Recent technological developments in
imaging and radiation therapy delivery, such as CT, MR, and linear accelerators with on
board imaging have made it possible to measure, categorize, document and understand
patient based geometric uncertainties.13,7,791 Today, tumour target delineation along with
the daily patient positioning error and internal target motion are recognized as three
major sources of error in the overall radiation therapy process.168,1161 Although identified
as a critical component in the cancer treatment process, the accuracy and quality of target
delineation has yet to be addressed by either AAPM or ICRU reports.

The accuracy with which the CTV can be defined on images acquired by various
modalities is not well documented for most tumour sites1251. The ability o f a physician to
delineate targets will likely vary with imaging modality, cancer site, disease stage, as well
as patient age and size. The physician’s determination of the CTV will also depend, by
definition, on the experience and knowledge of the individual physician. In early stage,
low risk prostate cancer the entire organ (prostate) is considered the target (CTV) of
radiation therapy although there are presently some clinical investigations looking at sub
organ definition of the GTV using functional CT, MR and PET images. The prostate and
much of its surrounding normal tissues have similar mass attenuation coefficients,
making accurate target definition on CT, that is segmentation of the prostate from
adjacent tissues, a difficult task for the radiation oncologist. It is fairly well documented
that there is variation in tumour definition between and amongst different observer
groups (e.g. oncologists, anatomists, urologists and therapists) and this has been
investigated by several researchers for different disease sites.126,28,33,131"1331 Importantly,
to our knowledge, none of these studies have reported their findings against a true gold
standard. Most have used a population average as the reference value and measured
variation against this average, making it impossible to extract systematic error from the
data.

The work described in this chapter uses data from the Visible Human Project® which
provides a complete set of cross-indexed MR, CT and anatomical photographic digital
images of an entire human male cadaver.

Our study uses the anatomical images to
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develop a gold standard for the exact extent of the prostate and takes advantage o f data
set indexing to allow comparison of CT based organ delineation with the gold standard
derived from the axial anatomical photographic images. The anatomical (photo) images
provide much finer detail than the CT images and hence serve as a better means to
estimate the boundaries of the true organ. The anatomical images are 32 bit color, with a
pixel resolution of 0.33 mm. In comparison the CT images are 8 bit grey scale with
0.8984 mm pixel size. An expert group consisting of an urologist, a radiation oncologist
and an anatomist, created the gold standard volume from the photo images. Six radiation
oncologists then defined the prostate alone on the corresponding CT images allowing us
to measure and quantify inter and intra observer random and systematic (with respect to
the gold standard) errors.

4.2

Materials and Methods

. .

The CT and anatomical images of the visible human male form the basic data set for this
study. Before being useful in this study, both sets of images required preprocessing. The
CT images were imported into our radiation treatment planning system for target
(prostate) delineation by the radiation oncologists while the anatomical images, used as
the basis for the gold standard, were imported into Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe, CA, USA) for
segmentation.

The CT and anatomical image data sets were co-registered to allow

comparison of volumes defined on each set of images.

Finally the data sets were

compared and analyzed for random and systematic error.

4.2.1 The Visible Human-Male Data Set

This dataset consists of MR, CT and anatomical images, the later being acquired
simultaneously with the sectioning of the cadaver. The CT data consists of 8 bit grey
scale axial slices, 3 mm thick, each pixel being 0.8984 mm x 0.8984 mm.

The

anatomical photo set is comprised of 32 bit deep color images, with a slice interval of 1
mm and a pixel resolution of 0.33 mm x 0.33 mm. The complete male data set, 15
gigabytes in size, was made available in November 1994. The TOHRCC obtained
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permission to use these data for target delineation from US National Library of Medicine.
Figure 4.1 (a) is an example of an anatomical image cross section through the pelvis and
figure 4.1 (b) is the corresponding CT image.

(a) Anatomical image of pelvic region

(b) Corresponding CT image
Figure 4.1 (a) an axial photo image of the pelvic region and (b) corresponding CT
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4.2.2 Observer and Gold Standard Groups

Six board certified radiation oncologists at The Ottawa Hospital Regional Cancer Centre
participated in the CT based target delineation portion of this study. Five were senior
radiation oncologists, each with more than 10 years work experience in CT based target
definition and treatment planning for prostate cancer, while the sixth was a recent royal
college graduate. A multi-disciplinary group of experts, working in concert, were asked
to define the “true” prostate on the anatomical photo images. This group consisted of an
urologist, a radiation oncologist and an anatomist.

4.2.3 Determination of The Prostate Gold Standard Volume

The “true” prostate as defined by the expert group on the anatomical photo images, was.
established as the gold standard for this study.

The graphics software package

Photoshop® 7.0(Adobe Inc, CA) was used as the platform for photo image analysis
because it reads images in raw format and provides tools to create, edit and store contour
points. Prior to the exercise of delineating the true prostate, the expert group was trained
in the use of Photoshop. On each anatomical slice containing a cross section through the
prostate, the exact boundary of the prostate was manually segmented. The contour data
on each slice was accepted only when consensus was reached amongst the group. In a
similar fashion the experts were also asked to define the true rectum.

The three dimensional volume of the prostate (or rectum) was constructed from the
ensemble of contours from all slices, each contour consisting o f a set of discrete points.
The surfaces of the reconstructed prostate and rectum are shown in Figure 4.2. The gold
standard for the “true” prostate is then accepted as the summation of the voxels as
defined above, with each voxel having a unit volume 1.089xl0'4cm3. Due to the spatial
resolution in the axial direction (1 mm), the surfaces of the reconstructed volumes are not
smooth, but display a staircase effect.

For display purposes only, the reconstructed

volumes were smoothed by convolution with a box kernel and the result is shown in
Figure 4.3.
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Prostate
Rectum

Figure 4.2 Rendering of the gold standard prostate and rectum

Prostate
Rectum

Figure 4.3 Rendering of the gold standard prostate and rectum after
smoothing

4.2.4

Delineation of the Prostate Volume on CT

To be consistent with TOHRCC standard clinical practice it was felt necessary to use one
of the standard clinical systems [TheraPlan® plus 3.0 (MDS Nordion, Canada) or
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ACQSIM® (Philips Oncology system, USA)] as the platform for CT based target
delineation. The VHP CT images were provided in GE SIGMA-5 raw format and were
converted to DICOM for import using the DICOMatic® software package from
TOMOVISION Inc. (Montreal, Canada).

Each observer was asked to contour the entire prostate a total of 20 times, each
contouring session occurring a minimum of 3 days apart. During target contouring, the
radiation oncologists were allowed to adjust window and level as well as contrast and
brightness to their own liking.

Each Radiation Oncologist was asked to delineate the CTV as the prostate only (not to
include the seminal vesicles) such that the prostate as contoured on CT could be
compared directly to the gold standard defined by the expert group on the anatomical
photos. Each of the 20 contours, from each of the six radiation oncologist, was extracted
from the images for off line analysis using in-house software.

4.2.5 Image Registration

In the VHP data, anatomical cross-sectional images are 1 mm thick and are indexed
(referenced) to the 3 mm thick axial CT images in the axial direction, but not in the two
dimensional plane of each image. In order to register the images in this plane, we have
chosen the external contour of the body as the reference because it is easily segmented
without contrast enhancement and both the external contour and all internal structures
and organs can be considered as solid, non-deformable objects since both sets of images
were acquired from the frozen cadaver. Following segmentation of the external contours,
rigid body registration is performed by a transform determined by centroid matching and
a rotation obtained by normalized cross correlation. The centroid, calculated using the
first order moment of the body contour, is rotationally invariant because the objects are
non deformable. The rotation 0 between the two contours is determined by the method of
cross correlation.
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Let the centroid of the body contour on an axial CT be given as ( x ct, y ct) while the
centroid of the body contour on the corresponding anatomical image is ( x pc h, y pc h), then a
point ( x ct, y ct) in the CT image can be registered (mapped) to the corresponding
photographic image using the transformation:

f xx P h ^

rcos 0

\ y phy

sin 6

-s in # v

a
Ct

Ct

cos 6 \_yc, - y ct J
,r

+

1ph

(4.1)

\ y Phj

where M ct is the ratio of the spatial resolution between two modalities. In the visible
human case, we have determined M ct to be 2.69. Three CT - Photo image pairs were
selected (photo slices #1894, #1906 and #1912) representing transverse slices through the

Figure 4.4 Checkerboard of the CT and corresponding photo images following 2D
fusion
approximate superior, middle and inferior portions of the prostate. On each of the slice
pairs, the external contours were extracted and matched as per the transform o f equation
4.1. An average transform was then determined and used to fuse the full CT image set to
the full anatomical image set over the region of interest. The correctness of this image
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encompassing

Figure 4.5 Definitions of the encompassing and common agreed volumes
fusion was estimated by comparing common and encompassing areas (see section 4.2.6)
for the merged external contours on each slice. The mean distance between the common
and encompassing volumes was found to be less than 0.15 mm. Figure 4.4 is a checker
board image showing the fusion of the CT and anatomical images for slice # 1896.

4.2.6 Geometric and Volume Analysis

This work adopts the definitions of common agreed upon and encompassing volumes
(Rasch[26]) to quantify intra- and inter- observer variation in target volume definition.
Simply, the common agreed upon volume is the intersection of all voxel sets and the
encompassing volume is the union of all voxel sets.

The relationship between the

common agreed upon and the encompassing volumes is displayed in Figure 4.5. The
Ratio of the Common agreed volume to the Encompassing volume (RCE) in a set of
observations is then used as an indicator to describe the variability among multiple
delineations by an individual observer or by a group of observers. The smellier the RCE
value the larger the variability in a set of observations, while an RCE value of 1.0
indicates zero variation amongst observations in the set.
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We also define a function f TI that we refer to as the “goodness” of target definition. This
is the percentage of “true” target included in an individual delineation and is given as:

v CT

f n = ~ f^ x l0 0 %

(4.2)

*G S

where VG] is the common agreed volume between a CT delineated target and the “true”
gold standard prostate volumes Vgs defined by the expert group. The larger f T1 the
more “true” prostate is included in a specific volume delineation.

In addition to the volume difference we also measure the geometric error. This is done in
several ways, one being gap analysis described below and the other being the vectoral
distance from the geometric centre VCT (jc, y, z) of a CT delineated prostate volume to the
geometric centre VGS( x , y , z ) of the “true” prostate volume.

The geometric centre is

determined as the centroid and is calculated as the first order moment of the surface
contour.

4.2.7

Gap Analysis

An analysis of the prostate volume contoured on CT with respect to the gold standard can
provide a global view of how well a delineated prostate agrees to its true volume.
Clinically it may be more relevant to assess the distance to boundary agreement as a
function of direction, since this can provide useful clinical information for determining
PTV margins. Specifically we would like to determine the random and systematic errors
in the principal directions; inferior/superior, anterior/posterior, left/right.

It is also

important to determine if radiation oncologists are more likely to include normal tissues
or to miss tumour volume in their prostate target delineations and if these are
directionally dependent.
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We have chosen the geometric centre of the true prostate to act as the origin on each slice
and have defined a standard Cartesian axis (Ant/Post and Left/Right). Along each axis
(positive and negative) we measure the distances between the CT based contour and the
gold standard, which then defines the “gap” as depicted in Figure 4.6. Target is missed if
the gap is negative (white in Figure 4.6) and positive if normal tissue is inappropriately
included.

Figure 4.6 Gap representation between gold standard and corresponding
delineated slices

4.2.8

Quadrant based Probability Volume Histograms

As depicted in Figure 4.6, the true prostate in each photo slice has been divided into four
quadrants (left, right, anterior and posterior direction) about its geometric centre. The
number of times that an individual voxel of the true prostate was included in an
oncologist’s delineation was then counted. Introduced here is a new concept, similar to
the common integral Dose Volume Histogram (DVH), and named as a Probability
Volume Histogram (PVH).

The PVH is a cumulative or integral distribution of
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normalized frequency of inclusion. This concept has been applied to both target and
normal tissue voxels.

4.2.9 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of the volumes delineated by the various observers follows similar
to the method described by van Herk [68]. Here we define:
<5td (i) : The standard deviation in target delineation by a single observer i
AV(i ) : The systematic error for observer i, calculated as the mean difference between
each volume delineation for that observer and “true” or gold standard prostate
volume
Mv:

The overall systematic difference between the delineated prostate and the gold
standard for all observations and calculated to be the mean volume difference
between the 120 delineated volumes and the “true” volume

'Ltd

The inter-observer uncertainty in volume delineation, calculated as the standard
deviation of the individual systematic errors A V (i ).

(5td

Overall random uncertainty, or group intra observer uncertainty, is defined as the
quadratic sum (variance) of the individual observer uncertainties

Such that
20

A V ( i ) = T ( V Lk- V gs) / 2 0

(4.3)

k=\

o td(i) = std(Vik - V gs)
6

(4.4)

M v = Z £ i / 6,

(4.5)

!Ltd = std(AV)

(4-6)
(4.7)
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where V{k is the kth observation by observer i and

is the gold standard.

Similar definitions are used for the analysis of the geometric gap. (Note that equation 4.5
is only valid because each observer makes the same number of observations)

4.3 Results

A gold standard prostate volume for the visible human male was established by a group
of experts based on anatomical photographic images. The prostate volume for the same
subject was also contoured on co-registered CT images by six different observers, each
observer repeating the target delineation a total 20 times.

In total 120 prostate

delineations were obtained. Subsequently the CT and anatomical images were fused and
measures of agreement between the two sets were calculated as described above.

Table 4.1 shows the data for the six individual observers. As can be seen all observers
delineated a volume that was greater than the true volume of 20.4 cm . We have found
that intra observer variation was small, the maximum standard deviation being less than
8% of the mean while the variation between observers was large, the mean volume
changing by a factor of 1.5 from the largest to smallest volume.

The mean and standard deviation of the percentage of true prostate volume ( f TI)
included within the target defined by each observer ranged from a low of 79% to a
maximum of 87%. There was very little intra observer variation, ranging from 2~ 3% for
all observers.

It is interesting to note that although the range in the encompassing volume (i.e. union of
-2

all definitions by one observer) was quite large, varying from 26.3 to 49.8 cm , there was
little variation in the common agreed upon volume (i.e. the union of all observations by
•2

an observer), the range being from 14.4 to 17.7 cm amongst the observers.
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The RCE for each of the six observers is also shown in table 4.1. The value of RCE
ranges from 0.36 to 0.67 among all observers, indicating a large range in reproducibility
within the observer group.

The overall systematic error in delineated volume is defined as the difference between the
mean delineated volumes and the “true” gold standard volume.

In our sample this was

found to be 6.0 cm3. The source of systematic error is unknown. The inter-observer
variation in prostate volume delineation is calculated as the standard deviation of the
mean delineated volumes among six observers and was measured as 5.0 cm3. Similarly
we found the intra-observer variation to be somewhat smaller at 1.8 cm3, indicating that
the group variation (inter-observer variability) is significantly larger than the self
deference (intra-observer variability).

Table 4.1 mean prostate volume, encompassing volume and common agreed volumes (cm )

Observer 1

Observer 2

Observer 3

Observer 4

Observer 5

Observer 6

Mean volume

31.0+2.5

21.7+1.4

33.0+1.4

23.9+1.9

21.1+0.4

27.8+2.2

Encompassing

49.8

30.5

42.9

40.0

26.3

41.8

Common
agreed

17.7

14.4

15.7

15.8

17.6

16.9

RCE

0.36

0.47

0.37

0.40

0.67

0.40

f TI(100%)

87±2

80±3

87±2

84±2

79+1

83+3
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Figure 4.7 Histogram of the delineated prostate volumes
Figure 4.7 is a histogram of the delineated volumes while figure 4.8 is a histogram
showing the distribution in percentage of gold standard volume included in each of the
120 CT volume definitions from the six observers. It can be seen that in almost every
case the observers define a prostate volume that is larger than the “true” volume of 20.4
cm3, the average defined volume being 26.4 cm3 with a range of 20.0 to 36.1 cm3. The
ratio of delineated to true volume, 1.29 (a =0.25), is significantly different from unity
with p<0.005. Although the volumes defined by the observers are consistently larger
than the gold standard volume, we see in Figure 4.8 that the percentage of true volume
encompassed is always less than 100%, with an average of 83% and a range from 74% to
91%. The variation in the true prostate volume agreement (3%) is less than that in CT
delineated volume (18%).
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Figure 4.8 Histogram of the percentage of true volume included in each delineation

Table 4.2 Geometric displacements along LR, AP and SI directions

Mean GC shift
Intra-observer variation
Inter-observer variation

LR
0.4 mm
0.3 mm
0.6 mm

AP
3.9 mm
0.5 mm
0.7 mm

SI
3.0 mm
1 mm
1.4 mm

The geometric centre of each CT delineated prostate volume was calculated and
compared to the geometric centre of the true prostate volume. The resulting difference
represents a spatial displacement of the delineated prostate volume from its actual
location in LR, AP and SI directions. The mean and standard deviation of the calculated
displacements in the three principal directions are plotted in the Figure 4.9 for each of the
6 observers. As seen in this figure, the geometric centre of the CT prostate volume is
shifted anteriorly a mean distance of 3.9 mm with a range of 1.8 to 5.4 mm. In contrast,
the displacement of the geometric centre laterally is very small, having a mean of 0.3 mm
and a total range from -1.3 to 1.6 mm. The mean displacement of the geometric centre of
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the delineated CT volumes and the inter-& intra observer variation are summarized in the
table 4.2.

*
+

A nt
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■o
-a
■o
o>

-1 0
Physician

Figure 4.9 Centroid displacements in three orthogonal directions

The gap between the oncologist-delineated contours and the true prostate contours for
each of the four quadrants was also measured. The random uncertainty, the systematic
error, and inter- and intra-observer uncertainty in the gap for each of the four quadrants
are summarized in table 4.3. As can be seen, on average the radiation oncologists missed
2.8mm of the posterior portion of the prostate while anteriorly 5.8 mm of normal tissue
was included as target. The large systematic error of -2.8 mm, coupled with quite small
inter and intra observer variability in posterior direction suggest that physicians are more
concerned about incorrectly including rectum than missing target.

Conversely we

observe that anteriorly there is a large +ve systematic error and a large random error,
suggesting that physicians are much less concerned about incorrectly including bladder
than they are about missing target tissue anteriorly.
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Figure 4.10 a,b,c,d are plots of the mean and standard deviation of the gap as a function
of the prostate image slice number from the base to apex for the four cardinal directions.
These suggest that the gap between true and delineated prostate is directionally
dependent. There is a systematic miss posteriorly and significant amounts of normal
tissue falsely included anteriorly. The figures also indicated that the overall variability is
smaller in the middle of the true prostate than at the ends.
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Figure 4.10 The mean and standard deviation of the gap as a function of prostate slices
from base to apex for four quadrants (a) left, (b) posterior, (c) right and (d) anterior

Table 4.3 Gaps (mm) between delineations and gold standard in four quadrants

Error Types
Random uncertainty
Systematic error
Inter-observer uncertainty.
Intra-observer uncertainty

Left
2.0
0.6
0.7
0.5

Post
1.8
-2.8
0.5
0.5

Right
2.4
2.7
1.5
0.6

Ant
3.9
5.8
2.0
0.7
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The Probability Volume Histograms (PVH) in each of the four quadrants are plotted in
figures 4.11 and Figure 4.12 for both the prostate and non-prostate volumes, respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the oncologists included 77% of anterior quadrant volume
(5000 mm3) 100% of the time, that is in each of 120 delineations. Posteriorly this changes
dramatically, where only 20% of the true volume (4800 mm ) is included 100% of the
time.

Our quadrant volume data also indicates that a portion of true target volume

(approximate 450 mm3) in the posterior quadrant is never included in any of the 120
delineations. We further divided the true prostate volume into superior, middle and
inferior parts (each section is covered by 11 photo slices). The quadrant based PVH
analysis shows that 55% (250mm3) of the volume that was always missed lay in the
superior third of the prostate. Figure 4.12 shows the PVHs for normal tissues that are
incorrectly defined as target tissue. In the figure, it can be seen that there is a significant
difference in this error depending on the direction. Anteriorly, a portion of the bladder
(1100 mm3) that is always included as target. It can also be seen in Figure 4.12 that a
total volume of 15500 mm3 of bladder is included at least once in the physiciandelineated volumes. In comparison, only 4000 mm of rectal volume is included at least
once in physician-delineated volume and no part of the rectum was included in all 120
target delineations.
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Figure 4.11 Volume definition histogram for prostate target for four quadrants
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Figure 4.12 Volume definition histogram for non-target volume for four quadrants
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Figure 4.13 PVH for different margins
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Clinically, it is important to ensure tumour coverage and it is particularly important to
minimize systematic errors. Clearly target delineation errors propagate from the treatment
preparation stage through treatment as systematic errors. We introduce here the idea of a
CTV contouring margin to account for uncertainties in segmentation, similar to the PTV
margin which is proposed to address geometric setup and organ motion errors. Figure
4.13 shows the family of PVH curves for the entire prostate if an isotropic margin
varying between 1 and 5mm is applied. As can be seen in the figure, a 5 mm margin
added to the delineated volume can include more than 95% of the true volume with a
probability of 90%, but an unnecessary amount of bladder is treated.

4 .4

Discussions

4.4.1 Study limitations

In this chapter, we have investigated inter- and intra- observer variability in prostate
target delineation. More importantly, we have also measured the individual and group
observer agreement with the true prostate volume, where the true prostate volume was
determined from anatomical photographic slices of the visible human male. In previous
prostate delineation studies,[27,3133,1321 it has not been possible to extract systematic errors
or directional bias because the “true” prostate has been accepted as the average of the
population observations and thus only variance can be measured. By taking advantages of
both CT and anatomical data of a male cadaver from the VHP project, we can not only
measure the reproducibility of target delineation (e.g. inter- and intra- observer variation
target delineation), but also the systematic error for the CT delineated prostate target. To
our knowledge, this is the first study to measure the absolute difference between defined
and true volume for a human subject.

The performance of the prostate target delineation is in general affected by the
uncertainty in patient, modality and observer [24]. Because only one patient subject and
one modality were examined in this study, the effect of the inter-patient & inter-modality
variation was unavailable.
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The prostate organ of the VHP male (age 38) was healthy when it was imaged both
through CT and photographic scanning. The prostate was much smaller than is usually
seen in cancer clinics. The prostate volume of the visible human was measured to be 20.4
cm3, which is close to the average value of 25 cm3 for a healthy adult prostate, but is
much less than the defined prostate PTV volume (139-318 cm3). The volume difference
between healthy and cancerous prostate may affect the performance of the prostate
delineation.

The CT images and photographic images o f the VHP male were acquired twenty years
ago, since then, CT technologies have been significantly improved in both the resolution
and contrast. It has been accepted that image contrast can considerable affect the
accuracy and uncertainty of the organ delineation by a physician. Therefore the variation
in prostate delineation on an old CT by a physician may not well represent that on a new
CT.

4.4.2 Comparisons with Other Studies

The intra-observer and inter-observer difference in volume delineation on CT and MRI
for prostate cancer have been investigated and quantified in several previous studies
[26,27,134] g asecj on prostate volume measurements for six patients from five radiation
oncologists, Fionrino[27] concluded that the intra-observer variability in volume
delineation was relatively smaller (-5% ) than the inter-observer variability (10-18%).
He also pointed out that the inter-observer variability is patient dependent. Our results are
consistent with Fionrino’s. In our study, the intra-observer difference ranged from 2-8%
for all observers, however, inter-observer difference is 18%. As suggested by Rasch[26],
the ratio between the common agreed and encompassing volume describes the
delineation uncertainty for an individual observer or population.

One aim of this study was to quantify the inter- and intra-observer variability within our
department and further determine whether these inter-observer differences are systematic
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or random. We found that there was a systematic displacement of geometric centre from
true prostate volume in anterior direction. Several factors could cause this systematic
displacement. The quality of the CT image might not be good enough for accurate
segmentation of prostate from adjacent organs such as rectum and bladder. The normal
tissue encompassing and prostate missing in a prostate delineation could also change
geometric centre location. We also suspect that the participating radiation oncologists
specifically avoided inclusion of rectal volume due to its radiation sensitive. Considering
a tight margin for prostate cancer in posterior direction (5-10 mm) and a systematic error
(-3.9 cm shift to anterior direction) in target delineation, the current margin in our centre
may be too conservative.

4.4.3

Margin Optimization

It has been accepted that tumour control probability depends not only on accurate dose
delivery but also on accurate target delineation. The dose to a planned target can be
verified during or after radiation delivery. However, it is not possible to verify whether a
delineated volume represents or includes the entire true tumour volume. Without
knowing the true tumour target, it is difficult to estimate tumour control probability. In
order to increase the chance of including the entire tumour volume in the target
delineation, a margin should be applied to the delineated volume. An optimized margin
can be obtained to include the true target volume at some confidence level. We have
added 5, 10 and 15 mm margin to each of 120 CT delineated volumes in their axial and
transverse directions. W e found that 105 of the 120 physician-delineated volumes
included the entire true volume if a margin of 5 mm is applied around the delineation.
Further, a 10mm margin ensures inclusion of the entire true prostate organ 100% of the
time. Enlarging the prostate delineation increases the risk of including more rectal and
bladder tissue. Comparing the three different margins, we found that margins of 5, 10
and 15 mm result in an increase in rectal volume of 2%, 15%, and 30%, respectively.
Introducing a uniform margin around the delineated prostate to mitigate delineation
uncertainty might be inappropriate because that the gap uncertainty is radialy dependant.
A margin of 5.6 mm (or two times the systematic gap error in posterior direction) is
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required posteriorly, while a smaller or zero margin is required anteriorly. For our 6 field
3DCRT, the margin around the CTY in the posterior direction is 5mm for boost
treatment. Considering a margin of 12.7mm is required to mitigate against the overall
geometric uncertainty during treatment course[103] We conclude that our current margin
of 5 mm for boost treatment in posterior direction may be inadequate.

4.5

Conclusions

Several conclusions can be made from this study:

The physician-delineated prostate volume on CT is on average 30% larger than the
volume of the true prostate. The agreement between CT delineated and true prostate
volumes was used to describe the goodness of the prostate definition. We have found that
a CT prostate definition on average only includes 84% (±3%) of the true prostate volume,
while encompassing 9 cm3 of normal tissues. By applying a uniform margin of 5 mm
around delineated prostate target, the entire true prostate would be encompassed for 87%
of all fractions.

There was a systematic difference between the geometric centre of the volumes defined
by the physicians and the gold standard volume. This was 3.9 mm anterior to the gold
standard geometric centre. It appears that the radiation oncologists are more fearful of
including rectum than of missing tumour posteriorly, while in contrast they are more
worried about missing tumour anteriorly than accidentally including bladder.. This is
also seen in our gap analysis. We found that the posterior edge of the physician defined
prostate was on average 2.8 mm short of the gold standard.

At the same time the

physician defined anterior border extended an average of 5.8 mm anterior to the anterior
border of the gold standard prostate.

The boost phase of our 3DCRT prostate treatment

currently uses a margin of 5 mm posteriorly. Based on our delineation data, we feel that
this margin may be too small and should be reviewed.
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In general inter-observer variation is larger than in intra-observer variation for geometric
centre and prostate volume. This reflects that self-deference in target delineation is small
comparing to the group deference. The intra-observer variation was due to the
inconsistency of the contrast setting while inter-observer variation is due to the
experience, training and department delineation protocols among different observers.
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CHAPTER 5
Quantifying Independent Geometric Uncertainties in
Prostate Cancer Radiotherapy

5.0

Overview

This chapter describes the work, performed at The Ottawa Hospital Regional Cancer
Centre (TOHRCC) from Sept. 2003 to June 2004, which investigates independent
geometric uncertainties in prostate cancer External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT).
Section 5.1 briefly introduces the various sources of geometric uncertainty associated
with prostate cancer radiotherapy. Section 5.2 describes our approach to the measurement
and quantification of these geometric uncertainties and section 5.3 summarizes our
findings with respect to these errors. Finally section 5.4 discusses how our findings might
be reflected in the clinical environment and how these findings may be implemented to
positively affect treatment accuracy.

5.1

Introduction

The radiation therapy community commonly accepts that treatment outcomes for prostate
cancer may improve if higher doses of radiation are delivered to the tumour while
simultaneously sparing the adjacent normal tissues. Several clinical prostate studies have
demonstrated a correlation between local tumour control and the total dose delivered [135~
1371 by showing that there is a statistically significant difference in biochemical (Prostate
Specific Antigen) relapse-free survival in patients who receive > 75.6 Gy compared to
those who received < 64.8 Gy. Unfortunately, dose escalation is difficult due to normal
tissue toxicity. The ability to limit normal tissue dose is compromised by the need to
provide a geometric margin around the target. This margin is dictated by a variety of
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geometric uncertainties that arise during various stages of the overall treatment process.
These include target definition, inter and intra fraction patient motion, organ motion,
daily positioning error and linac geometric uncertainties such as isocentre (laser)
alignment and collimator jaw /leaf calibration. Geometric uncertainties are mitigated by
enlarging the volume of tissue treated.[19,20]

Several recipes suggested by different

investigators r5()’100-1021 have been published to optimize the treatment margin. Currently
there are two approaches to defining a margin around the CTV: the uniform approach
simply adds a constant margin around the CTV while the non-uniform approach employs
a directionally dependent margin. Because the uniform approach ignores the non
isotropic nature of geometric errors, it generally leads to unnecessary normal tissue
exposure. Alternately the non-uniform approach requires knowledge of the total
geometric error in any direction around the CTV. Recently published uncertainty data
[41,69,73,74] aq ows for the optimization of lateral and AP margins around the prostate.
However, modern radiotherapy techniques such as 3DCRT or IMRT employ oblique
beams that require radially dependent uncertainty data for margin optimization.
Unfortunately, little oblique uncertainty data have been published for prostate
radiotherapy.

5.2

Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Study Population, Treatment Planning and Delivery

A total of twenty-one early stage prostate cancer patients were randomly selected for this
study, all patients receiving 76 Gy in 38 daily fractions consisting of an initial volume (56
Gy) and a boost volume (20 Gy). Fourteen of twenty-one patients were treated prone
with Hip-Fix immobilization and seven were treated supine without immobilization.
Patients were treated with empty bladders using 18 MV photons from a Siemens Digital
Mevatron (Siemens Oncology System, Concord, CA), the radiation portals being defined
by a fifty-eight leaf MLC.
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Prior to treatment each patient’s prostate was implanted with three gold fiducial markers
(2 mm long, 1.1 mm diameter, Oroplato, Quebec, Canada) under ultrasound guidance.
The seeds were nominally positioned at the base of the prostate near the seminal vesicles
as well as the posterior aspect, and the apex. Following seed implantation, the patient had
a planning CT and was planned for our conventional six-field XRT technique. The target
volume (prostate plus seminal vesicles), the rectum and the bladder as well as the fiducial
markers were contoured according to the TOHRCC protocol by the radiation oncologist.
During dose delivery, daily portal images o f each of the 4 oblique treatment portals were
acquired using the Siemens Beamview TI (Siemens Oncology System, Concord, CA)
electronic portal imager. In total 1028 images were acquired, representing 257 treatment
fractions (4 images per fraction) from 21 patients during the initial phase (first 56 Gy) of
treatment.

The images were used to determine the global geometric errors and

independent geometric errors (e.g. patient positioning error and internal organ motion)
over the course of treatment.

The portal image data were not used for clinical

corrections.

5.2.2

Image Enhancement and Correction for Spatial Distortion

Analysis of our Siemens TI portal imager revealed several problems that needed to be
addressed before the images could be used for feature extraction and localization. It was
determined that there was substantial but non-consistent mechanical displacement of the
portal imager as a function of gantry angle.

In addition there was significant spatial

distortion of the image and a spatially dependent response (intensity gradient) across the
imager. Finally, the raw images were almost unusable and required significant signal
processing in order to extract anatomical features and the fiducial markers. The quality of
a single raw image from the EPID was only sufficient to detect the portal field edges.
The inherent low contrast made it impossible to extract either fudical markers or bony
landmarks.

The image quality was enhanced by optimizing the EPID setup and

integration time and by averaging multiple consecutive frames. The subsequent images
were improved but still not sufficient to extract the data needed for this study.
Consequently the contrast of images was enhanced using MHF (Mexican Hat function)
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method [76]. By selecting different kernels, either the contrast of the fudical seeds or
selected bony landmarks could be enhanced. The detail of M HF imaging processing
technique is reported in detail in chapter 3.

In order to correct for the spatial distortion of the images, an im age-to-physical space
transform was develop to correct the raw images. The correction method for geometric
distortion is described in detail in chapter 3.

5.2.3

Isocentre Determination

An essential component of this work was to determine the displacement of an image with
respect to the beam isocentre (axis o f rotation of the collimator). It was initially hoped that
the imager would be mechanically stable, or at least have a predictable position as a
function of gantry angle such that beam isocentre could be associated with a specific pixel
index.

However, the portal imager was found to have significant daily variation in

mechanical displacement with respect to the beam isocentre. On any given day there was
also an unpredictable

variation with respect to gantry angle and hence a simple

predetermined mapping function or look-up table was not possible.

Normalized cross correlation and interleaf leakage analysis were then developed to
determine the X and Y component of the beam isocentre in the portal image, respectively.
These two methods are described in detail in chapter 3.

5.2.4

Extraction of Intra-fraction Organ Motion

Motion of the prostate during an individual treatment fraction is

referred to asintra

fraction organ motion.

information

In general it is not possible to acquire this

directly

from the low contrast planar images acquired with the Siemens TI portal imager. In this
work, we approximate this motion by the difference in prostate position (surrogated by
the centroid o f three fiducial seeds) with respect to a fixed geometric point in two
opposed fields taken in the same fraction as described below.
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In each fraction, the position of the prostate is manually determined offline with respect
to the isocentre in each of the four oblique portals. In our case the oblique portals are the
Left Posterior Oblique (LPO), the Left Anterior Oblique (LAO) the Right Anterior
Oblique (RAO) and the Right Posterior Oblique. These are rotated 45° from the cardinal
angles and are opposed pairs such that the RAO and LPO are opposed, similarly the LAO
and RPO. Motion is then detected in a co-ordinate frame ( x , y , z ) rotated 45° about the
superior - inferior axis of the conventional IEC frame (x, y , z ) as shown in Figure 5.1. In
TOHRCC six field prostate treatment technique, opposed oblique portals are identical
when rotated 180° about their superior-inferior axis. If the isocentre is located at (or very
near) the fiducial COM then the displacement of the COM in the plane (XZ in Figure 5.1)
between one image and its flipped opposed pair, represents the intra-fraction prostate
motion that has occurred in the time between the acquisition of the two images.

z (Anterior!! i

J

^

A Z (RQ)

.t '(LO

Figure 5.1 IEC and oblique frame
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(c) RPO, nipped

(d) LAO

Figure 5.2 Opposed image pairs used to determine intra-fraction prostate motion
As an example, Figure 5.2 illustrates two images (a and b) taken at gantry 45° (RPO) and
225°(LAO) for a prone patient. The portal shape of the two original images is identical if
one of two images, say the RPO is horizontally flipped as shown if figures 5.2 c and d.
For clarity, the three gold seeds are highlighted with boxes and the position of the
isocentre is marked by a white dot. The shifts between the two sets of opposed image
pairs were calculated for each of the 257 fractions and represents the intra-fraction organ
motion along the SI and RO (or LO) directions.
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5.2.5 Determination of the Global Geometric Error

The global geometric error is defined as the daily deviation of the prostate from its
planned position with respect to field edges (or beam isocentre) for each specified field.
In this work, we denote the global geometric error during fraction i, as A

, and define

it as the difference between r\ and r p where r- is the fudicial marker Centre o f Mass
(COM) during delivery and r p is its intended position from the CT based treatment plan,
such that:

Ar ‘’p = r * - r p

(5.1)

The three dimensional position of the prostate (as surrogated by the COM of the seeds)
can be determined by triangulation using orthogonal fields (e.g. LPO-LAO or LPO-RPO)
if there is no prostate motion between the two images. However the images of the two
fields do have a temporal separation o f approximately 1 minute, and considerable total
motion (patient, prostate) is known to occur between the delivery of any two fields within
a treatment fraction. This intra-fraction prostate motion, if ignored will propagate itself
into the triangulation, introducing error. We have found less fitting error if we average
the COM position between opposed fields (e.g. LPO-RAO, LAO-RPO) and use these co
ordinates, ( x ' , y ' ) and ( z , y ' ) for the triangulation to determine the COM co-ordinates
in a frame ( x ' , y ' , z ' ) rotated 45° about the sup-inf axis ( y ) of the conventional
( j c , y , z ) IEC frame. The planned COM position, ( x p , y p , z p ) in the same frame is
computed from the CT planning data and is used as the reference condition from which
global geometric errors are calculated. The resulting deviations represent the total
treatment error (geometric sum) including daily positioning error, inter-fraction target
motion, MLC positioning error and isocentre laser marker error.
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5.2.6 Determination of Patient Positioning Error

As discussed in chapter 2, patient-positioning error is defined as the difference in position
of the patient bony anatomy with respect to beam edge between two fractions. In this
work, portal images are enhanced by convolution with an appropriate M HF kernel
allowing bony landmarks within the pelvis to be identified. After reviewing all portal
images acquired from the same field for an individual patient, a segment containing a
bony landmark structure that is common to all images for the same field (e.g. RPO) for a
specific patient was selected. The locations of the segment in each image are then
determined using normalized cross correlation between the reference segment and each
image. The daily variation in the position of the pelvis (surrogated by the a segment of
bony landmark) relative to the isocentre is then defined as the random positioning error
for the patient. In theory, this method could provide the estimation of systematic
positioning error by comparing the segment location in a portal image against that in the
planning Digital Reconstructed Radiographs or D RR’s. However, this cannot be
accomplished at our centre due to several factors. The slice thickness of the CT images
acquired at TOHRCC is 3 mm and hence the generated DRR image does not provide a
spatial resolution which is comparable to the portal image. In addition, there is a
significant difference in the contrast of the DRR and the portal images arising from the
difference in their apparent radiological densities at the two different energies at which
they are acquired. It is thus very difficult to accurately identify and extract a bony
structure from a DRR using a reference segment from a portal image. Because we cannot
directly compare to the DRR, in this work we define the reference position for a patient
setup to be the average of bony structure positions over all observed fractions for the
patient. Subsequently, daily positioning error to is the difference between the observed
position of bony structure and its mean to.

We describe the distribution of the

positioning errors in the population by the standard deviation a PE, given as:

(5.2)
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where a PE ( j) is the standard deviation of the positioning errors for patient j.

5.2.7 Determination of Inter-fraction Organ Motion

For each patient, as described in chapter 2, the target positioning error g is considered to
be the daily deviation of the prostate from its mean position over all observed fractions.
Generally speaking, the target positioning error results from inter-fraction organ motion
and patient positioning error. Inter-fraction organ motion is the difference in prostate
position (surrogated by COM of seeds) with respect to the pelvis (surrogated by bone
structure) between a fraction and the mean of all fractions. Since the positioning error is
independently determined by image analysis of extracted bony structures, the interfraction organ motion can then be separated from the target positioning error g by
subtracting the positioning error to, if we assume that both inter-fraction organ motion
and positioning error have mean of zero.
Inter-fraction organ motion is then expressed as

5 = q -cfl.

(5.3)

The standard deviation of the inter-fraction organ motion for an individual patient and
population can be calculated using a method similar to that for positioning error.

5.2.8 Determination of Collimator Calibration Error

Although radiation delivery equipment (e.g. linear accelerator or MLC) related error is
small in amplitude, it can still contribute considerable uncertainty to the overall dose
distribution. In this study, the uncertainties in isocentre and MLC/Jaws are investigated.
The linac isocentre is defined as the intersection of the axes of rotation of the couch, the
gantry and the collimator of a linac. At TOHRCC, the QA procedure measures the laser
defined isocentre daily to ensure that the isocentre is within its tolerance (1 mm, radius).
The MLC/Jaw positioning calibration is measured weekly and the positioning error is
obtained by analyzing historical QA data.
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5.2.9

Statistics

As described in chapter 2, the difference Ar between the mean observed prostate position
r\ during radiation delivery and anticipated position r p is the systematic error for an
individual patient, and is denoted as

ns r!
Ar = Z — ~ r p .
1=1 nf

(5.4)

Similarly, the target positioning error g‘ is defined as the deviation of prostate r/ from
its mean position during radiation delivery

nf

t

— r.
«■/ = ' • / - 2 — i-i n f

<5-5)

By rearranging Eq. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, the global geometric error can be rewritten as

Ar{'p = Ar + cs\ = Ar + 5- + (0-.

(5.6)

It should be noted that we assume, as reported in the literature[36J that for a large sample
size, the target positioning error c,‘ is Gaussian with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of c r(^ '). For an individual patient, o(c,‘) can be approximated to be
a( qf, n ^) , the corrected standard deviation for limited sample sizes, where nf is the
number of observations (ranging from 7 to 20 in this study).

The global systematic error M T and the global geometric uncertainty <Tr for all fractions
in the patient population are calculated to be the mean and standard deviation of the
global geometric errors A r tp respectively, assuming that global geometric errors are not
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correlated to each other. The global systemic error M T is an indicator of global
displacement for the entire patient population while the overall random uncertainty a T
describes the distribution of the global geometric error caused by a combination of
individual systematic errors, inter-fraction organ motion and positioning error, both in the
planning and delivery stages. The global geometric error also incorporates the MLC
positioning error and mechanical isocentre uncertainty in this study.

According to van Herk,[68] the global geometric error can also be categorized in terms of
treatment preparation and treatment delivery uncertainties. Treatment preparation
uncertainty, also referred to as the systematic uncertainty, for a group of patients is Z and
is calculated to be the standard deviation of the individual systemic errors Ar while the
treatment delivery uncertainty, or random uncertainty, <7, is calculated to be the
quadratic average of the uncertainties of the target positioning error cf of all patients.
Similarly, inter-fraction organ motion, positioning error and intra-fraction organ motion
can also be quantified, but in our work, as discussed above, we cannot determine
components of systematic error for each geometric factor because we do not have a
quality reference image of the planned patient position.

5.3

Results and Analysis

In total, 1028 electronic portal images were acquired during the delivery o f 257 radiation
treatment fractions (prone: 184 fractions, 14 patients; supine: 73 fractions, 7 patients).
After correction for geometric distortion, the portal images were aligned to remove
orientation and translation inconsistency.

Images were subsequently analyzed as

described above to estimate the geometric uncertainties from the different sources, and
are reported here in the patient oblique frame of reference associated with the oblique
fields used for prostate radiotherapy.
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5.3.1

An Example of Positioning and Global Geometric Error for a Specific
Patient

In general, the position of the prostate as defined on the planning CT for is the reference
for patient repositioning during radiation delivery. Thus, the deviation of the prostate
position (surrogated by fiducial markers) with respect to the BEV represents the error due
to a combination of many factors in the radiation treatment process including individual
systematic error, inter-fraction organ motion and patient positioning and collimator
calibration error. As an example, Figures 5.3(a) to 5.3(c) show bar plots of global
geometric error in the patient oblique frame (LO, RO and SI axes) for 20 fractions of an
individual patient’s treatment. In addition each graph also shows the measured patient
positioning or setup error as surrogated by bony landmarks. As discussed above setup
error is with respect to the mean setup position and is therefore distributed about zero.
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Figure 5.3(a) Global geometric error and positioning error in LO direction
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The mean Ar and standard deviations, c ( q ') of global geometric error for the patient
whose data is shown in figures 5.3 (a),(b), (c) were found to be -1.2+1.6 mm, 1.6±2.0
mm and 3.6+1.9 mm in the LO, RO and SI directions, respectively. Similarly the patient
positioning uncertainties o PE for this subject were found to be 1.8, 2.0 and 1.7 mm.
Following the decoupling of the patient positioning error from the target position as per
Eq. 5.3, the standard deviation of inter-fraction organ motion was determined to be 1.8,
1.6, and 1.9 mm in SI, LO, and RO, respectively. The standard deviations were measured
to be 0.9, 0.8 and 1.4 mm in LO, RO and SI directions, respectively.

5.3.2

Data Analysis for the Patient Population

There were two groups of patients in this study, those treated prone with hip fix and those
treated supine without immobilization. In both cases the data was in the reference frame
rotated 45° about superior-inferior axis. As will be shown, there was no statistically
significant difference between the two groups as per the analysis presented in section
5.3.2.5 and hence for most of this work the results are for the entire patient population.

5.3.2.1 Global Systematic Error and Global Random Uncertainty

Global Geometric error in this study is quantified as the displacement of the prostate
(surrogated by fiducial markers) in the BEV from its planned position. The global
systematic error and global random uncertainty are further defined as the mean and
standard deviation of the global geometric errors for all measured fractions for all
patients. The global systematic errors and global random uncertainties in the three
observed directions (SI, LO and RO) are summarized in table 5.1. The binned (<2.5 mm,
2 - 5 mm, 5 - 1 0 mm, >10 mm) frequency distribution of the global geometric error from
the 257 fractions is also shown in table 5.1. Figure 5.4 is a scatter plot of the global
geometric error in an oblique frame. The mean and standard deviation of the global
geometric error are measured to be 2.3 ±3.8 mm, -0.3±4.3mm, and 1.5 ±5.3 mm in the
LO, RO and SI directions, respectively. The largest measured difference between planned
and observed prostate position in the 257 fractions was 24.7mm, 18.2 mm and 28.0 mm
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in LO, RO and SI directions respectively. The frequency of inter-fraction error being
greater than 5 mm was 25%, 27% and 30% in LO, RO and SI, respectively while
approximately 10% of all measurements showed an global geometric error of greater than
10 mm, most of which occurred in super-inferior direction.

Table 5.1 Summary of the global geometric errors in three observed directions
results of 257 fractions
Directions
LO

-2.3 ± 3.8(-6 .1 -1 2 .1 )

(%)
45.5

RO

- 0 .3 ± 4.3(-10.1~14.7)
1.5 ± 5.3(-15.8 -1 2 .2 )

37.0
32.2

SI

E
E
c

<2.5m m

Mean + Sd (mm)

<5mm
(%)
27.4

clO m m
(%)
25.6

>10m m
(%)
1.5

38.0

24.0

1.0

38.1

20.1

9.7

20

o
o
0)
u
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Figure 5.4 Scatter plot of the total daily displacement
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5.3.2.2

Treatment Preparation and Treatment Delivery Uncertainties

The mean and standard deviation, Ar + o (g‘) of the global geometric error for each of
the 21 patients in the three directions (LO, RO, SI) are plotted in Figure 5.5(a) to (c).
Note that the mean of the global geometric error is also referred to as the individual
systematic error. According to our previous definition, the treatment preparation
uncertainty Z is calculated to be the standard deviation of the individual systemic errors
Ar while the treatment delivery uncertainty o is calculated to be the quadratic average
<7(^') of all patients. Table 5.2 summarizes treatment preparation and treatment delivery
uncertainties in the LO, RO, SI directions for the entire patient group.

Table 5.2 Treatment preparation ( Z ) and treatment delivery (<r) uncertainties
RO
3.2 mm
2.7 mm

z

o

LO
3.5 mm
2.4 mm

SI
4.5 mm
3.2 mm
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Figure 5.5(a) individual systematic errors in LO direction
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5.3.2.3 Intra-Fraction Organ Motion

In this work we define the difference in the seed COM between two opposed fields as the
intra-fraction organ motion. Figure 5.6 is a plot of the means and standard deviations of
the intra-fraction organ motion for all patients. As shown in the figure, for most patients
the mean intra-fraction error is less than 1 mm along all axes, but in one patient, (# 15)
we see a systematic shift of 1.6 mm in the RO direction. Table 5.3 lists means and
standard deviations of the intra-fraction organ motion for all fractions in LO, RO and SI
directions, respectively. The binned frequency distribution (<lm m , 1-2 mm, 2-3 mm,
>3mm) of the intra-fraction organ motion is also listed in Table 5.3. An intra-fraction
organ motion of greater than 1 mm occurred with a frequency o f 16%, 20%, and 23% in
LO, RO and SI directions respectively, with corresponding maximum intra-fraction organ
motions of -2.2~3.5 mm, -2.5-3.3 mm and-2.6~3.3 mm.
Table 5.3 Intra-fraction organ motion: results of 257 fractions
Mean ± sd (mm)

c lm m

RO

0.0 ± 0.7 (-2 .2 -3 .5 )
-0.3 ± 0.8 (-2 .5 -3 .3 )

(%)
84.0
80.0

<2mm
(%)
12.0
14.0

<3mm
(%)
2.0
3.8

>3 mm
(%)
2.0
2.2

SI

-0.2 ± 1.0 (-2.6~3.3)

77.0

18.0

4.0

1.0

Directions
LO

CL
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20
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Figure 5.6(a) Intra-fraction organ motions in LO direction
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5.3.2.4 Inter-Fraction Organ Motion & Inter-Fraction Positioning Uncertainties

Table 5.4 summarizes the inter-fraction positioning uncertainties in LO, RO and SI
directions, respectively. The inter-fraction organ motion was decoupled from the target
positioning error by subtracting the patient positioning error. The standard deviation of
the inter-fraction organ motion in LO, RO and SI directions for the entire patient group
are calculated and the results are given in table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Uncertainties in inter-fraction organ motion <Jom and
patient positioning uncertainty ( <7pe)
Directions
Oom (mm)
&,K (mm)

LO
2.1

RO
2.6

SI
2.8

1.9

2.0

2.1

5.3.2.5 Examination of the Supine & Prone Subpopulations

We have measured inter-fraction error for 73 treatment fractions delivered to 7 supine
patients and 184 fractions delivered to 14 prone patients. The mean and standard
deviations of global geometric error in LO, RO and SI directions for the prone population
were 1.9±3.9 mm, -1.3± 3.8 mm and 1.5± 5.8 mm, respectively while the mean and
standard deviations for supine patients were 3 .4 ± 3 .0 mm, 2 .0 + 4 .4 mm and 1.5+ 3.5
mm. In both groups the mean of global geometric error is different from zero in all three
directions, but none of the differences are statistically significant from zero (student’ test
p>0.05). No statistically significant difference in individual systematic error was found
between supine and prone group (p>0.05) in any of the three directions (F test).
Similarly, no significant differences were found in target positioning error between the
supine and prone groups (p>0.05).

Figures 5.7(a) and (b) are scatter plots of the individual systematic error Ar in the LO
and RO directions for the supine and prone groups respectively. Additionally, the target
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positioning errors q’ are also shown on the same graph for comparison. W e found that
there is a strong correlation in the individual systematic error between the LO and RO
directions for the prone group (Pearson’s coefficient =0.86) and the supine group
(Pearson’s coefficient=0.70). The correlation coefficients for target positioning error
between the LO and RO directions are 0.46 and -0.17 for prone and supine respectively.
Following a series of R tests, it was found that there is significant correlation between the
systematic error and target positioning error between the LO and RO directions (p<0.05)
for the prone subgroup. However, the correlation of systematic error and target
positioning error between LO and RO directions are not statistically significant for the
supine subgroup. The strong correlation in geometric error between the LO and RO
directions suggests there is a principle axis along which most of geometric errors occur.
We further assume that both the geometric errors in the LO and RO directions are
completely projected from this principle axis. We found that this principle axis coincided
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approximately with the patient’s Anterior-Posterior axis. This indirectly confirms that the
AP axis is the dominant direction of the geometric uncertainties for treatment with the
prone position as reported by many investigators141’73-1

5.3.3 Uncertainty in Collimator Calibration Error

We have collected the MLC/Jaw quality assurance (QA) data acquired over the period
from March 1999 to April 2004 for the linear accelerator used in this study. The
systematic and standard deviation of the solid Jaw and MLC positioning error are
summarized in Table 5.5. In addition, we have also collected the QA data for the
mechanical isocentre of collimator, couch and gantry obtained over the four year period
from 2002 to 2005. The standard deviations o f the isocentre and the range are also
summarized in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5 MLC/Collimator calibration uncertainties
Errors
Mean (mm)
SD (mm)
Min (mm)
Max (mm)

Isocentre
-

0.6
-2.5
2.5

H ead(Y l)
-0.4
0.8
-3.2
3.2

Foot(Y2)
-0.4
0.6
-2.1
2.4

L eft(X l)
0.2
0.7
-1.9
2.5

Right(X2)
-0.7
0.8
-3.5
2.0

This historical data indicates that the accuracy of the isocentre is within 0.6 mm, much
less than its tolerance of 1 mm. The uncertainty of the beam-shaping device is within 0.8
mm for all four edges, which is also much better than its tolerance of 1.5 mm.

5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

Oblique and Conventional Reference Frame

In this study, most of the results are reported in an oblique frame, rotated 45° clockwise
about the caudal-cranial (or superior - inferior) patient axis, also referred to as the Y axis
in the conventional IEC frame. The use of the oblique frame is based on the following
considerations:
Firstly, global geometric errors were measured using images acquired from oblique fields
such as LAO, LPO, RPO and RAO, and can be directly reported in the oblique frame
( x , y', z ) . Oblique images acquired within a fraction were temporally separated by 30 to
120 seconds and intra-fraction prostate (organ) and patient motion could occur during this
period. Triangulation of these data to project into the conventional frame could result in
errors in the estimation of treatment uncertainties in the AP and LR planes.

Secondly, four of the six treatment portals used in TOHRCC prostate treatment protocol
are oblique, and it important to know the motion in the BEV in order to determine the
appropriate border between the CTV and PTV. Note that most of the data reported in the
literature are for the conventional frame providing for example crLRin LR axis and
<JAP in AP axis independently. This is adequate for determining boundaries in the AP
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BEV or Lateral BEV, but not in the oblique planes as discussed below. Although the
range of treatment uncertainties in the non-conventional frame can be estimated to be of
the

order of ^ g ] r + g 2ap from uncertainty data in conventional frame, the exact

magnitude of which is unknown due to the unknown principal axis of the geometric
errors. As in the example shown in Figure 5.7 (a), the uncertainty of target positioning
error cf along AP axis can be approximately estimated as tJ o 2W + o 2R0
(principal axis coincided with the AP axis), but -J(g 2lo + g 2r 0 ) / 2

for prone

for supine (no

principal axis was presented). The treatment uncertainty reported in the oblique rather
than the conventional axes (AP and LR) is therefore a necessary complement for
geometric uncertainties in our six-beam 3DCRT, particularly for treatment margin
definition.

5.4.2 Assumptions and Limitations of Methods used in This Work

The TOHRCC prostate treatment protocol consists of six beams, two opposed sets of
oblique pairs and two lateral opposed fields. Each of the opposed fields are planned to be
identical in shape when flipped 180° about their Superior-Inferior axis. This feature is
used to determine the inter-field (i.e. intra-fraction) motion of the prostate. It relies on the
fiducial seeds as surrogate for the prostate and assumes that the COM of the surrogates
lies at the linac isocentre.

Based on historical data and on treatment planning

requirements, it is safe to assume that the true seed COM lies within a sphere of 50 mm
diameter, centered on the true isocentre. In this case the maximum error in determining
the prostate position because of errors in magnification is less than 0.4 mm and is
ignored.

The method described herein requires a reliable reference for motion, which we have
chosen to be the beam isocentre. The beam isocentre, or axis of rotation of the collimator,
is not absolutely known in each image and must be determined. We have developed and
introduced here a method that uses a combination of interleaf leakage and cross
correlation with the MLC leaf template to determine the intercept of the beam isocentre
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on an image. Our phantom experiments have shown that we can determine the isocentre
to within 0.7 mm and 0.6 mm in horizontal and vertical directions respectively.

In this study, three fiducial seeds were implanted as a surrogate for prostate and we
assumed constant inter-seed position during the entire treatment course.. The assumption
of zero seed migration during the treatment course is another limitation of this study.

5.4.3

Summary of Independent Geometric Uncertainties

In this work, we define the global geometric error as the vector sum of the individual
systematic error, inter-& intra-fraction organ motion, patient positioning error, and
machine / collimator calibration errors. These individual uncertainties were measured in
an oblique frame and are summarized in table 5.6. Note that target definition errors and
post delineation deformation of the target are also sources of geometric uncertainty in
prostate cancer radiotherapy.

Neither of these are considered as part of the global

geometric error, but are listed in table 5.6. The target definition error was determined
from the VHP study reported later in this thesis. It is defined as the random uncertainty
in the distance in the plane of projection between delineated and true prostate volumes.
The target deformation error, not measured in this work is extracted from Dehard [73l
The methods for determining the uncertainties are described in detail in chapter 3.

Table 5.6 Summary of the independent uncertainties
Sources

LO

RO

SI

2.9 mm

Delineation Uncertainty (Ot d)
Preparation Uncertainty ( £ )

3.5 mm

3.2 mm

4.5 mm

Intra-fraction organ motion ( Ointra OM)

0.7 mm

0.8 mm

1.0 mm

Inter-fraction organ motion ( O jnt(?r 0M)

2.1 mm

2.6 mm

2.8 mm

Positioning uncertainty ( GPE)

1.9 mm

2.0 mm

2.1 mm

5.3 mm

1.0 mm
1.0 mm
1.0 mm
5.4 mm

6.3 mm

Method uncertainty
Collimator calibration uncertainty
Target deformation
Overall uncertainty
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From the 1028 EPID images, acquired during 257 patient treatments, we have extracted
the beam isocentre, field edges, the fiducial markers and a surrogate bony landmark.
These data were analyzed to determine the geometric uncertainties in prostate cancer
EBRT. The global random uncertainty or overall uncertainty is the square root sum of all
uncertainties in each direction for the entire patient population and was measured to be
3.8, 4.3 and 5.3 mm in LO, RO and SI directions respectively.

5.4.4 Analysis of Systematic Error and Target Positioning Error

As discussed in chapter 2, systematic error can modify the dose distribution to the CTV
while target positioning error only blurs the dose distribution.

It is worthwhile to

examine the cause and nature of these two different types of errors. Yan[36] found that the
individual systematic error Ar and target positioning error c? follow similar distributions
if both are measured over a large number of fractions and in a large patient population.
This can be explained with reference to Figure 5.8 Assume that the prostate position x is
normally distributed with a global mean o f zero and standard deviation a . The planned
position for the prostate x Q, is determined from a single snapshot of the prostate, which is

0.1
0 .0 9
global m eah

0 .0 8
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|T 0 .0 6
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Figure 5.8 Systematic error versus random error
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in theory sampled from the distribution o . Following N f fractions of treatment, the
individual systematic error A r for a patient can be estimated as x 0 ( N f ) - x() while the
uncertainty in target positioning

from x0(./Vj) (mean measured position) can be

estimated to b e d ( N f ) . Note x Q( N f ) is the mean observed prostate position during the
fractions o f radiation delivery. It can be shown that x Q(N f ) = Oand 6 ( N f ) = o as
N f approaches infinite.

The treatment preparation uncertainty can be described by Z = ^Jd^( Nf ) / N f +<52(N p)
while the uncertainty in delivery can be estimated as d —d ( N p, N f ) for a population of
N p patients. Thus Z = cx = cr if both N f and N p are sufficiently large. Note that in
this study N f ranges from 8 to 20 fractions and the patient population, N p is 21.
Because the sample size is not significantly large (>100), there is more statistical error in
our assessment of treatment preparation uncertainty.

5.4.5

Requirements and Usefulness of Routine Portal Check Films

In conventional radiotherapy, verification films (or check films ) are often taken to
“assure” the physician that the patient or target is well positioned for treatment. For
patient setup verification, the displacement is determined by comparing certain
anatomical structures in a check image to the reference image.

If the physician

determines that the setup error is greater than some value, usually 5 mm, the patient’s
reference setup is changed introducing a systematic change in subsequent treatment
fractions. At TOHRCC, six verification films are usually taken over the course of a 38
fraction treatment. This sampling frequency does not have a theoretical basis, but has
“evolved” from physician preference and the impact of this sampling on patient outcome
(or dose distribution) has not been assessed locally. Subsequent to the acquisition of the
data in this study an analysis of global geometric error can provide guidance for what
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would constitute a reasonable frequency (or sample size) for check films in this patient
population.

Table 5.1 lists the frequency distribution of the global geometric error in the three
directions.

It is seen that the global geometric error (geometric sum of all errors) is

greater than 5 mm in 60% of all measured fractions (154 out of 257 fractions) implying
that based on the criteria presently used at TOHRCC the patient would be shifted
approximately every other fraction with a prerequisite that global geometric errors are
known for all fractions in a treatment course.

We further assume that the individual systematic error Ar could be corrected prior to the
radiation delivery. This leaves only target positioning error q‘ contributing to the global
geometric error. By applying the same shift criteria, patients needed to be shifted in 32
out of 257 observed fractions (12%). This suggests that on average 5 shifts are required
for a typical 38-fraction treatment for prostate cancer. This finding also implies that
individual systematic error is the largest cause of the patient shift.

Furthermore, assuming that the global geometric error is only caused by positioning
error co, it was found that patients would need a position shift in 10 of 243 fractions by
applying the 5mm shift criteria. This suggests that only 2 shifts are required for a typical
38 fraction treatment. However, under Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem11211, it would
require at least 4, 10 and 38 pretreatment portal images to detect a global geometric error
of more than 5 mm due to all sources of errors, target positioning error, and patient
positioning error, respectively.

Frequency analysis of the global geometric errors for different sources of geometric
errors demonstrates that the utilization of check or seed films in conventional
radiotherapy is not an effective strategy to reduce the treatment deviations. This is
because check films are utilized only for correcting patient positioning error, but we have
demonstrated that patient positioning error alone contributes to approximately 7-8% of
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the patient shifts. It is found that individual systematic error actually is the dominant
source of the patient shift, however, is ignored in the check film approach.

5.4.6

Strategies to Reduce Individual Systematic Error

As illustrated in Figure 5.8, individual systematic error is due to an inaccurate knowledge
of the mean target position at the time the reference position (i.e. planning position) is
determined. This error could be effectively reduced if the planned target position x0 was
replaced with a mean prostate position obtained through multiple simulations acquired
during the planning process. Figure 5.9 is a plot of the percent systematic error removed
as a function of the number of independent image acquisitions for simulation. This figure
demonstrates that 40% or 48% of systematic error would be removed if three or four
simulations were performed as part of the planning process before radiation delivery. In
our case, uncertainties in the preparation stage along the three observed directions could
be reduced to 1.7, 1.8 and 2.3 mm if four simulations are performed for each patient.
Multiple simulations can effectively reduce individual systematic error, but it is very
expensive in terms of simulation time and resource costs. Yan [67] suggested that the
mean target position can be estimated by averaging the target position over the first
several fractions. Once the mean prostate position is estimated based on images from the
first few fractions, the isocentre can be shifted to reflect the updated information and this
will reduce the systematic error for the remaining fractions. As a consequence, the
remaining fractions are optimized. For conventional 3D conformal radiotherapy, this
strategy can not only improve dose conformity, but also reduce the normal tissue toxicity
at a minimum cost.
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5.4.7 Uncertainties in Preparation and Delivery Stages

There have been many studies'36’51’65,73' examining patient positioning error and inter
fraction organ motion using different imaging techniques. Yan[36] has investigated
prostate motion and daily positioning error by using an average of 18 consecutive CT
scans as well as approximately 100 portal images per subject for 30 patients. He found
the systemic component of the positioning error to be 2.9, 1.9 and 1.8 mm in the AP, SI
and LR directions respectively. Similarly he found the random component to be 2.2, 1.8
and 2.2 mm in AP, SI and LR directions respectively.

Their study also found that the

inter-fraction organ motion (uncertainty) was 3.6mm and 2.5mm in the AP and SI
directions during the pretreatment planning phase and 2.6 and 2.0 mm during treatment
delivery. Van Herk'68' reported that the total overall treatment preparation uncertainty
was 4.5, 4.1 and 3.2 mm in AP, SI and LR respectively, while the overall delivery
uncertainty was 3.2, 2.5 and 2.2 mm. These values resulted from several studies
conducted at the Netherlands Cancer institute using EPID and film.'51,681 Similarly,
another group[73] also from Netherlands, reported preparation uncertainties of 4.8, 3.5 and
3.3 mm and delivery error of 3.2, 2.2 and 2.1 mm in AP, SI and LR respectively.
However, none of these studies has reported results in the oblique directions, the only
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common axis being the SI direction. In our work the treatment preparation uncertainty
was found to be 3.2, 3.5 and 4.5 in the LO, RO, and SI directions respectively.
Interestingly the largest error in our study was in the SI direction (4.5 mm), while both
Van Herk (4.5 mm) and Dehnad (4.8 mm) report the maximum error in the AP direction.
This clearly has implications for determining the most appropriate PTV boundaries in the
BEV, depending on whether the beam is a conventional lateral/AP or an oblique field as
in the TOHRCC protocol.

It is unclear why our data differs from other reports, but it is

likely that much of the error is process related, specifically linked to patient
immobilization, patient teaching, and staff training.

5.4.8 Intra-Fraction Organ Motion

There is limited literature regarding

intra-fraction organ motion. Vigneault [77]

investigated intra-fraction prostate motion in two patients with fiducial markers using
EPIDs and reported no intra-fraction motion. Padhani[138] measured prostate motion in
55 patients with cine M RI every 10s during a period of 7 mins. In 9 of the patients he
reports an intra-fraction motion greater than 5 mm in AP direction. In a fluoroscopic
study, Malone[69] measured the maximum prostate displacement over a period of 20s for
40 patients, reporting motions of 2.9 ± 1.7 mm and 1.6+ 1.1 mm in SI and AP directions,
respectively. Recently, Aubry[74], using consecutive triangulation of implanted gold seeds
in two orthogonal images, reported 0.8 mm, 1.4 and 1.0 mm mean intra-fraction motion
in LR, AP and SI directions for 282 observed fractions. Huang[44] measured the intrafraction prostate motion using pre and post treatment ultrasound imaging and reported
distributions of intra-fraction motions of 0.4 mm, 1.3 mm and 1.0 mm in the LR, AP and
SI directions.

The intra-fraction organ motions in this study were found to be normally distributed with
a mean near zero and a standard deviation of 0.7 mm, 0.8 mm and 1.0 mm in LO, RO and
SI directions over 257 fractions. The intra-fraction organ motion in the SI direction
(0.1 ± 1.0 mm) is consistent with that reported by Aubry (0.4 ± 1 .0 mm) and by Huang
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(0.1+ 1.0 mm). The greatest error observed in our 257 fractions was smaller than that
observed by either Huang 1441 or Aubry.[74]

It is difficult to compare oblique measurements with the AP and LR measurements
reported by others, particularly because most of the literature reports these motions
separately as excursions along a single axis. In order to translate into an oblique plane the
trajectory of motion is required. Several studies[44,743 suggest that the intra-fraction
prostate motion is greatest in the anterior-posterior direction while others report the
greatest intra fraction motion in the superior-inferior direction t69]. In order to estimate
maximum intra-fraction prostate motion in the AP direction, we assume that the intra
fraction prostate motion in the LO and RO directions are direct projections from the
motion in the patient’s AP axis, giving an AP motion of

(T2l0 + o 2RO . By this means, the

maximum AP intra-fraction motion in this study is estimated to be 1.1 mm which is very
close to 1.3 mm reported by Huang and 1.4 mm reported by Aubry.[741

5.4.9

Implications for Determining the PTV

We have investigated and reported the global geometric error and the intra-fraction
prostate motion based on electronic portal images taken during 257 treatment fractions to
21 patients.

The prostate position was determined based on fudical markers and the

patient position was determined based on the extraction of bony landmarks from within
the image.

The global geometric error is the vector sum of all treatment preparation

(simulation, planning) and delivery (setup positioning error, inter and intra-fraction
prostate movement within the pelvis) as well as linac geometric errors. In our study the
data were analysed offline and were not used to correct treatment position, hence the
global geometric error represents the maximum treatment error one could expect in our
practice. Similarly, the intra-fraction organ motion represents the lower limit of the
treatment error we could achieve if global geometric error was corrected by advanced
IGRT techniques [43] since most image guided techniques are based on pre-delivery
images.
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Based on ICRU 50/62, a treatment margin to the CTV is required to account for the
overall geometric error. Margin optimization is essential for minimizing normal tissue
doses. Several margin recipes incorporating overall treatment errors and based on
physical, dosimetric and biological criteria have been reported150’100-1021.

Currently

treatment margin optimization for oblique beams is restricted by the lack of
corresponding geometric uncertainty information. The geometric uncertainty obtained in
this study was directly measured from four oblique portal images and therefore can be
utilized to determine treatment margins for the corresponding oblique portals. A margin
recipe designed to ensure 95% of prescribed dose for 90% of patients was suggested by
Van Herk11031 and is given as:

d lm = 2.5Er +0.7<rr ,'where

and a r

are the

uncertainties in the total preparation (systematic) and delivery (random) process for a
particular beam direction. Using the data from table 5.2, estimation of the margin using
the method of Van Herk yields a total margin of 9.6, 10.6 and 13.4 mm in LO, RO and SI
directions, respectively. The minimum margin in SI direction (13.4 mm) obtained from
this study is very close to the 13.5 mm suggested by Van Herk ll031. However, our data
suggests that the margins required for the oblique fields are 9.6 and 10.6 mm (RO, LO)
are approximately 3 mm less than that suggested by Van Herk for lateral field (i.e. ant
and post) margins.

It might be inappropriate to directly compare recommended margins among the different
institutions because the treatment techniques, particularly immobilization, pretreatment
protocols and treatment protocols can be significantly different. For instance, in addition
to a variety o f immobilization devices, some institutions ensure full bladder1901 while
others request that patients void just prior to treatment1411. Similarly some institutions
manage a patients diet to control rectal filling. However, the data obtained in this study is
useful for examining the most appropriate margin for use at TOHRCC as long as the
treatment preparation and delivery process remains unchanged. In the TOHRCC
treatment protocol for low or intermediate risk prostate cancer, a uniform margin of 10
mm is added to the CTV and a treatment plan is developed to encompass this volume by
the 95% isodose. This margin is invariant in the transverse plane for all directions, except
that it is reduced to 5 mm posteriorly (towards the rectum) for the final portion (boost) of
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the patients treatment. Superiorly a margin of 15 mm is used for the initial and is reduced
to 10 mm for the boost. Similarly the inferior margin is 20 mm for the initial and is
reduced to 15 mm for the boost. Analysis of our data, using the method of Van Herk[l03]
found that the current margins of (10 mm + 5mm penumbra from 50% to 95% isodose
line) in transverse plane for initial treatment is larger than required for oblique fields
(9.6-10.6 mm). Our data also suggests that current margin of 10 mm in the inferior
direction for the boost treatment is less than required (13.4 mm). W e have also found that
the frequency with which the prostate moves superiorly by more than 10 mm from the
planned position is 13 out of 257 fractions (see Table 5.1), suggesting that this margin
might also be reexamined by the treatment program.

It is now becoming common to treat prostate cancer using image-guided techniques such
as onboard imaging, Cone beam CT[97] or Tomotherapy.[109] In these techniques, the
global geometric error can be addressed within the resolution of the imaging modality,
but in general image guidance cannot address intra-fraction patient and organ motion.
The question now arises, what margin is required for these techniques?

Statistically the inclusion of the intra-fraction target motion as part of the global
geometric error adds an extra margin of 0.3 mm in transverse plane and 0.4mm in super
inferior direction for 3D conformal therapy.

However, if advanced IGRT techniques

could eliminate the global geometric error then the statistical contribution of intra
fraction target motion in the margin recipe of Van Herk becomes significant. In this case
a margin of 2.3 mm, 2.6 mm and 3.3 mm would be required to address intra-fraction
target motion in LO, RO and SI directions, respectively. This margin represents the
minimum requirement, assuming that the image guidance was perfect and eliminated all
pretreatment and setup errors as well as inter fraction tumour motion.

However, some

of the geometric errors can not be corrected by using IGRT techniques, these include
intra-fraction organ motion (1mm), target deformation (1mm) during a treatment fraction,
method uncertainty (1mm) of IGRT and target delineation uncertainty (2-3.5 mm). By
combining the remaining uncertainty in all factors together, a minimum margin of 6.1
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mm is required for any IGRT techniques. The uncertainty in prostate target delineation
will be examined in chapter 5.

5.4.10 Supine versus Prone Treatment Position

Prostate cancer patients are treated either prone or supine and the method of choice varies
from centre to centre. At TOHRCC prostate patients who are medically fit are treated
prone in a commercial immobilization device known as the Hip-Fix. Others who find it
difficult to lie in this position are treated supine. .[139] In this study we have found that
there is no significant statistical difference in the various geometric uncertainties
( p = 0.05) between supine treatment with minimal immobilization and prone treatment
using the hip-fix immobilization device. A similar finding was reported by BayleyJ401 It
should be noted that many of the radiation therapists have anecdotally reported their
doubts regarding the utility o f the hip-fix technique, but the lack o f documentation and
supportive data made change difficult.

Our study suggests that there are two disadvantages in using the Hip-Fix with
immobilization. The first is from a patient perspective. Prone positioning with the HipFix technique is not comfortable for the patient. It is also inefficient in that the time
required for prone patient setup with the hip-fix is known to be 2-3 minutes longer than
that in supine position. At TOHRCC, a radiotherapy linac can treat approximately 30
prone hip fix patients in a standard 8 hour working day. It would save 60-90 minutes if
all patients are treated supine, and as suggested by our data without any reduction in
treatment quality. Considering that Ontario suffers from long waiting lists for cancer
treatment, changing from prone to supine treatments will not only save the cost in HipFix device ($300 per patient), but also should reduce the waiting time.
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5.5

Conclusions

We have investigated the geometric uncertainty associated with EBRT o f prostate cancer
using electronic portal images of 257 fractions to 21 patients at the Ottawa Hospital
Regional Cancer Centre.

The global geometric error is the vector sum of all treatment preparation (simulation,
planning) and delivery (positioning error, intra-fraction patient motion, inter and intra
fraction prostate movement within the pelvis) as well as linac geometric errors. The intra
fraction organ motion is the target motion within a fraction. The global geometric error is
a measure of the maximum error one could expect. Similarly intra-fraction organ motion
represents the lower limit of the treatment error that can .be achieved assuming that there
is no real-time measurement and correction for intra fraction motion. Based on our
measurement, the global random geometric uncertainty is estimated to be within 5.3 mm
for all three directions of observation. If both target delineation and target deformation
uncertainties are included, the overall geometric uncertainty in prostate cancer treatment
would be of the order of 6.3 mm. The intra-fraction organ motion was found to be within
1 mm for all observed direction. Therefore this uncertainty is small with respect to the
overall geometric uncertainty and the effect of intra-fraction prostate motion can be
ignored for 3D conformal radiotherapy, however, is significant when developing a
treatment margin for IGRT.

The global geometric error was also broken down between treatment preparation and
treatment delivery uncertainties. Treatment preparation uncertainty describes the
distribution of the geometric error that accumulates prior to treatment delivery while
treatment delivery uncertainty describes the geometric uncertainty during radiation
delivery. Although both treatment preparation and treatment delivery uncertainties come
from the same distribution, we have found that the treatment preparation uncertainty is
generally larger than treatment delivery uncertainty. This phenomenon was mainly due to
their sample size difference.

It is also important to note that in routine practice
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pretreatment uncertainty translates into systematic error while delivery error is usually
random.

Based on our analysis, the utilization of the check or seed film to reduce treatment
deviations is questionable because it can only correct random delivery error such as setup
error or internal target motion, but not the dominant systematic error. The utilization of
check film can only correct 7% of all significant deviations.

The systematic error in prostate cancer radiotherapy is due to an inaccurate knowledge of
the mean target position prior to dose delivery. This can be effectively reduced if more
treatment simulations are performed. Alternatively, we can also estimate the mean target
position over first several treatment fractions, after obtaining more accurate mean target
position, the isocentre should be updated.

. .

The result of this study can also be used to guide the selection of the treatment margin.
Putting our geometric data in the margin model o f van Herk, we found that current
margin (10mm) in the inferior direction for boost treatment is too tight, but that it is
reasonable in the transverse plane.

By comparing a variety of geometric uncertainties between supine and prone with HipFix immobilization, we found there is no significant difference between the two
techniques. However, supine treatment is superior to prone with hip-fix in terms of
patient comfort and resource utilization.
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CHAPTER 6
Modeling the Biological Effect of Geometric Errors in EBRT

6.0

Overview

This chapter describes the effect of geometric uncertainty on local tumour control for
prostate cancer EBRT. The Linear-Quadratic cell survival model and associated
parameters are discussed in section 6.2. Several radiobiological concepts including
tumour control probability, biological effective dose, equivalent uniform dose and normal
tissue complication probability are also introduced. The effect of geometric errors is
simulated for combinations of two different size margins and three different treatment
techniques. The treatment techniques include 3DCRT without clinical intervention, with
positioning error correction and with full geometric error correction. Section 6.3
summarizes the results from the simulations.

6.1

Introduction

Cancer is a biological system consisting of many cancerous cells. The aim of
radiotherapy is to destroy this system by decreasing the number of viable cancerous cells
to as few as possible. In theory, the number of tumour cells which remain after radiation
treatment is dependent upon how many cancerous cells there were prior to treatment,
upon the response of the cells to radiation and upon the dose delivery patterns. Because
geometric uncertainty during radiotherapy affects the dose distribution, it also plays a
major role in cell kill. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, there is a large variation in prostate
target delineation amongst radiation oncologists. This introduces a large uncertainty in
the determination of the initial number of target cells to be killed. Additionally, we have
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shown that the presence of geometric uncertainty causes the delivered dose to be different
than the planned dose distribution to the target.

It is difficult to predict individual patient outcomes, but the effects of process changes
can be assessed

using radiobiological models.[140] Among the many radiobiological

models used to describe tumour response |140'I4IJ, the linear-quadratic model is the most
widely accepted by radiobiologists because it fits the clinical data well and has
descriptive utility. In this study, the effect of geometric uncertainties on patient outcome
is simulated using the fractionated linear-quadratic model in combination with a Poisson
survival model. The geometric uncertainties addressed in this work include patient
positioning error, internal target motion and individual systematic error. Three treatment
techniques for prostate cancer were simulated. These techniques are 3DCRT without
clinical intervention, with positioning error correction and with full geometric error
correction.

Treatment strategies developed through radiobiological modeling will depend strongly on
the assumptions in the model. The treatment course developed to treat prostate cancer
assuming a relatively Io w a//? ratio (e.g <1.5 Gy) is very different than the strategy
which would be adopted if we assume a high a //? ratio (> 8.5 Gy).

This has been

discussed extensively in the literature[86’" ’142], but as of yet there is still no definitive
consensus as the most appropriate value for the a / p ratio for prostate cancer. In this
study, we emphasize the impact of geometric uncertainty on tumour control and assume a
moderate value of 3.1 for the tumour a t p ratio, which is very similar to the a l p ratio
for normal tissues such as rectum. As a result, no therapeutic gain can be obtained from
the difference in a / p value between rectum and prostate.

Adaptive techniques using image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) and online target
repositioning techniques[97] have been recently developed to reduce normal tissue
toxicity. Employing these techniques provides a mechanism for dose escalation to the
tumour while maintaining normal

tissue

complication

at an

acceptable level.

Unfortunately, with the present technology, these techniques are not efficient in their use
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of resources and hence the optimization for prostate cancer using IGRT techniques has
not been sufficiently investigated. The simulation introduced here can provide guidance
with respect to the use of adaptive techniques for the treatment of prostate cancer.

6.2

The Linear Quadratic Model

The Linear-Quadratic (LQ) model [141] assumes that the sensitive sites for radiationinduced cell lethality are located in the nucleus. The principal targets for ionizing
radiation-induced chemical transformation are the DNA molecules. A DNA molecule
consists of two strands that form a double helix, each strand composed of a series of
deoxynucleotides, the sequence o f which contains the genetic information required for
self-replication and cell division. Thus damage to the DNA of a cell may lead to a loss of
genetic coding critical to cellular function and survival. The critical damage is assumed to
be a double-strand break (DSB). DSBs in a DNA molecule are capable under certain
conditions of being repaired. The repair processes include chemical restitution and
enzymatic repair. The linear quadratic model further assumes that two different
mechanisms can lead to DNA damage. One is that both strands are broken by one
radiation event. Another is that each strand is broken independently and the breaks are
close enough in time and space for the molecule to rupture. It is thought that the linear
quadratic model provides a description of this process and is written as

s f = ex p ( - a D - f3D2)

where

(6.1)

is the surviving fraction after a total dose D (Gy) to a homogeneous tumour.

The parameters a and (5 can be interpreted as the lethality induced by damage from a
single track (one radiation event) and that from two independent tracks (multiple
radiation events) of ionizing particles, respectively.

The linear quadratic model has been modified to account for a variety of factors. These
factors include dose rate, fractionation, oxygen, protraction, LET, repair rates and tumour
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growth during treatment. Several of the modified LQ models are described in the next
few sections.

6.2.1 The Linear Quadratic Model with Dose Protraction

The LQ model with a repair term is given by:

sf = exp (-(«£) + f3GD2))

(6.2)

where G is the Lea-Catcheside dose- protraction factor, and is given by Sachs11431 as:

G =-\\d tD (t)l
D

(6.3)

where D (t) is the absorbed dose rate at time t. The biophysical interpretation of the
equation is that a potentially lethal lesion, presumably a double strand break, is created at
time t' and if not repaired, may interact with a second lesion produced at time t. The rate
of the repair is characterized by a constant A , or by the effective half-time for repair
1

= 0.693/ A . This modified model has been used by several authors1144' 1461 to investigate

the radiobiological effect of dose protraction for prostate cancer treatment with EBRT.

6.2.2 The Fractioned Linear Quadratic Model

Treatment fractionation is accepted as the standard delivery model for external beam
radiotherapy. In this technique, the total radiation dose is divided into a number of
fractions and is delivered to the tumour site daily over a specific period. It has been
known for a long time that there is significant improvement in uncomplicated tumour
control with fractionated doses of radiotherapy as opposed to a single large dose or a few
large fractions. The biological basis for fractionated radiotherapy is that tumour tissues
are generally more sensitive to the radiation (less likely to repair) than the surrounded
normal tissues. The advantage of this technique is that the total tolerance dose for the
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normal tissues is extended due to the repair of sub-lethal damage between two fractions.
Because of the reduced normal tissue toxicity, the dose to the tumour can be escalated
and a lower survival fraction of tumour cells can be achieved. This is demonstrated in the
Figure 6.1. The theory behind the fractionation technique is described by the so-called
“4Rs”: Repair, Reoxygenation, Redistribution, and constitution of the shoulder of the
survival curve between two fractions. The probability for sublethal repair improves as the
number of dose fractions increases, resulting in a sparing effect to the normal tissues.
This sparing effect is more noticeable among the late-responding normal tissues as shown
in Figure 6.1. The presence of oxygen increases tumor cell radiosensitivity while hypoxia
has the opposite effects. During a fractionated treatment session, a process of
reoxygenation has been shown to occur. This phenomenon can be explained as follows:
well-oxygenated tumor cells are close to the tumour blood supply.

These are more

radiosensitive and hence are killed off first. When these cells die the distant hypoxic
cells have an increased opportunity for oxygen, making them less hypoxic and more
radiation sensitive.. Thus the oxygen status within a tumour continually changes between
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fractions and tumour cells are more easily killed. It has also been found that cells have
different sensitivity to the radiation in certain portions of the cell cycle. Fractionation
provides an opportunity for cells to progress (or redistribute) through the cell cycle,
allowing previously radio-resistant cells to enter a more radiation sensitive part of the cell
cycle.[14ff>

The fractionated linear quadratic model can be given by:

(6.4)

where the parameter d is the fraction size and

is the fraction number. As shown in

equation 6.4, unlike tumour response to a single dose, tumour response to fractionated
radiotherapy is not only a function of the total dose D , but also the fraction size d .

6.2.3

Biological Effective Dose

In order to describe the tumour response to radiation while incorporating the effect of
fractionation, the concept of Biological Effective Dose (BED) was suggested by
Brendsen[147’l48] and subsequently defined by Fowler [l48] as:

BED = -

In(sf )
a

(6.5)

Applying the LQ model, the BED is then expressed as:

( 6 .6 )
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The BED is an important concept because it can differentiate between fractionation
regimes ( d ) and tissue sensitivity ( a / J3) to the radiation dose. This concept provides a
measure to quantify the biological effect for different fractionation schemes and different
tissue sensitivities. Under this concept, the total physical dose becomes meaningless
without specification of the fractionation scheme. The weakness of this concept is that a
homogeneous dose is assumed to be delivered to a homogeneous tumour. This is clearly
not generally valid, in particular for a target with substantial motion and a spectrum of
cells with large uncertainties in radiosensitivity such as in prostate cancer.

6.2.4

Equivalent Uniform Dose (EUD)

To address inhomogeneous dose distributions in the tumour , Equivalent Uniform Dose
(EUD) was suggested by Niemierko[149]. The EUD was developed based on two
assumptions: the first is that the tumour is composed of a large number of independent
colonogens. The second is that random cell killing by radiation is well described by either
Poisson statistics or binary response. Thus, two different dose distributions delivered to
the target are equivalent if the expected number of surviving cells is equal. The EUD is
defined as the dose that can lead to the same survival fraction for a given dose
distribution to the irradiated tumour. This is given as

sf (EUD) = sf (D)

(6.7)

where D is any dose distribution over a tumour with Ns irradiated sub volumes or voxels.
If clonogens in each subvolume v,. are independent of those in other subvolumes, then:
i=N

S f (BED) = Y [ v ie-aD
1=1

where BEDt can be defined by equation 6.5 or 6 .6 ,
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EUD —-

In sf (EUD) _

1
(6 .9 )

The introduction of EUD addresses the weakness of BED. In addition, EUD is more
practical for evaluating clinical doses such as defining the effect of an inhomogeneous
dose distribution to tumours. EUD also makes it possible to rank treatment plans with
only one physical parameter, and has been applied in many clinical studies [142,1501 since
its introduction. EUD can also explain the effect of dose heterogeneity and fractionation
schemes. However this concept is still a physical unit, and cannot solve the problem such
as tumour heterogeneity.

6.2.5 Tumour Control Probability

Following cancer radiotherapy, tumour control probability (TCP) is often chosen as the
biological indicator to predict the treatment outcome. TCP is defined as the probability of
killing all cancer cells within a tumour after a certain radiation dose D. In theory, all
cancerous cells must be killed to achieve complete local control. However, the stochastic
nature of the interaction between radiation and tumour cells makes it inappropriate to use
a deterministic quantity such as yes or no to describe the treatment outcome. Assume that
all tumour cells have a similar radiosensitivity and the number of surviving cells N s after
exposures to total dose D is given by

N s = N 0sf (D).

( 6 . 10)

In order to have a high probability of cure a cancer, the probability of surviving
cancerous cells must be very small. The tumour control probability after a specific
radiation dose is calculated with a Poisson distribution with the probability of no
surviving cancerous cells in the tumour. This is the so-called Poisson tumour control
probability, which can be represented as follows:
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(6.11)

The surviving fraction is usually defined by the linear-quadratic model and N0 is the
number of initial cancer cells. Using the assumption of independent sub volumes with
heterogeneous exposure, the overall probability o f tumour control is the product of each
probability of killing all cancerous cells in each sub volume i (or voxel). This is the socalled voxel based tumour control probability. The TCP for heterogeneous dose over a
tumour target is defined by Webb [81] as follows:

M

tcp

= \ [ tcpi

(6 . 12)

1=1

Voxel based TCP can be used to assess the treatment outcome from external beam
radiotherapy without assuming either a homogeneous dose or a homogeneous tumour.

6.2.6 Normal Tissue Complication Probability

Healthy tissues surrounding a tumour are inevitably irradiated during radiation treatment.
When a normal tissue is irradiated it may lose partial or total function fail. Normal tissue
complication probability is defined as the probability that a certain percentage o f patients
have unfavorable reactions in the normal tissue at a certain dose level. Assuming a
uniform dose is delivered to a portion of an organ (e.g. rectum or bladder for prostate
cancer), the normal tissue complication probability can be given as:

N T CP =

(6.13)

where tnt is the number of standard deviations that the actual total dose D, is apart from
the tolerance dose, TD 50, which is derived from:
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D-TD* n
t n t = ---------—
m *TD
nt

(6-14)

50

1

TD 50 is the dose delivered to the entire volume of the normal tissue leading to 50%
complication probability, and mnt is the slope parameter of the dose-response curve. For
normal tissues, the relative volume of the organ irradiated to a certain dose is used to
predict the complication probability. The dose-volume relationship differs for each organ
due to the different tissue architectures. The dose-volume relationship was suggested by
Lyman 1' 511 and is described using the parameter nnt in the power law:

TD50=TD50(v)Hn'

(6.15)

where v is the volume fraction of an organ receiving the dose D, and TDso(v) is the
tolerance dose for 50% of the patient population when irradiating a volume fraction. nnt
is the fitting parameter accounting for the volume effect. Table 6.1 includes the parameter
values of

T D 5 0 ,

nnt, and m nt 11521 for

NTCP calculation for several organs as

recommended by Burman .11521
Calculating NTCP of an organ for a heterogeneous dose distribution using the Lyman
model was subsequently extended by Kutcher .11531 In his formula, the dose-volume
histogram of an organ was applied to calculate the effective volume veff:

max

J).

veff = I Av; —
i=1

(6-16)

max

where Av, is the volume fraction receiving a total biological effective dose D j, and D max
is the maximum dose to the organ. For a normal tissue or an organ at risk, the calculation
of NTCP is seriously affected by both volume and tissue architecture. The concept of a
functional subunit (FSU)[140] has been introduced into the NTCP estimation to
differentiate the sensitivity of various tissues to radiation. This theory assumes that a
human organ is composed of many connected FSUs and each FSU or several o f them can
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complete a particular function and as well a certain number o f FSUs can complete an
organ’s function. The NTCP is thus dependent on the types of FSUs. For example, an
organ (e.g. lung) is resistant to radiation if the FSUs are paralleled. In contrast, an organ
(e.g. spine) is radiosensitive if the FSUs are serially connected. Note that a mixt of serial
and paralleled FSUs within an organ makes it difficult to predict the NTCP for an organ.

When applying tumour control probability and normal tissue complication probability in
clinical studies, we must be aware of the limitations of the two concepts. These are
summarized as follows.

Table 6.1 parameter values for NTCP calculation
ORGAN

TD 50 (Gy)

n nt

m nt

Rectum
Bladder
Kidney

80
80
28

0.12
0.50
0.70

0.15
0.11
0.10

First, the dose distribution over a tumour (CTV) is usually non-homogeneous owing to
radiation delivery fluctuations, patient positioning error and patient/organ motion.
Meanwhile, the clonogen cell distribution within a tumour is also spatially variant.
Additionally the radiosensitivity (tissue/tumour sensitivity, crucial biological response of
hypoxia, intra-tumor sensitivity variation, cell growth, and cellular repair mechanisms)
also changes with the delivery patterns. Both TCP and NTCP are strongly affected by
these factors.

Secondly, TCP and NTCP are statistical concepts that describe the possibility of local
tumour control or normal tissue complication for a population with the same type of
tumours and with similar doses. It is inappropriate to apply this concept to predict the
outcome for an individual patient.
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Based on the local tumour control probability and the normal tissue complication
probability, the concept of the uncomplicated tumour control probability (UTCP) is
defined as:

UTCP = TCP( 1- NTCP) .

(6.17)

Figure 6.2 is a plot of TCP, NTCP, and UTCP as a function of the total radiation dose. As
shown in the figure one can achieve a better outcome only if one can separate the TCP
and NTCP curves along the dose axis.
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Figure 6.2 Relationship among TCP, NTCP and UTCP
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6.3

The Effect of Geometric Errors on Local Tumour Control

Modeling the effect of geometric uncertainties on local control requires both treatment
error data and tumour-radiation response data. In this simulation, the treatment error data
were obtained from the clinical measurements performed at the TOHRCC and reported
earlier in chapter 5. The radiobiological parameters were harvested from the literature.
Both sources of data are described in next few sections.

6.3.1

Geometric Uncertainties

According to Van Herk[68’1031, the global geometric error associated with prostate cancer
EBRT can be described by the geometric uncertainties in the preparation or in the
delivery stages. Patient positioning uncertainty, inter-and intra-fraction organ motion
along with preparation uncertainty are taken into account in this simulation. These data
are summarized in table 6.2 and are based on image analysis work reported in chapter 4
for each of four oblique images acquired from 257 fractions delivered to 21 patients.
Please note that the uncertainty data along the AP and LR axes were triangulated from
the measurements in patient oblique frame (LO, RO), without consideration for the effect
of intra-fraction organ motion.

Table 6.2 Summary of geometric uncertainties in overall treatment process

Sources
Preparation uncertainty
Intra-fraction motion
Inter-fraction motion
Positioning uncertainty

LR
2.6 mm
0.7 mm
1.4 mm
1.7 mm

AP
4.2 mm
1.2 mm
2.9 mm
2.1 mm

SI
4.5 mm
1.0 mm
2.8 mm
2.1 mm
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6.3.2

Radiobiological Parameters

The radiobiological parameters of interest in the linear-quadratic model include N 0 , the
number of initial cancer cells, a and a ! P ratio.
Several investigators have published different values o f parameters fo r a and a I (5 for
prostate cancer cells. The parameter a has been estimated by Nahum 11541 as 0.26±0.07
G y 1 and the a t p was then determined to be 8.4 Gy assuming 5 x l0 6 initial clonogenic
cells in the CTV. W ang[144,155] and Brenner 1145’1461 have also suggested significantly
different values for a and a t P and the number of initial clonogens. These are all
compared in Table 6.3.

Because it has a huge impact on the treatment strategy for prostate cancer radiotherapy,
the issue of a very low a / P ratio has been intensively debated in the literature. For many
years, the value of the a IP ratio has been assumed to be 10 Gy for a typical early
responding tumour, but this has recently been challenged. Based on the analysis of two
sets of tumour control data, one using EBRT data and the other with permanent seed
implants, the sensitivity to changes in fractionation of prostate cancer was extracted.
From this Brenner 11451 estimated a value of 1.5 for the a l p ratio (1999) and later in
2002 estimated an even lower value of 1.2 [146]. His results suggest that the prostate
cancer is much more sensitive to fractionation than most tumours ( a / ft >8 Gy), and in
fact his estimated value is also lower than for most late responding normal tissues

{ a l p - 4 Gy).
Table 6.3 Parameter sets used in the calculations of tumour control probability
for external beam radiotherapy

a
al p
N0

Nahum11641
0.26G y_l

PARAMETER VALUES
Brenner11461
0.026

W ans11661
0.15

8.4 Gy

1.2

3.1

5 x l0 6

138

3 x l0 6
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By using an alternative analysis incorporating the effects of hypoxia and inter-patient
heterogeneity, Nahum et al [1541 found that a set of parameter values a = 0.26Gy~l ,
a t / 5 = 8.4Gy could also fit the clinical data used by Brenner. W ang[155] suggested a third
set of parameter values for the calculation of tumour control probability. In his analysis,
the effects of dose rate, sublethal damage repair, and clonogenic proliferation were all
considered. He estimated 0.15 Gy'1, 3.1 Gy and 106~10 7 for a , a l p and the number of
initial tumour cells N 0, respectively.

A low a l p value for prostate carcinoma implies that the use of a large number of
fractions to reduce late responding normal tissue complications might be unsuccessful
because the prostate is more sensitive to the change in fraction number than lateresponding normal tissues. This leads to the suggestion for hypofractionation schemes to
increase the local tumour control without increasing the risk in late responding normal
tissue complication.[146,148] According to Brenner ,111561 the benefits of hypofractionation
for prostate cancers are summarized as follows:

•

Hypofractionation has comparable tumour control probability and late
responding normal tissue complication to conventional fractionation;

•

Hypofractionation can reduce early urinary complication due to lower BED to
the urinary system;

•

Hypofractionation can provide more convenience for patients;

•

Hypofractionation can reduce the demand for treatment resources;

•

Individually determined a ! P will be one of the indicators for potential
biologically-based treatment plan optimizations.

In the work presented here, we have adapted the radiobiological parameter values from
Wang[1551 based on the following considerations. Although clinical evidences indicate
that the a / P is low, the number of tumour cells assumed by Brenner is very small (-100
cells)and is not appropriate for the voxel based TCP calculation. On the other hand, the
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value of 8.4Gy for the, a I (3 ratio from Nahum conflicts with existing clinical data. Both
were not adopted in our simulations.
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Figure 6.3 TCP as a function of dose
The TCP as a function of total radiation dose using W ang’s estimate is illustrated in
Figure 6.3 for a fractionated scheme of 2 Gy-per-fraction. Note the number of initial
tumour cells is assumed to be 5 x l0 6. According to the equation 7-4 and 7-11, a value of
0.90 for TCP can be obtained if a radiation dose of 76 Gy is delivered to the prostate
CTV.

6.3.3 The Dosimetric Consequences of Geometric Error

The presence of geometric errors in the treatment process not only increases dosimetric
uncertainties in the tumour, but also increases the radiation exposure to normal tissues.
Methods for dose calculation incorporating geometric uncertainties include convolution
and Monte Carlo techniques as discussed below.
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6.3.3.1 The Convolution Method

The convolution method has been used to predict mean dose distribution assuming
random uncertainties such as day-to-day patient positioning error and inter-fraction
prostate motion[150,157’158]. The estimation of mean dose can be accomplished by
convolving a static planning dose distribution with a probability distribution function of
the geometric errors in three-dimensional space. W ith the convolution approach and
assuming that geometric error has a Guassian distribution, the mean dose distribution D
to the tumour target is given by:

D(x, y, z ) =

(x \

y , z ) g m(x - x ' , y - y', z - z)dx'dy'dz

(6.18)

Further, assuming that no correlation exists among the three orthogonal directions, the
probability density distribution of errors, can be described as

8 , l( x - x \ y - y ' , z - z /) =

3j2n<

-exp

( x - x ') 2
2G

(y - y ') 2

(z - z ' f

2c

. (6.19)

2o ,

where Gx , o y and Gz are the standard deviations of the global geometric errors in rightto-left, inferior-to-superior and posterior-to-anterior directions, respectively. The standard
deviation of the mean dosimetric error in each dose location is given by:

o D(x, y, z) = [jjj[£>(x, y, z) - D p ( x , / , z ' ) f g m( x - x ' , y - y ' , z ~ z')J 2

(6.20)

Note that an infinite fraction number is assumed in the convolution technique. However,
a realistic fraction number nf usually ranges from 30 to 40 for prostate cancer. The
limits of the convolution based dose calculation have been described by Craig.[159]
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6.3.3.2 Monte Carlo Technique

The geometric uncertainty arising in the treatment preparation stage ( £ r ) is due to an
inaccurate knowledge of the mean tumour position during delivery while the geometric
uncertainty in the treatment delivery stage ( a T) is due to the statistical nature of the dayto-day patient positioning error and inter-fraction organ motion. By assuming a global
mean position (0 for instance) for prostate in the treatment process (including preparation
and delivery stages), the prostate position rp with respect to global mean position in
planning stage for a patient can be sampled from the distribution defined by the

using

Monte Carlo technique. Similarly, a daily treatment deviation from the global mean
position q- in delivery stage can also be sampled from the distribution defined by o T .
Let N f be the number of fractions in a treatment course, the global prostate deviation Ar(in fraction i from planned position rp can then be described as:

Ari = q it - r p

(6.21)

Note that only the position deviation due to a combination of positioning error, intrafraction and inter-fraction prostate motion were simulated in this study. The effects of
rotation, target deformation and target delineation were not considered.
For a simulated fraction in a treatment course, the actual dose distribution to the CTV in
the presence of geometric error can be calculated with the treatment planning computer
(e.g. Theraplan 3.0). Dose accumulation in each voxel of the CTV over all fractions from
a treatment course represent the actual dose distribution to the CTV. However this
approach is time consuming (20 mins per simulated fraction with our planning
computer), and is not realistic for a simulation of a large treatment courses. This approach
can be eliminated because our clinical measurements indicate that the variation in the
dose to the CTV is less than 1% in 95% of cases where the treatment displacement is less
than 12 mm. This suggests that the actual dose distribution in prostate CTV can be
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estimated by shifting the planned dose distribution in CTV from its planned position to
the daily treated position in its original coordinate system.

We assume that the dose distribution to the CTV changes with the daily global geometric
error. In order to calculate the dose to the voxels of prostate CTV during the treatment,
the dose deposited to the moving voxels is translated to the stationary voxels in the
original coordinate system (or CTV in the planned CT coordinate system). Thus the
fraction of dose delivered to voxels of the prostate CTV is still in the dose coordinates,
D ctv e D P . This shifts the dose from

D (rP) ^ D P(rp ~ ^ ri)

(6.22)

where Ar{ is the global geometric error of prostate CTV and rp is the CTV position in its
original coordinate system. Dose accumulated to the voxels of prostate CTV over 38
fractions represents the actual dose distribution in the CTV for a simulated treatment.

6.3.4

The Biological Effect

The effect of geometric error on the local control probability was quantified with TCP
after dose reconstruction in the CTV. Assuming that cell killing amongst tumour voxels
is uncorrelated and only depends on the actual dose to a particular voxel, the TCP for the
entire tumour is given by
TCP = n e x p ( - \\\pcC TV ( x, y ,z )e - a d del( x , y , z ) - $ d j el(x,y,z) dxdydz) .
!= 1

CTV

where
CTV (x, y,z)

1

inside

CTV

0

outside

CTV

where p c is the homogenous tumour cell density.
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The EUD was determined for the CTV using the equations from 6.6 to 6.12 while the
NTCP for the rectal wall was calculated using eq. 6-15 thru 6-18. The flowchart of the
simulation is illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Start simulation

Load planning dose distribution D p in
pelvic region and CTV and OAR

Sampling a planning position r

for

•estate relative to global mean position

Sampling A’ f prostate positions

in

treatment

Position shift

- r from plan and add fraction

dose/.)p (r,f
—r-, )to dose voxels within CTV and OAR
i p

C ikulate EUD, TCP and

NTCP
Figure 6.4 Flowchart o f the treatment simulation in the presence of geometric errors

6.4 Results

6.4.1

Patient and Treatment Planning
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Clinical data for a six-field XRT prostate cancer patient at TOHRCC were extracted and
utilized in this simulation.. Our treatment protocol for six-field XRT technique for
intermediate risk patients consists of a total of 76 Gy delivered over 38 daily fractions.
The initial component is 56 Gy with a boost o f 20 Gy. The error data comes from our
study of patients treated either in a prone position with a Hip-Fix immobilization or in a
supine position without fixation. The treatments were delivered with 18 MV photons from
a Siemens Digital Mevatron linear accelerator. The planning target volume was formed
by adding a uniform margin of 10mm to the 95% isodose line of the CTV in the
transverse plane for the initial and boost volumes (except a margin of 5mm was used for
the posterior part of the CTV). This is the presently accepted TOHRCC method to
mitigate against the effect of geometric uncertainty, In addition, for the initial volume, 15
and 20 mm margins are added to the superior and inferior direction respectively. These
margins are reduced to 10 and 15 mm for the boost volume. Under the beam
arrangements outlined above, planning dose distributions within the pelvis for two
different margins were calculated with a 2 x 2 x 2 mm voxel size using our planning
software (Theraplan Plus version 3.0, Nucletron, Netherlands). Both the CTV and OAR
volumes were extracted from the planning CTs and exported as Microsoft Excel files for
radiobiological modeling. Additionally, planned dose distributions were exported to

Figure 6.5 Planned dose distribution in the pelvic region. The white represents
the prostate CTV while the gray represents the rectal wall.
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Matlab 6.5 for dosimetric analysis. The rectal wall was the only OAR defined for normal
tissue toxicity analysis. As an example, Figure 6.5 illustrates the planned isotropic dose
distribution in the pelvic region. According to the radiobiological parameters suggested
by Wang, a TCP of 0.90 can be achieved if the dose is delivered to the CTV as planned.
The NTCP for the rectal wall was calculated to be 0.02 under the prescribed dose.
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Figure 6.6 Dose-volume histograms for rectal wall
Figure 6.6 and 6.7 are dose-volume histograms for the rectal wall and the prostate CTV
for a treatment with a margin of 10 mm, anisotropic 5 mm and a combination of both
(“Combination”). Figure 6.7 shows nearly identical DVH curves for prostate CTV for the
three treatment scenarios. But as shown in Figure 6 .6 , the DVH for the rectal wall differs
significantly.
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Figure 6.7 Dose-volume histograms for the prostate CTV.

TCP is predicted in the presence of geometric errors for the three different 3DCRT
techniques. First it was evaluated for the treatment without clinical intervention, second
with positioning error correction, and third with full geometric error correction. The
prescribed dose was varied from 50 to 100 Gy in 2 Gy-per-fraction increments. For each
prescribed dose, 200 treatment courses were simulated for both 10 mm and 5 mm
anisotropic margins. The TCP, NTCP and EUD values were subsequently calculated. For
each simulated course, the overall systematic error, positioning error and inter-fraction
target motion were independently sampled (see Table 6.1). The actual dose distribution in
the prostate CTV and the rectal wall were accumulated over each fraction in a simulated
treatment course.

NTCP was calculated using the Lyman model, where the effective

volume was calculated using Eq. 6.16 based on the actual acquired dose-volume
histogram from each simulated course.
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6.4.2

The Effect of Geometric Errors

For treatment without clinical intervention to correct for the geometric errors, Figure 6.8
(a) and (b) plot the TCP and the NTCP as a function of prescription dose, respectively.
Figure 6.8 (a) demonstrates that the TCP increases with the radiation dose for 10 and
5mm anisotropic margins. There are considerable TCP differences between treatments
with anisotropic 5mm and 10 mm margins. As an example, TCP decreases from 0.82 to
0.70 when the margin shrinks from 10 mm to 5mm if a prescription dose of 76 Gy is
applied. Correspondingly, as shown in Figure 6 .8 (b), the rectal toxicity is reduced from
0.06 to 0 .0 1 .

W ith the second technique, the day-to-day positioning error was corrected. Figure 6.9(a)
and (b) are plots of TCP and NTCP, respectively for treatment with two designated
margins and as well as for a combined treatment (25 fractions were treated with 10 mm
margin, else with 5mm margin). The TCP decreases 0.12 when the margin is reduced
from 10 mm to 5 mm for a total dose of 76 Gy.

For the third technique, it was assumed that the geometric error had been fully corrected
before each fraction. Figure 6.10 illustrates both TCP and NTCP for three margins. The
figure demonstrates there is little difference in the TCP curves between the two margins.
However, NTCP for 5 mm (0.01) margin is superior to the 10 mm (0.06) margin.

There is little NTCP difference among the three treatment techniques if the same margin
is applied. This implies that the rectal toxicity is more dependent on treatment margin
than on treatment technique. However, the TCP depends both on treatment technique and
margin.
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Figure 6 .8 (a) TCP as a function of prescription dose for two typical margins
(No clinical intervention applied)
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Figure 6 .8 (b) NTCP as a function of prescription dose for two typical margins
(No clinical intervention applied)
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Figure 6.9(a) TCP as a function of radiation dose for three scenarios
(Positioning error corrected)
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Figure 6.9(b) NTCP as a function of radiation dose for two typical margins
(Positioning error corrected)
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Figure 6.10(a) TCP as a function of radiation dose for two typical margins
(full geometric error corrected)
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Figure 6.10(b) NTCP as a function of radiation dose for two typical margins
(Full geometric error corrected)
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6.4.3 The Effect of Systematic Error

The effect of the individual systematic error on the local tumour control was also
investigated. In this simulation, it was assumed that 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% o f the
uncertainty arising in the preparation stage, or standard deviation o f individual systematic
error (see table 6.2) can be corrected. TCP as a function of systematic error was
calculated for our 3DCRT technique and the results are shown in Figure 6.11. Note, 2000
treatment courses were simulated for each systematic error. Figure 6.11 demonstrates that
the TCP improves as more of the systematic error is removed. Additionally, the
uncertainty in TCP decreases with the reduction in the individual systematic error. For
instance, the TCP would improve from 0.82 to 0.85 if 40% of the individual systematic
error was removed. Similarly, the effect of random uncertainty was simulated. We found
that random uncertainties alone had little impact on. the TCP for the initial treatment with
10 mm margin.
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Figure 6.11 TCP as a function of systematic uncertainty
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6.5

Discussion

6.5.1

General Discussion

For a sophisticated treatment process such as prostate cancer radiotherapy, patient
outcome is generally affected by the delivery equipment related uncertainty (e.g. CT and
linac), patient related uncertainty (e.g. target definitions, positioning error, tumour
motion, etc), and tumour response to the radiation and delivery patterns. Each has been
intensively investigated and reported in the literature (see Chapter 2 for detail). The
smallest of the geometric uncertainties (~1 mm) is contributed by the simulation and
delivery equipment. Human related uncertainty, on the other hand, has been measured
and well quantified with reasonable accuracy. W e have demonstrated that the magnitude
of the patient related uncertainty (5 -6 mm) is significantly larger than the machine
related uncertainty. It is also commonly agreed that the uncertainty in radiobiological
parameters is a signficant source of uncertainty contributing to the treatment quality, but
has not been sufficiently emphasized in previous studies. The challenge faced in this
study is the lack of knowledge of tumour and normal tissue responses to radiation and its
delivery patterns. In the radiotherapy community, we are more interested in the effect of
treatment related uncertainty for prostate cancer, in particular machine and patient-related
uncertainties. The machine related uncertainty is ignored in this study because of it has
been shown here to be significantly smaller than human related uncertainties, in. Tumour
heterogeneity and inter-patient radiosensitivity were not considered.

6.5.2

a t (5 ratio and Hypofractionation

In the radiobiological modeling of prostate cancer, the choice of a /

ratio is always a

question that must be addressed because it can significantly affect the conclusions.
If it is true that the a ! j i ratio for prostate cancer is significantly lower than that for
typical tumours (8-10 Gy) or late-responding normal tissues (e.g. rectum) (3 -4 Gy),
prostate cancer would then be very sensitive to changes in the fraction size. In
hypofractionation, a large fraction size (> 2 Gy per fraction) is delivered daily and the
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total number of fractions is reduced. The use o f hypofractionated regimens could be
beneficial to prostate patients in terms o f convenience and could also be useful to the
cancer programs in terms of resource utilization. However, the implementation of
hypofractionation for prostate cancer introduces several difficulties. First, early normal
responding tissues must be taken into account when a hypofractionation strategy is
developed [148]. Secondly, the geometric uncertainties and corresponding treatment
margins can also affect outcome as has been shown by Craig[99] and other
investigators.[142] The

biological

effect

of

underdosage

is

more

dramatic

in

hypofractionation schemes than in conventional techniques. Several groups have already
used various hypofractionated methods to treat prostate cancer patients. This includes a
wide range of dose-per-fraction (2.5-6 G y)[l6(K162J, treatment times (up to 8 weeks) and
boost techniques.

Instead of using an extremely low a / (3 value (1.5) for prostate cancer [99’142], we assumed
a moderate value of 3.1 for both rectal wall and prostate CTV. The effect of the
geometric uncertainty in combination with two margins was compared for treatments
with three fractionation schemes 38 x 2.0Gy, 21 x3.0 Gy and 7 x 6.1Gy. Note all three
schemes are approximately equivalent to a dose of 76 Gy delivered with 2 Gy per
fection, or a EUD dose of 123Gy. Each scheme was simulated 2000 times for two
different margins as previously described. The NTCP for the rectal wall and the TCP for
the prostate CTV are summarized in table 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.

The simulation for different schemes suggests that TCP is affected by both margin and
treatment technique for all three fractionation schemes. Our simulation shows that the
TCP for the hypofractionation scheme (7x6.1 Gy) is more sensitive to margins than the
conventional schemes. For the hypofractionated treatment (6.1 Gy per fraction) without
correction for geometric error, the TCP decreases by 0.21 when the margin is reduced.
However TCP decreases by only 0.12 if a conventional scheme is utilized. This implies
that the treatment margin for hypofractionated schemes must be carefully considered
before it is implemented. Rectal toxicity does not change significantly for the various
fractionation schemes. This implies that there is no benefit in terms of rectal toxicity
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when a hypofractionation scheme is utilized. This conclusion differs from what has been
reported by Craig. In his study, NTCP for rectum could be significantly reduced if the
conventional scheme is replaced with the hypofractionation scheme. This difference
between Craig’s conclusions and ours arises from the difference in fundamental
assumption of a t (3 value. Craig assumed an extremely low a t f t value of 1.5 for
prostate and a moderate value of 3 for rectal wall. His simulation goal was to investigate
the therapeutic benefit of prostate treatment with hypofractionation. For such a low value
for a t f t , the prostate was more sensitive to a change in the number of fractions than the
rectum. However, we applied a comparable a / fl value for both prostate and rectal wall
to investigate the effect of geometric uncertainty. As expected we found that no
therapeutic benefit can be obtained by changing the fraction size.

As simulated by Craig, a low a t {3 value would be attractive for the treatment o f prostate
cancer with a hypofractionation scheme because tumour control can be significantly
improved while normal tissue complications are relatively unchanged. As an example, a
hyperfractionated scheme of 3 x 6 .0 Gy can theoretically achieve a TCP that is equivalent
to a conventional scheme of 3 8 x 2 Gy. However, the mean BED dose to rectum is
significantly reduced to 17 Gy from 63 Gy when a conventional scheme is replaced by
the hypofractionated scheme. Hypofractionated treatment schemes have a better
therapeutic ratio than conventional schemes in terms of sparing normal tissue
complications.

The hypofractionated scheme is superior to a conventional scheme only if the a t [3 value
for prostate cancer is lower than that for normal tissues. Although there is evidence that
the a t ft ratio for prostate cancer is lower than for most tumours (>8 Gy), the lower limit
is still heatedly debated in the radiation biology community. Most arguments regarding
the a t f t value for prostate cancer arise as follows. First, the validity of the relationship
between TCP and the biological endpoints needs to be verified. For instance, a biological
marker such as freedom from biochemical failure at 3 years was used as define successful
tumour control (TCP) in several publications. The resulting low a t f t value becomes
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questionable if it appears a different endpoint (e.g. freedom from biochemical failure at 5
or 10 years) would be more indicative of tumour control. Second, a large uncertainty
exists in the clinical data among different population groups, institutions, protocols and
treatment methods. These uncertainties are critical to the determination o f the a t (5
value. Third, most methods for determining the a ! f i value also involve an estimation of
the number of initial cells N 0 and a , which also may bring uncertainty.

Table 6.4 Summary o f NTCP for different fractionated schemes
Schemes

N o error corrected

Setup error corrected

Full error corrected

10 mm.

5 mm

10 mm

5 mm

10 mm

5 mm

38x2.0 Gy
21x3.0 Gy

0.05±0.01
0.05±0.01

0.010+0.005
0.008±0.004

0.055±0.009
0 .0 5 1±0.008

0.010+0.004

0.055±0.004

0.011±0.002

0.009±0.004

0.049±0.003

0.010+0.002

7x6.1 Gy

0.07±0.01

0.013+0.006

0 .0 6 6 ± 0 .0 1 1

0.013+0.005

0.068±0.005

0.014+0.002

Table 6.5 Summary of TCP for different fractionated schemes
Schemes

N o error corrected

Setup error corrected

Full error corrected

10 mm

5 mm

10 mm

5 mm

10 mm

5 mm

38x2.0 Gy

0.82±0.10

0.70+0.28

0.7210.21

0 .8 6010.004

0 .84010.004

21x3.0 Gy
7x6.1 Gy

0.79±0.13
0.84+0.13

0.6210.29
0.63+0.33

0.8510.05
0.8210.04

0.6910.23
0.7110.26

0.83010.003
0.880+0.005

0 .83010.009

0.8 610.06

0.80010.003

6.5.3 Adaptive Radiotherapy

Dose escalation to the prostate CTV is a challenge in the presence o f geometric errors
owing to patient positioning variation and inter-fraction prostate motion during the
preparation and delivery stages. In principle, dose escalation can be achieved only if the
treatment margin is reasonably reduced. However, further margin reduction requires that
geometric uncertainty be correspondingly reduced. Several strategies including adaptive
radiotherapy techniques have been proposed to correct for the treatment geometric error.
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These techniques include image-guided techniques and online target repositioning
techniques and have been shown to reduce a significant proportion of the geometric
errors[163]. The remaining uncertainty can be addressed with a relatively small margin.
However, the clinical use of image-guided techniques for prostate cancer is expensive the cost of an IGRT unit such as Tomotherapy HiArt is 3 -4 million dollars, twice the cost
of a conventional linac. The maintenance and operation of a Tomotherapy unit requires a
large amount of QA workload along with sophisticated calibration procedures. Image
Guided treatment delivery takes significantly longer than normal treatment delivery. For
example in the experience of the TOHRCC, it takes approximately 12 minutes to setup
and delivery a conventional six-beam prostate treatment, but approximately 30 minutes is
required to set up, image register and delivery treatment with the Tomotherapy unit.
Because the patient throughput of the IGRT is very low, most IGRT devices are only
used for research purposes and clinical trials. Commercialization of IGRT technologies
requires both efficiency improvements and a reduction in treatment costs.

We have demonstrated that the TCP would be improved if the systematic error could be
reduced. We also know that the systematic error is mainly due to an inaccurate
knowledge of the mean prostate position prior to radiation delivery. In the adaptive
radiation therapy approach, treatment can be delivered using IGRT techniques for the
first several fractions. Each of these fractions could then be used to estimate the mean
prostate position and apply this mean correction to the reminder of fractions, delivered
without image guidance. The adaptive therapy procedure was described in chapter 4.

The following scenario was simulated. In the first nIGRT fractions, a patient is treated with
the image guidance using a 5 mm margin, which assumes that full geometric error is
corrected before radiation delivery. The mean prostate position is then recalculated
following nlGRT measurements. The isocentre is then shifted to reflect the updated mean
prostate position. The remaining fractions of radiation were subsequently delivered with a
conventional technique using a 10 mm margin. In total, we simulated 2000 instances for
each nIGRT (from 1 to 38). The mean TCP and NTCP as a function of nIGRT are shown in
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Figures 6.12 and Figure6.13, respectively. For instance, an N ]GRT = 0 means that all
treatments are delivered without correction and with a 10 mm margin. On the other hand,
an N ]GRT = 3 8 means that all fractions are delivered with IGRT and with 5mm margin.
For 0 < N igrt < 38, the adaptive strategy discussed above is applied. The data of Figure
6.12 suggest that a treatment is optimized if 7 -1 0 fractions of radiation are delivered with
image-guidance and the remaining fractions are delivered with conventional techniques,
but with the systematic error corrected. The change in TCP as a function of nlGRT as
shown in Figure 6.12 can be explained as follows. TCP is more sensitive to systematic
error (as per Van Herk) and hence to the margin than it is to random geometric
uncertainty. When a larger portion of the treatments are delivered with IGRT, the
estimated mean prostate position gets closer to its actual mean position. Consequently,
the reduction in systematic uncertainty leads to TCP increase. As nIGRT increases, the
systematic error approaches zero, which leaves no potential to increase TCP by reducing
geometric uncertainty. Meanwhile, the reduced margin tends to decrease TCP.
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Figure 6.12 TCP as a function of N IGRT
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Figure 6.13 NTCP as a function of N IGRT

The use of IGRT in prostate cancer treatments has two influences. Firstly, a large
treatment margin is avoided because most o f the geometric error can be corrected.
Secondly, if IGRT is used as an adaptive technique, systematic error can be reduced.
Increasing nIGRT means less systematic error and a smaller treatment margin and the
combination of both can consistently reduce the normal tissue toxicity. This trend can be
seen in Figure 6.13.

If the goal of IGRT is to escalate radiation dose to the tumour and subsequently achieve
better tumour control probability while maintaining a consistent NTCP tolerance of 5%,
then our simulation indicates that 80 Gy can be safely delivered to the prostate CTV by
performing 7 fractions with IGRT and 33 fractions with conventional technique.
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6.6 Conclusions

We have simulated the effects of geometric uncertainty on local tumour control for
combinations of two margins and three treatment techniques. Several conclusions can be
made from this simulation

First, the tumour control probability is sensitive to radiobiological parameters, in
particular to the value of a l j3 . If estimates of a / / ? = 1.5 for prostate cancer are true,
hypofractionation schemes can improve therapeutic gains without increasing normal
tissue toxicity. In other words, radiation dose can be delivered to the target with a few
fractions and a large fraction size. The advantages of hypofractionation techniques are
mainly from two aspects. They increase the therapeutic ratio to the tumour and reduce the
patient’s total treatment time, potentially saving radiotherapy resources. Since the a ! fi
values are still under heated debated, the range for a ! v a l u e s is relative wide
(0.8~10)[145’146,154 156]. If this variation is due to the difference from patient to patient,
hypofractionation may be effective for patients with a lower a t (5 value (-1.5 Gy) but
not for those with a higher value (>8 Gy).

Second, if the a t /3 value for prostate cancer is lower than for most cancers (>8 Gy), but
is not as low as 1.5, there will be no therapeutic gain by using hypofractionation schemes.
For instance, the value for prostate cancer is comparable to the late responding normal
tissues (3.1 Gy). In this case, the treatment margins must be optimized and the geometric
uncertainty must be reasonably reduced to improve the TCP.

Third, systematic uncertainty has a greater impact on TCP than random uncertainty. W ith
a conventional 10 mm margin, the effect of random uncertainty can be ignored. TCP
could be improved by up to 3% if systematic error were fully removed.

IGRT can be employed efficiently using an adaptive technique. We have found that a
treatment is optimized if 7 -10 fractions of radiation are delivered with IGRT adaptive
techniques.
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CHAPTER 7
General Conclusions and Scope for Future Work
7.1

7.1.1

General Conclusions

Conclusions from Geometric Uncertainty Measurements

In this work, we have investigated the independent geometric errors associated with
prostate cancer 3DCRT. The following conclusions are made based on data extracted
from portal images acquired from 257 fractions of radiation delivery to 21 patients (14
prone patients with immobilization and 7 supine patients).

The global geometric error is the vector sum of all treatment preparation (simulation,
planning) and delivery (positioning error, intra-fraction patient motion, inter- and intra
fraction prostate movement within the pelvis) as well as linac geometric errors. The intrafraction organ motion is the position variation of the target within a treatment fraction.
Global geometric error represents the maximum error one could expect in our practice
and similarly intra-fraction organ motion represents the lower limit of the treatment error
that we could be achieved. Based on our measurements, the global random geometric
uncertainty was estimated to be 5.3 mm for all observed directions (LO, RO and SI). The
intra-fraction organ motion was found to be within 1mm for all observed directions,
which is small with respect to overall geometric uncertainty and therefore the effect of
intra-fraction prostate motion can be ignored for 3DCRT Note however, that this is
significant when developing treatment margins for IGRT.
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Treatment preparation uncertainty or the distribution of individual systematic error
describes the distribution of the geometric errors which arise prior to treatment delivery,
while treatment delivery uncertainty describes the geometric uncertainty which occurs
during radiation delivery. We have found that the treatment preparation uncertainty is
generally larger than treatment delivery uncertainty.

Based on our analysis of global geometric error, we have found that the effectiveness of
check films to mitigate against treatment deviations is very low (they can correct for only
about 7% of all significant deviations) because they only correct for the random
component of global geometric error such as setup error or internal target motion, but do
not address the dominant systematic error.

The individual systematic error for a patient results from an inaccurate knowledge of the
mean target position prior to the dose delivery. This can be effectively reduced if more
independent treatment simulations are performed and averaged. Alternatively, in a
technique known as adaptive radiation therapy, the mean target position is estimated over
the first several treatment fractions, providing a more accurate estimate of mean target
position. Subsequently a new isocentre or setup position is adopted for the remainder of
treatment fractions the new data.

In this work we compared the difference in geometric uncertainties between supine and
prone (with Hip-Fix immobilization) patient setup position. It was found that there is no
significant difference in geometric uncertainty between the two techniques, however, a
supine setup is superior to prone in terms of comfort and resource utilization.

7.1.2 Target Delineation

In this study, a gold standard prostate volume for the visible human male was established
by a group of experts based on anatomical photographic images. The prostate volume for
the same subject was also contoured on co-registered CT images by six different
observers, each observer repeating the target delineation a total of 20 times. In total 120
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prostate delineations were obtained. Subsequently the CT and anatomical images were
fused and following image registration measures of agreement between the two sets were
calculated.

The radiation oncologist-delineated prostate volume on CT is on average 30% larger than
the “true” gold standard volume. The agreement between CT delineated and true prostate
volumes was used to describe the goodness of prostate definition. We have found that on
average a CT prostate definition includes 84% (±3%) of the true prostate volume, at the
cost of including of 9.0 cm3 of normal tissues as part of the prostate definition.

Our results also indicated that there was a systematic difference in the geometric centre
between physician-delineated prostate and true prostate, with a mean shift of 3.9 mm
towards the patient’s anterior direction. Our data suggests that radiation oncologists are
more concerned with the accidental inclusion of rectal tissue than they are in missing
prostate volume.. In contrast, they are likely to overextend the anterior boundary of the
prostate to encompass normal tissue such as the bladder. This has also been verified by
our gap analysis in which it was found that there was a missing gap of 2.8 mm in
posterior direction and an overestimate (negative gap) of 5.8 mm in anterior direction
between the physician-delineated and “true” prostate volume. The gap analysis indicated
that posteriorly, although there is a significant systematic error, the physicians are very
precise in their segmentation in this region, again suggesting that physicians are more
worried about including rectum in their target volumes than they are in missing prostate
volume. Conversely, in the anterior direction, radiation oncologists appear more worried
about missing target volume than incorrectly including normal tissue (bladder) in the
target volume.

Finally we observed that in general the inter-observer variation is larger than intraobservater variation for prostate volume definition, reflecting that the self-difference in
target delineation is small compared to the group difference. The intra-observer variation
may result from the radiation oncologists being inconsistent in their selection of window
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and level settings while the inter-observer variation is probably due to differences in the
experience among the different observers.

In this work we have developed a tool we refer to as Probability Volume Histogram
(PVH). Examining these PVHs, we found that a uniform margin of 5 mm around the CT
delineated prostate volume can include 95% of the “true” prostate volume with a
probability of 90%.

7.1.3

Effect of geometric uncertainty for local control and normal tissue
complication

We have simulated the effect of geometric uncertainty on local tumour control for
combinations of two margins and three treatment techniques. Several conclusions were
drawn from these simulations.

First, tumour control probability is sensitive to radiobiological parameters, in particular to
the value of the a ! P ratio. If prostate cancers do have a low value of a / P —1.5, then
hypo-fractionated schemes provide a biological advantage by improving the therapeutic
gain for prostate cancer without increasing normal tissue toxicity. In other words,
radiation dose can be delivered to the tumour target with a small number of large
fractions. Under this scenario, there are two principal advantages of the hypo
fractionation technique: the increase in the therapeutic ratio to the tumour and a reduction
in the patient’s total treatment time which would likely, save on radiotherapy resources.
The true value of the a ! p ratio is still under heated debated with arguments ranging
from 0.8 to 10. Ultimately hypo-fractionation may be an effective treatment strategy for
prostate cancer patients if a lower a l p value (-1.5 Gy) can be demonstrated but would
not be indicated if the a t ft value turns to be a higher value (>8 Gy).

If a ! P for prostate cancer is found to be comparable to that of late responding normal
tissues (3.1 Gy), our studies have shown that an appropriate treatment strategy is for the
margin to be optimized and the geometric uncertainty reasonably reduced. The effect of
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geometric uncertainty and treatment margins were emphasized in our simulations. From
this study, we found that both TCP and NTCP are sensitive to the choice of treatment
margins rather than the random geometric uncertainty.

The treatment preparation uncertainty, sometimes referred to as the distribution of
individual systematic error has a greater impact on TCP than random uncertainty. When a
conventional 10 mm margin is used the effect of random uncertainty can be ignored even
in the presence of the geometric error. It was also shown that the TCP can be improved
by up to 3% if systematic error can be fully corrected.

7.2

Scope for Future Work

7.2.1

Algorithm Application

Although the objective of this thesis was to measure the independent geometric errors in
the prostate cancer 3DCRT, much of the effort was directed to improving the quality of
the portal images (contrast and distortion) acquired from Siemens Beamview T1 imager.
The algorithms developed for this research could easily be applied to filmless linac QA.
In a radiotherapy department, there are always intensive requirements to verify the
radiation field shaped by MLC. This task is often accomplished with conventional films.
An EPID is an ideal device for film less quantity assurance in radiotherapy practice, but
has not been implemented in most centres. It was reported that by the end of 2002, only
5% of cancer centres have a filmless QA program based on an EPI. There are several
barriers to the implementation of an EPID for routine QA: physicists are more familiar
with QA using conventional films, and it will take time to complete the transformation
from conventional methods to filmless. EPID image quality is still poor and cannot
compete with film for overall quality although it has been improved significantly over the
last few years. A lack of dedicated software for processing portal images might be the
major problem limiting the EPID application in the QA program.
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As an example, the calibration of the MLC leaves with EPID devices is suggested as
follows: For each gantry angle, the beam isocentre is determined using the Radon
transform method and inter-leaf radiation leakage as described in Chapter 3. Both axis
are so defined by two exposures acquired for collimator 0° and 90°. Since the beam
isocentre and leaf position along the solid jaw traveling direction is well defined, the
edges for both the X I and X2 banks can be obtained through local thresholding
technique. The comparison of the measured leaf end position to the planned edges can
provide the basis for an independent leaf calibration. The advantage of this approach is
that both banks can be independently calibrated and the systematic error for each bank
can be measured. It will be useful to integrate these algorithms into a routine linac QA
program.

7.2.2

Target repositioning

The initial objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of the prostate
repositioning by using two orthogonal portal images prior to the treatment delivery.
There are several barriers to online target positioning. Target repositioning requires
algorithms for automatic seed localization. However, automatic seed detection is
compromised by the poor image contrast and the small field sizes used for prostate cancer
treatment. We found that in approximately 10% of all treatment fractions at least one
seed is not in the treated field or is close to the field boundary, which makes it impossible
to detect seeds in the image and to perform seed triangulation. In order to perform
automatic target repositioning with two orthogonal images, we suggest that imager device
should be upgraded to get reasonable image contrast for automatic seed detection. A
relatively large portal should be used to obtain seed location prior to the target
repositioning. Both may be further investigated for future application.

7.2.3 Target delineation

By taking advantage of the anatomical data from the VHP, we created a gold standard for
our target delineation study. We measured the difference between CT delineated prostate
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volumes and the gold standard, and found a significant systematic difference between the
CT delineated volume and the “true” prostate. It is important to note that this systematic
error cannot be measured in a real cancer patient. Determining a systematic error is only
possible because of the indexed photographic data set providing a “gold” standard. To
our knowledge, all other clinical studies of target delineations have used the population
average as the gold standard. It is worthwhile to note that the VHP data also includes a
complete set of M RI images for the visible human male. A future study of M RI based
target delineation may also provide valuable information on prostate target delineation,
particularly in light of the fact that MRI is known to provide better soft tissue contrast
than CT. We suggest that a study should be performed to investigate the delineation
difference between the photographic anatomical images and the M RI images. This study
will address the question as to whether the systematic error is physician related or
modality related. If the systematic error between MRI delineated volume and “true”
prostate volume is reduced, this will be valuable evidence to pursue M RI as the routine
modality for prostate target delineation. If a systematic error exists between MRI
delineated and the “true” target volume, it could conclude that the systematic error is due
to the radiation oncologist’s performance rather than the modality. The comparison of
prostate delineation between MRI and photographic images will be a valuable
supplement to our target delineation study.
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